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“All right. I’ll give it a try.” 

“No! Try not. Do. Or do not. There is no try.” 

(Luke Skywalker and Yoda, Star Wars: Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back) 

 

When it first appeared on the big screen in 1977, Star Wars demanded attention. It 

broke box office records, ushered in a new era of popularity for the science fiction/space 

fantasy genres, and became the foundation for an entire fanatic culture devoted to its 

characters, storyline, and rich, imaginative setting. The energetic space western had 

arrived at precisely the right time: the United States was still caught in the throes of the 

Cold War, unrecovered from the recently ended Vietnam conflict, and disillusioned with 

their leaders for their failure to stimulate the struggling economy (Henderson 6). The 

pessimism that had paralyzed a nation was apparently insignificant next to the power of 

the Force. George Lucas, the creator and sometime writer/director of Star Wars, stated 

that this was his intention all along: 

Rather than do some angry, socially relevant film, I realized there was 

another relevance that is even more important—dreams and fantasies, 

getting children to believe there is more to life than garbage and killing 

and all that real stuff like stealing hubcaps—that you could still sit and 

dream about exotic lands and strange creatures. Once I got into Star Wars, 

it struck me that we had lost all that—a whole generation was growing up  

without fairy tales…I wanted to do a modern fairy tale, a myth (Kline 53). 

Star Wars (Episode IV) and its sequels, 1980’s The Empire Strikes Back (Episode V) and 

1983’s Return of the Jedi (Episode VI), were intended to be a mythological trilogy, 
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following the journey of hero Luke Skywalker as he transformed from naïve farm boy to 

master of unseen magical powers and redeemer of his fallen father, Anakin 

Skywalker/Darth Vader. Lucas cited famed mythologist Joseph Campbell as his primary 

inspiration for the mythological cycle Luke undergoes. A series of interviews with 

Campbell, entitled “The Power of Myth” and filmed at Lucas’ Skywalker Ranch, 

included Campbell himself praising Star Wars as “the newest and most powerful spin on 

the classic story of the hero” (Campbell, “Power” 18). Campbell’s “Hero’s Journey” 

traced the path of the ancient mythological hero through several pivotal events, from the 

hero’s initial summons to adventure to the hero’s return with the spoils of his victory. 

Star Wars was created in the spirit of continuing this ancient tradition, providing a new 

generation with a new myth and a new hero—Luke Skywalker. Star Wars became a 

global phenomenon, spurring the creation of sequels, television shows, cartoons, books, 

and toys.  Given that 1999’s The Phantom Menace is currently the sixth highest grossing 

film of all time,1 while 1977’s Star Wars remains in the top twenty even after thirty years, 

it is safe to say that, like the world of mythology, the universe George Lucas created is 

timeless and has the ability to command the attention of audiences across both time and 

space. 

 What was it about the journey of Luke Skywalker that demanded and received the 

attention of so many? As an example of an archetypical hero and the main character in a 

classic mythological storyline, Skywalker’s popularity could only be timeless and 

universal. Mythology, as a genre, has existed since long before the birth of Luke 

Skywalker or the invention of film. Ancient Greek epics told of Odysseus’ long journey 

home and Achilles’ fall at Troy. Shakespearean tragedies both recounted Greek myths for 
                                                 
1 “All Time Worldwide Box Office Grosses” <http://www.boxofficemojo.com/alltime/world/> 
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a new era (Troilus and Cressida), made myths out of England’s history (Richard III), and 

created entirely new tragic heroes (Hamlet). These characters, though different, had 

considerable appeal to audiences because they communicated a truth about humanity or 

culture. Joseph Campbell, working from the research of Carl Jung, theorized that all myth 

contains familiar events, symbols and archetypes. These elements are productions of our 

unconscious, first roughly sketched out by the collective unconscious human experience, 

and then colored by our personal unconscious (Campbell, “Faces” 4). The reason 

characters like Odysseus, Hamlet, and Luke Skywalker appeal to us, regardless of time 

period or location, is that we have seen them before—in ourselves. Each character, in 

both their actions and characteristics, communicate truths of which the audience is 

unconsciously aware.  

Myth, in form, is a story written to reveal a specific relationship to a truth the author 

knows exists but cannot define or locate consciously (Ferrell 4). These truths may be 

commentary on the nature of humanity, social criticism, or examples of our morals or 

values. Grounded in the collective unconscious of any audience, anywhere, myth allows 

an author to tell his story globally, confident that the archetypes will be recognized and 

the symbols interpreted correctly. Myth can be presented in a variety of ways: in ancient 

Greek epics, it was often through oral tradition; in Shakespeare’s time, Hamlet was first 

written and then performed on the stage; in the twentieth century, however, these art 

forms have given way to a new medium— film. George Lucas illustrated the importance 

of film as a vehicle for communicating truth to a wide audience: 

…I became fascinated by how culture is transmitted through fairy tales and 

myths. Fairy tales are how people learn about good and evil, about how to 
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conduct themselves in society…Star Wars came out of my desire to make a 

modern fairy tale…Film and [other] visual entertainment are a pervasively 

important part of our culture, an extremely significant influence on the way 

our society operates…Films and television tell us the way we conduct our 

lives, what is right and wrong. (Kline 143) 

Film serves as a modern medium for telling stories. Theater and the written word still 

exist, but only film reaches the widest audience, making it one of the most effective 

vehicles for a mythological story. Star Wars proved that a myth-based narrative was still 

just as relevant and meaningful for 1977 audiences as it was for Elizabethan or Grecian 

ones. Mythology, then, like Star Wars, is also a global phenomenon of our time— of, in 

fact, any given time. The success of Star Wars and its two sequels drove Lucas to 

continue the archetypical Hero’s Journey of a Skywalker two decades later with three 

more films—Episodes I, II, and III. 

 With the return of a Skywalker to the big screen in 1999’s Star Wars: Episode I: 

The Phantom Menace, however, audiences were less than thrilled. Anakin Skywalker, 

represented in Episodes IV, V, and VI as only the menacing Darth Vader, was now 

replaced by a sandy-haired boy of nine called Ani. The audience already knew the fate of 

the boy; that he would grow up and eventually turn into the black-helmeted villain of the 

original trilogy, producing his son, Luke Skywalker, somewhere along the way. Given 

the fact that audiences had already seen fully developed versions of the characters in the 

three prequels—Anakin Skywalker, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Yoda—the task of recreating these 

same characters in earlier stages of their lives while still retaining the original affection 

audiences had for them proved nearly impossible. Episode I: The Phantom Menace was 
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criticized for ignoring its characters and storyline to marvel at the beauty of its setting, 

newly reimagined with CGI technology (Taylor 2). Human actors appeared as little more 

than action figures, dumped in and subsequently upstaged by a sumptuous digital 

landscape (Maslin 1). Episode II: Attack of the Clones, fared even worse. Critics 

lamented over their belief that Star Wars fans and audiences were “preprogrammed,” 

ready to accept anything with the Star Wars name attached to it (Zacharek 1). Episode II: 

Attack of the Clones was so bad, in their opinion, that it seemed “pitched to a cult 

audience” who must have been getting something the critics weren’t (LaSalle 2). The 

final episode in the prequel trilogy, 2005’s Episode III: Revenge of the Sith, received the 

kindest treatment but was still attacked for special effects that, while complex, did 

nothing to “stimulate the imagination” (Ebert “Revenge” 2). Rolling Stone insisted that 

the only worthwhile part of the film was the last half hour, which came the closest to 

“being worthy” of succeeding 1977’s Star Wars: Episode IV (Travers 1-2).  

The biggest complaint overall, attributed to all three prequels, was the lack of 

realism. The characters of Episode I: The Phantom Menace were wooden, “low-key, and 

one dimensional” (Graham 2). The same characters in Episode II: Attack of the Clones 

were “embarrassing” (Scott “Cosmic Dust” 2). By Episode III: Revenge of the Sith, 

Anakin Skywalker and his companions had become “stilted, leaden, and inhuman” 

(Travers 1-2). Critics complained that boy Anakin showed no indication that he would 

one day become enamored with his own greatness, give in to the Dark Side, and 

transform into Darth Vader (Graham 2). Teenaged and adult Anakin’s romance with the 

doomed Padme was attacked as anything but a typical or believable portrayal of romance. 

One critic wrote that Lucas presented love as “a thing to be endured, not cherished” 
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(Ebert “Attack” 1). Another critic complained that the lack of any reference to sex made 

the Star Wars galaxy inhuman, unnatural, “perfect, and cold” (Thomson 2). Anakin and 

Padme would eventually produce Luke and Leia Skywalker, but audiences found this 

hard to believe when the pair in the film discussed love only in terms of marriage, only in 

terms of “the forbidden.” One critic felt that the prequels were far more “controlled and 

planned-out” (Zacharek 3) than the original trilogy had been, leaving no room for 

ambiguity or interpretation. 

 For 1977-1983 audiences, there was nothing unnatural about Episodes IV-VI. 

How did this trilogy succeed where Episodes I-III failed? As mentioned, Star Wars: 

Episode IV: A New Hope was highly praised for being a vehicle of social relief to a 

disillusioned America: 

…the Star Wars trilogy…was an attempt to bring back hope to a nation 

when it seemed in short supply in 1977. [George Lucas’] vision was to 

resurrect the myths and legends that had once defined society but had 

since been forgotten because people had more pressing social problems to 

deal with…America was in definite need of a cultural tonic that would 

inspire people and speak to their concerns and at the same time offer some 

timeless wisdom…in Star Wars…”a new hope” was literally reborn to 

save a way of life… (Geraghty 196-197). 

Lucas supplied a truth 1977 audiences were ready to accept—that the world around them 

was not the only world that was possible. The original trilogy was also praised for its 

emphasis on emotion and humanity, making the film that much more resonant with 

audiences both personally and collectively as members of the same thinking, feeling 
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human race. Roger Ebert wrote in 1977, “In a curious sense, the events in the movie seem 

real, and I seem to be a part of them” (Ebert “Star Wars” 1). He later went on to identify 

Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back as the mythic heart of the original trilogy because of 

its great emphasis on emotion, both the emotions of the characters on screen and the 

emotions of the audience in the theater (“Empire” 1). Episodes IV, V, and VI not only 

harkened back to ancient mythology but also to the most recent incarnations of 

mythology before the arrival of Star Wars: old serial television shows, such as Buck 

Rogers and Flash Gordon, comic books, westerns, and Japanese samurai films (Geraghty 

198). The use of elements characteristic of these older films and television shows evoked 

a sense of nostalgia from audiences, reminding them of a past they may not have even 

been aware of remembering.  

By nature of using mythological storytelling techniques, the original Star Wars 

trilogy allowed for audience interpretation and symbol-seeking. Lucas’ story served as a 

framework, taken from a variety of sources, giving audiences the ability to make their 

own meaning from Luke Skywalker’s journey (Geraghty 198). Irvin Kershner, director of 

Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back, emphasized the importance of leaving some 

elements of the story up to the audience: 

Ambiguity is a necessary part of a good story; if you eliminate ambiguity, 

you’re not touching the unconscious of the audience. What you want is the 

audience doing their own film while they’re watching it so that everybody 

is having a slightly different experience (Bouzereau 219). 
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The success of the films, then, depended not only upon their ability to resonate with 

audiences and their cultures, but also to provide room for interpretive symbolism and 

meaning.  

Episodes I, II, and III seem to have made the audience feel as though the 

symbolism and meaning had already been “controlled and planned-out” for them. The 

prequel trilogy employed a number of mythological conventions that the collective 

unconscious of some critics no longer accepted as truth. Some examples include Anakin 

Skywalker’s virgin birth and status as both child prodigy and prophetic Chosen One, his 

wife Padme’s death from a broken heart, and the often conflicting teachings of the 

fleshed-out Jedi Order (ex., Jedi children not permitted to have a childhood) (Brin 

“Phantom” 1-2). Episodes I and II also embodied a spirit that 21st century American 

audiences found contrived and unrealistic in light of their own culture. Like the original 

trilogy before them, the prequels were presented as “a respite from modern cynicism and 

disillusionment” (Taylor 1). The difference between the disillusionment of 1977 and the 

disillusionment of 1999, however, appears to be that audiences of 1977 desired a respite, 

where 1999 audiences may not have. This may explain the moderate success of Episode 

III: Revenge of the Sith in comparison with Episodes I and II. Episode III was praised for 

its embodiment of traditional Greek tragedy: 

Perhaps, like Greek tragedy, Revenge of the Sith enables us to achieve 

catharsis by observing characters whose fates we already know…despite 

the manipulativeness and the cornball dialogue…Anakin’s utopian fantasy 

is at the heart of this movie…and I admit I was moved when it all comes 
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to naught…Star Wars fans have perhaps grown up and come to see that 

this vast, extravagant, gimcracky dream not only acts out their fears and  

desires but also reflects the world from which they try to flee. (Keough 1-

3) 

Anakin’s fall and final descent into darkness in Episode III attracted audiences in a way 

that the spunky child prodigy in Episode I and the cocky teenager in Episode II could not. 

Audiences found the failure of Anakin’s dream of peace and order through dictatorship 

realistic and natural in ways that the rest of his story was not.  

In creating Episodes IV, V, and VI, Lucas insisted that the films needed to retain a 

sense of realism, despite being depicted in an imaginary setting during an imaginary time. 

To Lucas, credibility was what connected an audience to fiction. The audience needed to 

be made to believe that the story was true, and that, if they looked hard enough, they 

really could locate that galaxy far, far away. Lucas insisted that this was the only way 

fiction or the imaginary could succeed—if they seemed real (Kline 58). Despite Lucas’ 

awareness of this in 1977, he seemed to have forgotten it by 1999. Episodes I, II, and 

III’s dialogue was criticized as flat, unmemorable, lifeless, stilted, faux literate, mock-

Shakespearean, and devoid of humor. To his credit, Lucas is the first to admit that 

dialogue, and even writing in general, have never been his forte: 

Writing has never been something I have enjoyed…No matter how much I 

wanted to get out of writing, I was somehow always forced to sit down 

and work on the script…Dialogue has never been my strong point… 

(Bouzereau 144-145, 7) 

Lucas even sought help in rewriting the dialogue in all three original trilogy films: 
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I had some friends come…to do some last-minute rewriting…because I 

wasn’t happy with the dialogue. I never arrived at a degree of satisfaction 

where I thought the screenplay was perfect. If I hadn’t been forced to 

shoot the film [Star Wars], I would doubtless be rewriting it now, as we 

speak. (Kline 56) 

In terms of mythological impact, the need for realism and naturalism are central to an 

effectively communicated myth. If all successful myths reside in the collective 

unconscious, references must be made that remind us of elements within that collective 

unconscious. If a myth is to succeed, it must also resonate with our selves (our personal 

unconscious) and our culture (our collective unconscious). The nature of an event or 

character as real or unreal is determined by comparison with our selves and with our 

culture. Therefore, if something appears unnatural or unreal to us, it is not an effective or 

successful element of a myth. When audiences and critics labeled the dialogue of 

Episodes I, II, and III as unnatural, they rejected a significant portion of Lucas’ attempted 

myth as unsuccessful. 

 How can we accurately gauge how successful a myth was in its attempt to 

resonate with the symbols, ideas, and archetypes of the collective unconscious? Myths 

resonate because they reappear, not only in our collective unconscious—which enables us 

to recognize them—but in art. Art, no matter the medium, is a social force that attempts 

to communicate ethical and moral truth (Frye, “Anatomy” 349). The more widely 

accessible, popular, and beloved a work of art is, then, the closer it must be examined to 

determine what kinds of truths are being accepted (or rejected) by the audience. 

Mythology is no fairy tale, CGI spectacle, or summer action flick but an attempt to 
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“provide an understanding of the real world at the time [it is] conceived”; “to place into 

metaphoric form the profound thoughts of a culture” (Ferrell 5, 10). Myths were first 

imagined, then orated, then written, then performed, and can now be filmed. Culturally 

produced myth-based art, then, like Star Wars itself, is a strong indicator of the lessons a 

culture’s mythology is attempting to teach.  

But what are the most effective tools for gauging the successful resonance of 

myth?  While most critics were unanimous in the utter failure of Episodes I, II, and III to 

achieve psychological resonance, a smattering of critics are not representative of the 

average psyche. Critics are hired, sometimes assigned, but always eventually paid to 

write reviews of films. As a result, a critic’s true opinion of a film may be biased, 

censored, or otherwise limited. While I do not believe critical reviews of the Star Wars 

films are always biased in this way, they are not an entirely reliable resource for 

determining the success of Lucas’ myth.  

The authorial commentary of George Lucas himself is another option. It is Lucas 

who first claimed that Star Wars was a direct descendant of “ancient, timeworn tales” 

that went back to “the Greeks and beyond” (Kline 149). Lucas’ response to criticism of 

Episodes I-III was not to admit any mythological flaws in the films themselves, but rather 

to accuse the audience of being mythologically defective:  

All of the films have been written for 12 year olds…They’ve always been 

designed that way and, you know, it’s always been consistent. It hadn’t 

changed at all…In [Episode I], I was dealing with…a lot of issues a lot of 

fans didn’t want to hear…The public yawned and people weren’t ready for 

it …I knew when I made the film a lot of fans weren’t going to like this 
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because I wasn’t making the movie they wanted (qtd. in Blumberg 

“Fans”). 

Lucas’ stated intention in creating Star Wars was to provide what he saw as the 

disillusioned youth of his generation with a new myth that gave real, meaningful 

examples of how to live. However, by 1981, Lucas’ opinion of his own films had 

changed: “My feelings about Star Wars are not as awed as a lot of people. No matter 

what, it is rather simplistic…it’s just a movie. You watch it and you enjoy it” (qtd. in 

Kline 117). The director’s aspirations to create a film that “expressed the mythological 

realities of life” have disappeared, replaced by the casual classification of Star Wars as 

only a movie (Kline 116). Given the enormous scale and expense of the Star Wars 

franchise (reportedly $140 million) as well as it’s global popularity with audiences, 

“there is nothing ‘only’ about it” (Scott “Cosmic Dust”). Authorial commentary, then, in 

the case of Star Wars, is inconsistent, at best. 

If sheer popularity was an accurate measurement, then Star Wars would have no 

difficulty in being established as a successful myth. Lucasfilm Ltd. produces a veritable 

merchandising empire of Star Wars products in every available medium and genre. Over 

70 million Star Wars-related books are in print worldwide. 13.7 million copies of books 

based on Episodes IV-VI sold between 1977 and 1984, while 3.1 million copies of books 

based on Episodes I-III sold between 1999 and 2004, and that number continues to grow.2 

These 1,700+ titles consist of tie-in novels and officially sanctioned prequel or sequel 

novels based upon the Star Wars films. As a barometer for the film’s mythological 

success, however, officially-sanctioned narratives are ineffective for the very reason that 

                                                 
2 2005 Publishers Weekly <http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail?vid=2&hid=117&sid=b14d4acc-f2ac-
4c42-a0f7-3d4bec58812c%40sessionmgr107> 
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they are official. The content of these novels is dependent upon approval from Lucasfilm 

Ltd., and authors can be made to change portions of their story if a certain element is 

rejected by the copyright holder. Merchandised novels are also subject to the demands 

and requirements of publishing. Writers want a book to sell and, if a certain plotline or 

character will help a book sell, a writer may be influenced to concentrate solely on that 

character or storyline to make money. Official Star Wars-related written material, then, is 

also not a reliable source. What, then, remains? 

 Fan fiction, as a defined genre, came into existence in the ‘60s with the television 

show Star Trek. Fans of the show began to write original works based upon the already 

established characters, history, and adventures of Captain Kirk and his crew. Fan fiction 

can be loosely defined as writing which makes use of an accepted canon of characters, 

settings, and/or plots generated by another writer (Pugh 25). As the popularity of writing 

fan fiction increased in the 1960s, it was only natural that this fan activity would be taken 

up by fans of Star Wars in 1977.  

Fans of Star Wars were and are (for the most part) free to create their own 

narratives based upon the Skywalkers and the galaxy they inhabit. Their reasons for 

creating these narratives are twofold: they are both enamored with their source material 

and frustrated by it. As fans, they feel a deep personal connection to and fascination with 

their chosen fandom, and regard any changes within that narrative as seriously as they 

might regard changes within their own culture. Their frustration may either be 

dissatisfaction with the content of material presented or dissatisfaction with the amount of 

material presented (Jenkins, “Textual” 23). Writers of Star Wars fan fiction, then, are 

writing in response to the Star Wars films— either out of the desire to see more of 
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something good, or the need to repair something bad. Fan fiction is unique from author 

commentary, critical review and officially sanctioned works in that it is the only 

response-based genre that is unhindered by official and/or legal restrictions. For this 

reason, fan fiction is the best culturally-produced art form for determining the success or 

failure of Star Wars as a culturally resonant, successful myth. 

 Successful mythology is dependent upon elements of the myth resonating within 

an audience’s collective unconscious. If the audience feels that these elements are 

foreign, unnatural, or unrealistic, the myth fails because, to the audience, it contains no 

truth. We have already seen that the Star Wars prequels, Episodes I-III, are generally 

regarded as mythological failures in comparison to the original trilogy, Episodes IV-VI. 

What, then, can fan fiction tell us about the Star Wars narrative as a whole?  If fan fiction 

acts as a tool of artistic response, either continuing resonant source material or attempting 

to repair it, what does comparing the fan fiction of both Star Wars trilogies say about the 

success of one myth in comparison to the other? If Star Wars is a work of mythology, and 

fan fiction is written within the context of pop culture myths such as Star Wars, what can 

fan fiction tell us about the mythology of our culture, and how that mythology is 

changing?  
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Chapter One 

Mythological Theory 

“A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away…” 

(Eps. I-VI) 

 

 There is no question of the widespread popularity of the Star Wars films. The 

adventures of the Skywalkers, both senior and junior, have spawned a veritable empire of 

merchandise and secondary materials, ranging from novels to video games to holiday 

specials.  An entire subculture devoted to Star Wars has developed among fans who 

regularly attend conventions, engage in discussion and critique of the films, and create 

their own works in homage to the trilogies. As a participating fan myself, I was intrigued 

by so many others, though of different backgrounds and cultures, equally sharing my 

interest and love for the series. I began to wonder what it was about the Star Wars films 

that engaged and provoked so many people. In reading critical reviews and analyses of 

the films, I was always pointed towards Lucas’ claim (and many scholars’ conclusion) 

that the Star Wars films were modern-day mythology, and this explained their popularity 

with fans both young and old, in the U.S. and elsewhere. The six Star Wars films, 

however, while all commercially successful, have been so to varying degrees. From these 

observations, two questions arise: First, what is it about myth that makes a film (or any 

work of art) based upon it so appealing? Second, what makes one myth more successful 

or appealing than another? 

To deem any work of art a successful or unsuccessful myth, we must first 

establish what myth is (and isn’t). Mythology, as defined by Joseph Campbell—famed 
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mythologist and George Lucas’ purported inspiration for the first Star Wars trilogy—is 

simply a depersonalized dream. Dreams, for Campbell, focus on the troubles of the 

dreamer and act as personalized myth. Myth, on the other hand, focuses on the troubles of 

humanity, de-emphasizing the personal dreams of the individual in favor of the collective 

dreams of the whole (Campbell, “Faces” 19). Campbell’s choice of dream as a 

complementary concept is based on the work of Carl Gustav Jung, who believed that the 

unconscious psyche contains all the images that generate myths— and dreams (Jung 7). 

Jung believed that all human beings are linked by a collective unconscious, which is 

universally identical in all people and the source of every individual’s personal 

unconscious (Jung 4). The content of the collective unconscious is comprised of 

archetypes, which are forms or images that originate from and recur within the collective 

unconscious of humanity (Jung 4-5).  

Jung identified the functions of some of these archetypes and what ideas and 

concepts they represent to our psyches. His two main archetypes are the anima and the 

shadow. The anima and the shadow function as a divine pair, a coupling Jung identified 

as syzygy, and are meant to represent either side of humanity’s dual moral nature (Jung 

64). The anima is usually feminine in nature and acts as the representation of not only life 

itself, but of a higher state of being. The shadow is complementary to the anima; the 

shadow often manifests itself as the darker, sometimes regressive side of one’s dual 

nature. Jung regards the hero’s encounter with the shadow as the “apprentice-piece” of 

the Hero’s Journey, while the hero’s encounter with the anima should be regarded as the 

“master-piece” (Jung 29). To achieve the higher state of spiritual and moral being that the 

anima represents, the hero must first encounter the darker spiritual and moral sides of his 
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own nature, represented by the shadow. Jung identified four major archetypal figures in 

addition to the anima and the shadow. Any of the four archetypal figures can also 

function as the base archetypes of the anima and the shadow: 

Mother archetype: 

 As an anima, the mother archetype represents the “magic authority” of the female. 

The mother archetype is often wise and relies upon maternal or feminine instinct. She 

fosters growth and fertility. As a shadow figure, the mother archetype represents the 

“unknown” of the female. She embodies all that is secret, hidden, and dark in the 

collective unconscious. The mother archetype can create complexes within a hero 

(homosexuality or Don Juanism) and a heroine (hypertrophy or atrophy of the feminine 

side) alike. In the spirit of syzygy, the mother archetype is often paired with a male 

counterpart (Jung 82-106). 

Child archetype: 

 The child archetype is often embodied in the child god/prodigy. The child 

archetype represents the potential future, augmented and magnified by the archetype’s 

typically miraculous birth, dangerous childhood, and hidden power over the forces of 

nature. The child archetype can also act as an impetus for the uniting of opposites. The 

child archetype’s purpose is to provide a new beginning in light of the mistakes or 

failures of the past. The child archetypal figure is typically separated from the mother, 

raised by the world, and grows up to be invincible (Jung 158-177). 

Spirit archetype: 

 The spirit archetype frequently appears as the father figure or the wise 

supernaturally-aided guide to the hero. The spirit archetype provides insight where the 
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hero can find none. The spirit figure usually spurs many of the hero’s actions, impulses, 

opinions, or statements (Jung 214-216). 

Trickster archetype: 

 The trickster archetype is characterized by his unpredictability. He is sometimes 

of lower intelligence and has poorer communication skills than others around him. He is 

often portrayed as a wounded wanderer and is meant to represent an earlier, sometimes 

lower state of consciousness than the one to which the hero aspires (Jung 256-261). 

According to Jung, all archetypes have positive and negative aspects (Jung 37). 

Each archetypal figure can be represented more than once, and one character can embody 

multiple archetypes. These archetypes provide examples, parallels, symbols, and models 

for characters and events within an inner drama that Jung believes humanity rediscovers 

through myth (Jung 7). 

 But what is the inner drama? Joseph Campbell’s aforementioned “Hero’s 

Journey” attempts to outline the journey of the hero from inexperienced youth to fully 

developed hero in several critical events. This journey can occur within both comedy and 

tragedy, though Campbell points out that “the fairy tale of happiness [comedy] cannot 

ever be taken seriously; it belongs to the never-never land of childhood, which is 

protected from the realities that will become terribly known soon enough” (“Faces” 28). 

Of an even higher rank than tragedy is the redemptive myth, which Campbell regards as 

“of a deeper truth, of a more difficult realization, of a sounder structure, and of a 

revelation more complete” than that of comedy or tragedy by themselves (“Faces” 28). 

Whether in comedy, tragedy, or redemptive myth, Campbell’s Hero’s Journey 

follows the same structure, and is comprised of three major stages: first is separation or 
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departure of the hero from his native land; second are the trials and victories of the hero’s 

initiation or journey; and third are the hero’s return and reintegration into society, 

transformed by his journey (Campbell, “Faces” 37). Each of the three stages contains five 

to six different events: 

I. Separation or Departure of the Hero 

a. Call to Adventure 

 The hero is summoned to his adventure or journey from his native land. The hero 

begins to step out of his own society into that of an unknown one, usually marked by 

wonder or etherealness (Campbell, “Faces” 58). 

b. Refusal of the Call 

 The hero at first refuses the summons to his journey, usually marked by a reluctance 

to leave the familiar surroundings of his native land (Campbell, “Faces” 62). 

c. Supernatural Aid 

 The hero is aided (sometimes at the Crossing of the First Threshold) by one or more 

protective figures. These figures sometimes act as heralds of the Call to Adventure, 

provide the hero with wisdom and insight, and introduce the hero to his burgeoning 

power (Campbell, “Faces” 71-73). 

d. Crossing of the First Threshold 

 The hero encounters the first malicious or restrictive road block in his journey. The 

first threshold is sometimes set right outside a zone of magnified power in the 

mysterious new world into which the hero has entered (Campbell, “Faces” 77-83). 
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e. Belly of the Whale 

 The hero is swallowed into the deepest center of the unknown world. In some cases 

he appears to have died, even to the point of physical death. This event is viewed 

psychologically as a return to the womb for the hero, and he often undergoes a 

transformation or “rebirth” during this stage (Campbell “Faces” 90). 

II. Trials and Victories of the Hero’s Initiation/Journey 

a. Road of Trials 

 After successfully crossing the first threshold, the hero encounters further trials on his 

journey, usually aided by a supernatural protective figure (Campbell, “Faces” 90). 

b. Meeting with the Goddess 

 This is one of several events the Hero’s Journey may include during his time in the 

Belly of the Whale. The hero confronts woman, the “world creatrix,” and accepts his 

own duality. Occasionally, this event involves the hero falling in love and finding his 

female counterpart (Campbell, “Faces” 109-118). 

c. Woman as Temptress 

 This is the alternate possibility for the hero’s confrontation with woman. Woman may 

act as a detrimental distraction for the hero at a critical point in his journey 

(Campbell, “Faces” 120-121). 

d. Atonement with the Father 

 This event represents the traditional function of societal initiation. The hero, like all 

men before him, including his father, must become a man. He confronts a father-
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figure for mastery of the universe, and the “ogre” aspect of the father that is present in 

himself (Campbell, “Faces” 136).3 

e. Apotheosis 

 The hero attains “perfection within”—he reconciles both sides of his nature, masters 

his new power, or has an awakening or realization of some sort that completes his 

internal transformation. Newly perfected, the hero is now ready to return home and 

attempt to perfect his flawed world (Campbell, “Faces” 165). 

f. The Ultimate Boon 

 The hero obtains his objective, the reason for having set out upon his journey. This 

may include a physical object, a psychological/spiritual transformation, or the 

fulfillment of a prophecy/destiny (Campbell, “Faces” 173-190). 

III. The Hero’s Return and Reintegration Into Society 

a. Refusal of Return 

 The hero’s responsibility is now to return home with his boon to help improve his 

homeland, but the hero often refuses this responsibility, sometimes out of a 

pessimistic belief that his world is too doomed to be saved (Campbell, “Faces” 193). 

b. Magic Flight 

 This event occurs if the hero achieves his ultimate objective against opposition or 

resentment (as opposed to receiving a blessing from it). The hero’s return is often 

markedly more comical and lively than his original journey into the unknown world 

(Campbell, “Faces” 197). 

 

                                                 
3 It should be noted here that Campbell did not restrict his “Hero’s Journey” to male archetypes. For 
example, in the Atonement with the Parent stage, heroines would face their mothers or mother-figures in a 
confrontation to be the mastered world itself, since women create the world by bearing children. 
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c. Rescue from Without 

 If the hero cannot emerge from the unknown world on his own, supernatural aid may 

be required to retrieve him (Campbell, “Faces” 207). 

d. Crossing of the Return Threshold 

 The hero crosses the final Threshold on his journey, stepping from the unknown 

world in which he had his adventure back into the known world of his origin 

(Campbell, “Faces” 217). 

e. Master of the Two Worlds 

 Because of his inner perfection and/or transformation, the hero is now capable of 

either passing through both his known world and the unknown world, or commanding 

the powers of the unknown world (Campbell, “Faces” 229). 

f. Freedom to Live 

 The hero’s world is enlightened and improved by the boon he has brought back 

(Campbell, “Faces” 238). 

Not all of these events are necessarily present in a work of mythology, and they 

are not always presented in the same order. Campbell’s three major stages, however, 

make up one composite adventure that has been recurring in mythological works for 

centuries and across cultures, populated by characters who are representative of certain 

archetypes within the collective unconscious of humanity. These archetypes can be 

further defined as symbols “which connect one [myth] to another and help to unify and 

integrate our literary experience” (Frye, “Anatomy” 99). The recurrence of Jungian 

archetypes then, no matter what they embody, relies upon our innate knowledge of the 
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past. We cannot understand the references archetypes make to the collective unconscious 

unless we are part of the collective unconscious.  

If the collective unconscious is, well, unconscious, how can we tell when an 

archetype has emerged from it? What is a conscious standard by which a myth can be 

judged as successfully resonant? In his essays on mythological criticism, Northrop Frye 

states that all criticism is essentially ethical criticism. He defines ethics as “the 

consciousness of the presence of society” (Frye, “Anatomy” 24). Our definitions for right 

and wrong are innate; although we are told in different stages of our lives that certain 

actions are right and wrong, the concepts by which we categorize those actions are 

known, not learned. Other ethical standards, such as true and false, real and unreal, 

natural and unnatural, are oppositions we create based upon what we know: “….Verbal 

patterns may remain fixed for centuries: the meanings attached to them will change out of 

all recognition in that time, but the feeling…must remain unchanged…” (Frye, 

“Anatomy” 349). The meanings of these oppositions change as time progresses (as well 

as the format in which they are presented to us), but the ideas they represent do not. 

Mythology, for Frye, uses analogy and identity to parallel human life with natural 

phenomenon (Frye, “Fables” 32). One world represents the known, the personal 

experience of being human. The other world represents the unknown, the universal 

experience of being part of the world at large. For myth to draw accurate, recognizable 

parallels, however, Frye insists that myth as a form must identify with the Greek concept 

of mimesis, or the imitation of an action (Frye, “Anatomy” 82). Myth must imitate “real” 

actions in order to communicate unreal or unconscious truths. If an element of myth does 

not seem real to us, then the ethical concept it represents will not seem real to us either. 
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For Frye, art— paintings, sculptures, literature, theater, and today’s modern counterpart, 

film—is the most logical tool for communicating these ethical concepts: “…the moment 

we go from the individual work of art to the sense of the total form of the art, the art 

becomes…an ethical instrument, participating in the work of civilization” (Frye, 

“Anatomy” 349). When art is appreciated not only for its aesthetic details but for the 

overall ideas and concepts it presents through its form, it becomes representative of the 

ethical truths of a society. Mythology is defined by its recurring forms and archetypes, 

which makes it a genre representative of the ethical and moral content of humanity’s 

collective unconscious. 

 Myth, then, as a whole, is one of the most important artistic tools for portraying 

the human experience. In his book Literature and Film as Modern Mythology, William 

Ferrell explains that ethical and moral concepts cannot be defined for society by its 

leaders or its government, and religious groups present too many conflicting views. The 

responsibility of creating rules to live by, then, falls upon the shoulders of a society’s 

artists: 

A metaphysical concern identified within the society motivates an artist to 

create a [work of art] that communicates the principle in comprehensible 

language…Humans are…spiritual beings. Humans know they exist and 

are able consciously to assess their world simultaneously in past, present, 

and future tense. In performing this action, one must make contact with 

the world of abstraction, universally known as the metaphysical—those 

things we know to exist but cannot actually see… (Ferrell 17, 4) 
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The metaphysical world—a world we cannot consciously connect with because it does 

not physically exist—is the unconscious world, the world of myth. Mythology connects 

this world of the physically unknown with that of the known. Ferrell defines myth as a 

story that reveals a relationship to a truth the writer knows exists but cannot locate 

because of its residence in the collective unconscious (Ferrell 4).  The purpose of myth is 

not only to communicate an understanding about the world around us (whether it is our 

conscious world or our unconscious one) but also to “place into metaphoric form the 

profound thoughts of a culture” (Ferrell 10). To accomplish this, myth must bring the 

audience to or close to a fundamental metaphysical truth, bridging the gap between the 

“real” physical world and the “real” spiritual world.  

For the audience to understand and recognize the connections myth draws 

between our conscious world and our unconscious world, however, there are certain 

truths that myth itself must recognize. The first of these, and the most important in an 

effectively communicated myth, is realism: 

If it is myth that brings the known (reality) closer to the unknown 

(abstraction), it would follow that the more realism or truth a fictional 

story develops, the closer it would bring us to a fundamental metaphysical 

truth. The more real a spiritual experience is, the closer we get to 

whatever exists as ultimate reality (Ferrell 51). 

An audience can only respond to the mythic nature of a story if they can recognize the 

inherent truth in it. As Northrop Frye indicates, we define true and false as oppositions 

from within, not without. Society may provide examples of the right and wrong ways to 

behave, or events that truly happened or did not really occur, but the concepts of right and 
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wrong or true and false are innately known, not learned. The more true or “real” a story 

is, the more mythic it is. Correspondingly, the more mythic a story is, the more 

fundamentally true or “real” it must be. Myth provides a connection to that innate, 

unconscious world where right and wrong, true and false, real and unreal, natural and 

unnatural are eternally defined: 

[Myths] provide insight into how we should live…they either provide us a 

positive model or models to follow…or the negative, showing us what can 

happen if we do not follow the right path… (Ferrell 5) 

Myth, then, is a tool of communication for ethical truth. But myth does not 

immediately present itself as myth; it is shown through the lens of a particular story in a 

particular medium. What effect, if any, does presenting myth as a certain story in a 

certain medium have on its resonance? In what began as an office memo and evolved into 

a second-edition how-to book for filmmakers, screenwriter Christopher Vogler created 

his own mythological “Hero’s Journey,” building on the original articulated by Joseph 

Campbell and adapting it specifically for the medium of film. Vogler agrees that myth is 

the vehicle by which ethics, morals, and values can be communicated: 

The values of the Hero’s Journey are what are important. The images of 

the basic version—young heroes seeking magic swords from old wizards, 

maidens risking death to save loved ones, knights riding off to fight evil 

dragons in deep caves, and so on—are just symbols of universal life 

experiences (26). 

These archetypes—the hero, the maiden, the knight, etc. – are, to Vogler, “personified 

symbols of various human qualities,” or examples of traits both good and bad in human 
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nature (Vogler 32). Again, mythology is being used to present actions to emulate and 

temptations to reject. However, Vogler points out that these symbols cannot remain 

static. The values they represent will remain universal, but the symbols themselves must 

change to fit both the story being told in a myth-based film and the society in which it is 

being presented (Vogler 27). One might argue that altering the symbols alters the 

reference they make to the ethical and moral truths within humanity’s collective 

unconscious, but it is the recurrence of these ethical and moral truths—not their 

presentation— that turns a film into myth: 

…Stories [constructed on the mythological model] are accurate models of 

the workings of the human mind, true maps of the psyche. They are 

psychologically valid and emotionally realistic even when they portray 

fantastic, impossible, or unreal events. (Vogler 11) 

The presence of psychological moral and ethical truth is what turns a film into a myth, 

but the presentation of these psychological truths is what turns a myth into a successful 

myth. As Vogler reminds us, the Hero’s Journey is a skeletal structure, a framework that 

should be fleshed out and given life with the details of a story unique to the culture, era, 

and values of its creator (Vogler 26). Just as the medium for communicating myth has 

changed to fit the times, the content of a mythologically-based work of art must also 

change to resonate with new audiences. William Ferrell points out that one of the original 

motivations for mythmaking was to attempt to explain how or why certain inexplicable 

phenomenon in the world occurred. However, “as knowledge increased and was more 

accurately understood, the story became modified or perhaps even discarded as it was 

replaced by new knowledge” (Ferrell 5). A twenty-first century viewer who is told that 
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the sun revolves around the earth will reject this information as false, as science has 

proven that it is the earth that revolves around the sun (provided they live in a place that 

has access to this information!) Similarly, a Grecian viewer who is told that the earth was 

created by the death of a Chinaman named Pan Gu after his escape from a cosmic egg 

will likely find little resonant truth in the story, as they had their own creation myths that 

did not include these elements. Building from Jung, Campbell, and Frye then, theorists 

like Ferrell and Vogler argue that myth must first resonate with audiences personally 

before it can resonate universally. In short, mythology must be timely to be timeless.  

Mythology is especially timely if it is presented in the timeliest medium. In this 

century, that medium is film. As Ferrell indicates, we cannot rely on structures of 

society—government, religion, cultural groups, etc.—to define morality. Each body has 

its own agenda, and cannot be counted on to provide ethical standards that are not merely 

points of support for that agenda. Society then turns to the artist, who creates purely out 

of a desire for expression. While art can take many forms, each period of history has its 

art form that is the most widespread, the most popular, and the most accessible. In the 

twentieth and twenty-first centuries, film has emerged as the dominant art form in both 

accessibility and popularity and, like all art forms before it, myth has been successfully 

(and unsuccessfully) integrated into that art form. Realism, naturalism, and the presence 

of resonant ethical and moral truth are just as important in myth-based film as in any 

other form of myth. The Star Wars trilogies are recognized examples of mythologically-

based film, but the first trilogy has fared better both critically and with fans. Why? Carl 

Jung has indicated what roles the various characters in mythology play, and what they 

represent to us in relation to the characters that both appear in our dreams and 
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permanently reside in a collective unconscious that binds humanity together. Joseph 

Campbell, George Lucas’ purported inspiration, has laid out the cycle of events in which 

these characters are involved. These events are present in every work of mythology, 

including Star Wars. Northrop Frye reveals that these events and characters together tell 

the audience how to live ethically and morally. Mythology, then, is one of the most 

important artistic genres because of what it can accomplish. If a myth is to be successful, 

it cannot be treated as less than what is it: a tool of communication for psychological 

truth that codifies, defines, and supports the audience’s unconscious moral and ethical 

beliefs. As a work of mythology, Star Wars is also subject to the lens of the collective 

unconscious. What truths do the Star Wars trilogies attempt to reveal, and what moral 

and ethical lessons do they teach? 
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Chapter Two 

From Star Wars to Jedi 

“For over a thousand generations, the Jedi Knights were the guardians of peace and 

justice in the Old Republic. Before the dark times…before the Empire.” 

(Obi-Wan Kenobi, Star Wars: Episode IV: A New Hope) 

 

 The story is simple enough: a young hero is called upon to save his world from 

destruction, undergoes many tests and trials, and finally emerges having defeated the 

villain, retrieved the treasure, won the heart of lady fair, or all three. It is this simple story 

that is outlined in Joseph Campbell’s “Hero’s Journey” and told through the eyes of a 

Skywalker in the Star Wars trilogies. There is no denying the presence of familiar 

archetypes and mythologically resonant plotlines in both trilogies. However, while the 

films are generally accepted as modern myths, or at least a collection of traditionally 

mythological elements, Episodes IV-VI have resonated far more positively than have 

Episodes I-III with fans and critics alike. Why the disparity between the story of Luke 

Skywalker and the story of Anakin Skywalker? Do both follow the Hero’s Journey? Are 

both heroes’ journeys populated by familiar and resonant archetypal figures? Where do 

the stories differ? Where do they intersect? As George Lucas, the creator of Star Wars, 

has so often reminded audiences, Episodes I-III and Episodes IV-VI are meant to be 

viewed in diegetic chronological order as the full Hero’s Journey of Anakin Skywalker.4 

The flaw in this reading of the film is that, non-diegetically, Episodes IV-VI were 

released before Episodes I-III. Luke Skywalker is the hero introduced first, not his father, 

                                                 
4 Snider, Mike. “’Star Wars’ universe revolves around Vader.” USA TODAY (22 April 2005) 
<http://www.folkstory.com/articles/vader.html> 
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Anakin Skywalker/Darth Vader, and Episodes IV-VI accordingly focus on Luke’s 

adventures. Audiences weren’t even aware of Darth Vader’s identity as Anakin 

Skywalker until the end of Episode V,5 and the character prior to that functioned only as 

Luke’s nemesis, the faceless villain he was meant to confront and defeat. As archetypal 

figures go, then, it is Luke Skywalker who fulfills the role of the hero in Episodes IV-VI, 

and, because Luke plays this role in IV-VI while Anakin Skywalker is the focus of I-III, 

for the purposes of my inquiry I will be analyzing both trilogies separately—Episodes 

IV-VI as the Hero’s Journey of Luke Skywalker, and Episodes I-III as the Hero’s Journey 

of Anakin Skywalker. 

 Luke Skywalker’s journey, then, begins with his introduction in Star Wars: 

Episode IV: A New Hope. As a farm boy living on Tatooine, Luke is from both humble 

and mysterious origins. He lives not with his mother and father, but with his Uncle Owen 

and Aunt Beru. We later learn in Episode VI: Return of the Jedi that, as an infant, Luke 

was spirited away to live with his relatives as an alternative to being discovered by his 

fallen father, Anakin Skywalker/Darth Vader. The traditional hero is often marked by the 

theme of infant exile (Campbell, “Faces” 323). Luke is a child of destiny, though he isn’t 

aware of it; his heritage has preordained him to greatness, another typical trait of the hero 

(Campbell, “Faces” 319). Like other mythological children of destiny, Luke also lives 

through a long period of obscurity (Campbell, “Faces” 326). He grows up on a 

metaphorical prairie, cut off from the rest of the galaxy. He longs for bigger and better 

things, aware that there is a galaxy he is being prevented from exploring. He has no 

                                                 
5 Some audiences took even longer. Many believed Darth Vader’s confession in Episode V was a lie or a 
trick, and some fans would not accept him as Anakin Skywalker, Luke’s father, until the information was 
confirmed in Episode VI (Borzereau 218). 
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extraordinary power or ability that he is aware of and, to his aunt and uncle, he is an 

ordinary young man with ordinary complaints, desires, and abilities. 

 As the audience quickly learns, however, Luke is no ordinary farmer’s son. 

Ben/Obi-Wan Kenobi gives the audience a glimpse into Luke’s mysterious past and 

prophetic future, while also acting as the spirit archetype in Luke’s journey. The spirit 

archetype frequently appears as the father figure or the wise old man figure, and can be 

benevolent or malicious (Jung 216). It is Kenobi who first introduces Luke to the powers 

of the mysterious unknown world he has previously been prevented from exploring—the 

world of the Force. The spirit figure often serves as an intellectual and spiritual 

inspiration to the hero, giving rise to many of the hero’s statements, actions, tendencies, 

impulses, or opinions (Jung 214). In addition, Kenobi repeatedly provides Luke with 

supernatural aid in situations, trials, or tasks he is unable to complete himself, and 

provides insight and wisdom that Luke has not yet been able to attain (Jung 216). In this 

case, Kenobi is (literally) a wise old man/mentor to Luke, and aids him throughout his 

journey. Kenobi is the vehicle for Luke’s adventure and the model to which Luke 

compares himself and his developing abilities throughout Episodes IV-VI. 

 Luke Skywalker and his mentor Obi-Wan Kenobi face an opposing, malevolent 

villain throughout Episodes IV-VI: Darth Vader. As an archetype, Vader is both a 

malicious spirit figure and the representation of the shadow in Luke’s journey. Vader, 

too, provides the impulse for many of Luke’s actions, statements, and opinions. Vader’s 

insight is an event in itself in Episode V when he reveals to Luke that he is Anakin 

Skywalker, Luke’s father. He provides supernatural opposition rather than aid, and is 

(literally) the father figure to Luke, a typical role of the spirit archetype. As the shadow 
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archetype, Vader represents the darker side of Luke’s nature, an internal aspect of Luke’s 

self that he must encounter before he can fully develop. The encounter with the shadow is 

seen as the “apprentice-piece” in the hero’s development—the hero has come to a new 

awakening or realization as a result of his encounter with the shadow archetype, but has 

not fully attained internal perfection or transformation (Jung 29). Luke’s final moment of 

apotheosis in Episode VI, when he throws away his weapon and refuses to kill his father 

Vader, is a direct reaction to the moment of complete immersion in the shadow 

immediately prior, in which he mercilessly attacked the Sith Lord. 

 The “master-piece” in the hero’s development, on the other hand, is the hero’s 

encounter with the anima (Jung 29). The anima is life itself. She is almost always 

feminine and, together with the shadow, forms the archetype of the divine pair, or the 

concept of syzygy. Princess Leia acts as the anima in Episodes IV-VI to Vader’s shadow, 

representing the lighter, feminine side of Luke’s nature. Visually the two characters 

oppose each other; Vader is cloaked in black armor, while Leia is consistently dressed in 

flowing white. It is through Leia that characters develop and take action towards either 

transformation or encountering the shadow to attain that transformation. For example, 

Luke only realizes Leia is his long-lost sister in Episode VI, when he is almost fully 

developed. Later, Luke is angered by Vader’s threat to corrupt Leia and then begins to 

attack Vader, unleashing the darker, aggressive, primitive tendencies in his nature. Only 

after encountering the shadow of his nature is Luke able to overcome it and embrace the 

anima, throwing away his weapon and refusing to fight Vader. The threat of harm to Leia 

is the impetus for this action. 
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 Luke Skywalker’s complete transformation from inexperienced youth to Jedi Knight 

and master of the Force occurs over the course of Episodes IV-VI, and closely follows 

Joseph Campbell’s Hero’s Journey from beginning to end: 

IV. Separation or Departure of the Hero 

a. Call to Adventure 

 Luke’s call comes in two stages: the indirect message from a herald that prompts 

Luke to investigate further, and the direct request from the spirit-mentor archetype 

that forces Luke to consciously choose whether or not he will embark on his 

adventure. His newly acquired droids, C-3PO and R2-D2, inadvertently display part 

of a secret message from Princess Leia meant for the mysterious Obi-Wan Kenobi. 

When R2-D2 runs away, Luke follows in hopes of recovering the droid and learning 

more of Leia’s call for aid. When he finally does encounter Obi-Wan Kenobi, Luke 

learns of the struggles of the Rebel Alliance against the evil Empire and is asked if he 

will join the fight by helping to rescue Princess Leia.  

b. Refusal of the Call 

 Luke at first refuses Kenobi’s request for assistance in rescuing Princess Leia and 

returning the droids to the Rebel Alliance. He cites his duties at home, his obligations 

to his uncle, and the enormity and scope of the task as deterrents to leaving home. 

c. Crossing of the First Threshold 

Like all the stages of the Hero’s Journey, the first threshold can be interpreted as 

many different events or obstacles at the beginning of the hero’s adventure. One such 

obstacle for Luke is his encounter with the Sand People in Episode IV. Luke is 

ambushed by the Sand People after recovering R2-D2 in the deserts of Tatooine. He 
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is unable to defend himself against them, and Obi-Wan Kenobi must rescue him by 

means of a supernatural device: the use of the Force to make the sound of a 

threatening animal, which startles the Sand People into retreat.  

d. Belly of the Whale 

 The imagery of the Belly of the Whale stage occurs frequently in Episodes IV-VI, 

sometimes literally and figuratively placing the characters inside the belly of a 

creature much larger than themselves. However, the goal of Campbell’s Belly of the 

Whale stage is the hero’s emergence as a being altered; not yet fully developed, but 

having gone through a form of rebirth and metamorphosis, physical and/or mental.  

The most famous instance of this in the journey of Luke Skywalker occurs in Episode 

V, when he confronts Darth Vader in a revelatory battle on Cloud City. Cornered and 

weaponless, Vader asks Luke to join him as a member of the evil Empire. When Luke 

refuses, Vader reveals a life-changing truth to Luke: Darth Vader is his father, Anakin 

Skywalker. This new information contradicts everything Luke knows about himself 

and his world, and all his future thoughts, actions, and opinions are colored and 

influenced by Vader’s revelation. 

V. Trials and Victories of the Hero’s Initiation/Journey 

a. Road of Trials and Supernatural Aid 

 Luke’s Road of Trials consists of several tests or encounters that occur throughout 

Episodes IV-VI in which he receives either supernatural aid from the spirit-mentor 

archetypal figure of Obi-Wan Kenobi or physical aid from others until he is 

developed enough to overcome obstacles by himself. Some instances in Episode IV 

include Obi-Wan tricking the suspicious stormtroopers into letting them pass when he 
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and Luke first arrive in Mos Eisley, and Obi-Wan’s incorporeal advice to Luke to 

“use the Force” when he is attempting to destroy the Death Star from his fighter.  

  Episode V trials include Luke’s initial capture by the wampa ice creature in the 

first few minutes of the film. Luke has developed in maturity and command of the 

Force since Episode IV; he is able to escape from the wampa’s cave unharmed. 

However, Luke still requires the aid of Han Solo to escape the dangers of the bitter 

cold, showing that he is not yet fully developed and has more trials to face. A larger, 

more prominent example of a trial failed because of underdevelopment is Luke’s 

confrontation with Darth Vader in Cloud City. Despite his advancement in learning 

the ways of the Force, Luke is emotionally and physically defeated by Vader, and he 

survives the encounter only because he is able to contact Princess Leia, who returns 

and rescues him from certain death. 

b. Meeting with the Goddess 

 The meeting with the Goddess typically takes place within the heart of the unknown 

world. Luke encounters Princess Leia—the anima archetype—for the first time in 

Episode IV, deep within the all-consuming Death Star. Leia also leads Luke to 

discover the anima within himself in Episode VI when Vader’s threats towards her 

cause Luke to lash out in an expression of the shadow side of his nature. Just as Luke 

is about to deliver the fatal blow, he chooses to throw away his weapon, refusing to 

fight and indulge the shadow side of his nature any longer. 

c. Atonement with the Father 

 Luke’s confrontation with Darth Vader/Anakin Skywalker, his actual father, occurs in 

two stages corresponding to his development as an enlightened hero. The first is in 
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Episode V, during Luke’s ill-fated lightsaber duel with Vader. When Vader reveals 

that he is Luke’s father, Luke is forced into a very real confrontation with his very 

real father. On this occasion, Luke fails to defeat the father figure for “mastery of the 

universe” and, wounded both emotionally and physically, returns to his companions 

to recover. Luke isn’t yet developed enough to defeat Vader physically, nor is he 

psychologically ready to accept Vader as his father.  

  When, in Episode VI, Luke reenters the Atonement with the Father stage, he is 

developed enough in both ability and insight to atone with his father’s past and to 

decide what it means for his future. Luke not only accepts Vader’s confession, but 

recognizes Vader as Anakin Skywalker, his father. Luke is also ready to face the 

shadow figure his father embodies—an archetypal role that Luke is also capable of 

taking on, not only as a human being but as the son of a flawed father. In this 

confrontation, Luke achieves apotheosis and replaces his father as “master of the 

universe.”  

d. Apotheosis 

 Luke’s apotheosis occurs in Episode VI, when he realizes that the shadow archetype 

doesn’t dominate his nature. He throws away his weapon and refuses to attack his 

father, triumphing through embracing the anima and coming to terms with the 

shadow. His realization of his full development as a Jedi Knight means his 

development is finished. Luke has passed the “apprentice” stage of his journey 

(confrontation with the shadow archetype) and has finally attained perfection as the 

“master,” the hero in touch with the anima archetype, the symbol of life. 
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e. The Ultimate Boon 

 In terms of the individual films, Luke obtains a boon, reward, or item of great value 

or significance at the end of each one. In terms of Luke’s overall Hero’s Journey, 

however, his ultimate boon is his moment of apotheosis in Episode VI, when he 

matures as a Jedi Knight in touch with the Force and comes to terms with both the 

shadow and anima tendencies within his nature. 

VI. The Hero’s Return and Reintegration Into Society 

a. Master of the Two Worlds 

 Luke, as a young man who first discovers the Force in Episode IV and becomes a full 

fledged Jedi Knight by the end of Episode VI, is a constantly developing example of 

the Master of the Two Worlds. The audience witnesses his attainment of that mastery 

in a way that they cannot witness in masters Obi-Wan Kenobi and Yoda.   

b. Freedom to Live 

 Luke’s newfound knowledge and enlightenment at the climax of Episode VI have an 

instantly profound effect on the rest of the galaxy. Because of Luke’s refusal to kill 

his father, thereby replacing him as the malicious shadow archetype, Vader rises and 

in turn kills the evil Emperor, effectively decimating the Empire in one fell swoop. 

 As a mythological hero, Luke Skywalker grows, changes, develops, and 

transforms as he successfully completes each stage of the Campbellian Hero’s Journey. 

The young, inexperienced farm boy we are introduced to in Episode IV has, by Episode 

VI, matured into a Jedi Knight with full mastery of the world unknown (the Force). The 

cycle of trial and error he endures eventually culminates in inner perfection and mastery 
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of both the known and the unknown and is a nonnegotiable requirement for any 

mythological hero: 

The hero is the champion of things becoming, not of things become, 

because he is…He does not mistake apparent changelessness in time for 

the permanence of Being, nor is he fearful of the next moment…as 

destroying the permanent with change. (Campbell, “Faces” 243) 

The successfully resonant hero, then, is a creature of change. Luke Skywalker’s journey 

is mythologically resonant because he is significantly changed and altered by the end of 

it. Over the course of Episodes IV-VI, he faces trials that test his developing abilities, the 

strength of his beliefs, and the duality of his nature. Whereas, in Episode IV, he was 

unable to defend himself against local barbarians and required supernatural aid to survive 

the encounter, by Episode VI he is alone, facing down Darth Vader, the embodiment of 

the shadow archetype—and not only survives but wins the contest. The successful 

mythological hero rejects a life of “self-righteous ignorance” in favor of reconciling his 

individual desires with the universal will (Campbell, “Faces” 238). Luke Skywalker 

accomplishes this by opening himself up to new experiences, concepts, and methods. He 

answers the call to leave his known world and enter the unknown, and betters the known 

world through his transformation in the unknown. 

 The promise of any myth is a higher state of consciousness; the betterment of 

humanity through the actions of the hero who has attained the higher state of 

consciousness and returns home to share it with the world. Therefore, if myth is to fulfill 

its promise, human success must be shown (Campbell, “Faces” 207). Another trait of the 

successful mythological hero is that he overcomes, looks past, or gives up his individual 
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personal limitations to ready himself for awakening/inner perfection in order to help 

perfect his world (Campbell, “Faces” 237). Throughout his journey, Luke’s changes are 

not just internal; as his powers grow, he exerts a greater influence on the world around 

him. In his final confrontation with Darth Vader, Luke successfully resists the 

temptations of Vader’s shadow archetype and throws away his weapon, refusing to fight. 

By rejecting the shadow as the dominant aspect of his nature, Luke instead embraces the 

anima, the symbol of life. This action sets into motion a chain of events that lead to the 

fall of the Empire and the victory of the Rebel Alliance. Episodes IV-VI conclude with 

these human successes as well as the full development of Luke Skywalker as master of 

the Force and trained Jedi Knight. The Hero’s Journey for Luke Skywalker, then, fulfills 

the promise of myth: The hero is tested, transformed into a higher being, and returns to 

share the lessons he’s learned, to the benefit of all humanity. 

 The Hero’s Journey of Anakin Skywalker is another story— literally. Though we 

hear of Anakin Skywalker in Episodes IV-VI, he is not the central figure. Episodes I-III 

tell the tale of Anakin from boyhood to father-to-be, chronicling his epic evolution into 

the villain/shadow archetype of Darth Vader. As the hero, Anakin Skywalker is similarly 

introduced to us in the opening film of a trilogy, as a young boy dissatisfied with his 

current life. From the moment the Jedi discover him on Tatooine in Episode I, he is 

singled out as the “Chosen One,” a prophetic being in Jedi lore who will, through his 

innate power, “bring balance to the Force.”  

Anakin as a hero, then, is not only predestined to greatness but slated for heroism 

as well. He is the embodiment of Jung’s child archetype, endowed with the god-like 

powers of the Force beyond his age and experience. Even as a boy, Anakin is the only 
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human able to take part in the dangerous, high-speed sport of pod-racing and can fix 

nearly anything. Like both the hero and the spirit archetypes, Anakin’s childhood is 

marked by danger and strife. He lives in slavery on the desert planet of Tatooine, where 

dust storms and exploding anti-escape devices threaten his life on a daily basis.  

Although his past is relatively unremarkable and known to us, Anakin himself is 

of mysterious origin: He has no father. He is the product of his mother and the Force. 

This aligns readily with the child archetype that is often of singular or unusual origin, 

“born out of the womb of the unconscious, begotten out of the depths of human nature, or 

rather out of living Nature herself” (Jung 170). Anakin’s advanced abilities, miraculous 

“virgin” birth and the adversities of his life as a slave match the characteristics of a child 

archetype as god and hero (Jung 166). As Anakin grows, so too do his powers, almost to 

the point of sheer invincibility.  

It is this near-invincibility that places Anakin into a special kind of hero 

subcategory— the tragic hero. The tragic hero is typically “on top of the wheel of 

fortune, half-way between human society on the ground and the something greater in the 

sky” (Frye, “Anatomy” 207). Tragic heroes, because of their god-like powers and 

abilities, straddle the space between the world of the gods and the world of humans. The 

tragedy is the isolation that results for the hero out of this lack of identity. Because of his 

immense power, immense compared to anything his peers can wield, Anakin is isolated 

from his society. He is an anomaly, an imbalance in a galaxy that predicts his balancing 

it. When Anakin falls to the dark side in Episode III, becoming Darth Vader and helping 

to systematically exterminate the entire Jedi Order, it is the moment when he completely 

severs ties with his society and becomes a great tragic hero. Although Anakin becomes a 
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villainous shadow figure as Darth Vader, this does not detract from his status as a hero: 

“…the center of tragedy is in the hero’s isolation, not in a villain’s betrayal, even when 

the villain is, as he often is, a part of the hero himself…” (Frye, “Anatomy” 208). The 

seeds of this betrayal do not sprout in Anakin’s mind on their own, however, but are 

prompted and/or planted by the spirit-mentors who influence him. 

 The spirit/mentor archetype figure is shared over the course of Episodes I-III by 

two Jedi. The first is Qui-Gon Jinn, who serves in Episode I as spirit-mentor not only to 

hero Anakin Skywalker but to future spirit-mentor Obi-Wan Kenobi, his apprentice. It is 

through Qui-Gon that Anakin is introduced to the Force and informed about his own 

powers. Qui-Gon also reveals that Anakin is the prophesied “Chosen One” of the Jedi, 

and expresses his faith and confidence in Anakin’s abilities. Qui-Gon initiates Anakin’s 

Call to Adventure, leads him to his First Threshold, and provides secondary, background 

Supernatural Aid that enables Anakin to begin his Hero’s Journey.  

When Qui-Gon Jinn is killed at the end of Episode I, however, it is Obi-Wan 

Kenobi—future spirit-mentor to Luke Skywalker, Anakin’s son—who becomes the new 

spirit-mentor figure. Obi-Wan is Anakin’s teacher, colleague, and friend. He trains 

Anakin in mastering his powers and becoming a Jedi, and acts as surrogate father figure 

and wise elder figure, both frequent embodiments of the spirit-mentor archetype. Obi-

Wan is often the impetus (or the stated impetus, in any case) for many of Anakin’s 

thoughts, actions, and opinions, though those impulses are more often than not negative 

ones. He also provides insight and wisdom to Anakin, though Anakin usually chooses to 

ignore it or reject it in favor of his own insights. Both Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi 
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are equally important as helpful spirit-mentor guides in several stages of Anakin’s Hero’s 

Journey, but there is another who actually influences Anakin much more successfully. 

 Emperor Palpatine is both a shadow figure and a malicious spirit archetype. He 

acts as a mentor figure to Anakin, manipulating and misleading Anakin while presenting 

guidance, advice, suggestions, and insight. In reality, Palpatine is influencing Anakin 

according to his own agenda, and, unfortunately for the galaxy, most of Anakin’s beliefs, 

actions, and statements are a result of Palpatine’s influence rather than Obi-Wan’s 

wisdom. As an embodiment of the shadow archetype, Palpatine is a Sith Lord and a 

master of the dark side. He starts a galactic war in an effort to gain power, mercilessly 

betrays old apprentices in favor of new, stronger ones, and creates a dictatorship with 

himself as Emperor. Throughout Episodes I-III, he consistently justifies and encourages 

Anakin’s shadow actions and tendencies, and preys on Anakin’s anima-like qualities (his 

desire to help people, to protect the Republic, to save those he loves from death, etc.) in 

an effort to introduce him to the shadow.  

 The anima archetype itself is split between the two main female characters in 

Anakin’s journey, who both act as sometimes benign and sometimes malignant mother 

archetypes. The first is Anakin’s real mother, Shmi Skywalker. As the anima, she gives 

birth to Anakin without the assistance of a father, becoming the singular bestower of life. 

As a mother archetype, she fosters Anakin’s growth by encouraging him to leave his 

home planet and become a Jedi and provides cautionary wisdom and inspiring insight 

with all the “magic authority of the female” (Jung 82), in contrast to the foreign advice of 

the male Jedi Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi. The mother archetype, however, also 

symbolizes the dark, the secret, and the forbidden; or, “anything that devours, seduces, 
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and poisons, that is terrifying and inescapable like fate” (Jung 82). It is through Shmi’s 

death that Anakin first encounters the seductive power of the shadow side of his nature, 

and begins his obsession with mastering the powers of life and death—the anima and the 

shadow. 

 The second anima figure and mother archetype is Anakin’s love interest, Padme. 

As an anima, Padme’s presence in Episodes I-III and her role in Anakin’s journey are a 

counteractive influence that warps Anakin’s development. For every encounter Anakin 

has with the shadow, it is usually justified by his claim that he is only trying to save or 

protect Padme. While the encounter with the shadow archetype is supposed to be the 

“apprentice-piece” of the hero’s development and the encounter with the anima the 

“master-piece” (Jung 29), Padme as anima and Palpatine as shadow have almost an 

inverse effect on Anakin in terms of his physical powers through the Force. His abilities 

diversify, his strength grows, and his feats become more epic as he descends into the 

shadow, rather than when he embraces the anima.   

Like Shmi, Padme is a giver of life; at the end of Episode III, Padme gives birth to 

Luke Skywalker and his sister, Princess Leia, thus bestowing life on another future hero. 

However, also like Shmi, Padme represents “anything that devours, seduces, and poisons, 

that is terrifying and inescapable like fate” to Anakin (Jung 82). Padme acts as a 

seductress in the traditional sense when Anakin falls in love with her despite the Jedi 

Order “forbidding” romantic attachment. His love for her and fear of her death act as 

catalysts for his turn to the dark side. When Padme does die, as Anakin foresaw, it is his 

fears realized, his second encounter with the helplessness he felt watching his mother 

Shmi die. While representing the anima and the mother archetypes—symbols of life, 
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wisdom, and growth—Padme and Shmi also represent the secret, the unknown, the 

feared, and death itself. The combination indirectly helps the dark side to seduce Anakin. 

 Anakin Skywalker’s Hero’s Journey throughout Episodes I-III differs from that of 

his son, Luke Skywalker, in Episodes IV-VI. Whereas Luke’s journey chronicled his 

development from inexperienced farm boy to spiritually-tested Jedi Knight, Anakin 

begins his journey with almost fully developed (if not fully realized) powers. Anakin’s 

development, then, becomes difficult to chart, as the maturity and wisdom he needs to 

accept new ideas and learn new lessons are far behind his powerful abilities: 

I. Separation or Departure of the Hero 

a. Call to Adventure 

Anakin Skywalker, a slave boy on the desert planet of Tatooine, encounters stranded 

Jedi Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi in Episode I. Rather than being approached 

for help, however, Anakin volunteers to participate in the dangerous sport of pod-

racing, in the hopes that his win will give the Jedi the parts they need to repair their 

starship and leave the planet. Qui-Gon Jinn feels Anakin’s burgeoning strength with 

the Force as well as his startling resemblance to the prophesied “Chosen One” and 

asks if he will leave Tatooine and become a Jedi. 

b. Crossing of the First Threshold 

Like any of the stages of the Hero’s Journey, Anakin’s first threshold can be 

interpreted as several different events. One such event is the dangerous pod-race 

Anakin must win in order to leave his home planet of Tatooine and continue on his 

Hero’s Journey. At the tender age of nine, Anakin constructs his own vehicle, pilots it 
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unaided throughout the race, repairs it mid-flight when it is sabotaged, and wins the 

contest despite having never before finished a race. 

c. Belly of the Whale 

 Despite the span of ten to fifteen diegetic years between Episode I and Episode II in 

which Anakin studies the ways of the Force and learns to become a Jedi, the “inmost 

cave” or the heart of the unknown world he enters, is not simply the world outside of 

his home planet of Tatooine. As a tragic hero, for Anakin the unknown world exists 

inside of himself, in the shadow side of his nature that contains emotions such as loss, 

fear, anger, and helplessness.  

  Anakin’s moment of transformation as a result of his encounter with these 

“shadow” emotions occurs in Episode II, when his mother Shmi dies. Shmi is 

kidnapped and tortured by the barbarous Sand People. Anakin pursues and eventually 

finds her, but Shmi dies in his arms. This is Anakin’s first meaningful encounter with 

the inescapability of death that Shmi, as both a benign and an unconsciously 

malignant mother archetype, represents. The world of the afterlife is unknown to 

Anakin; despite all his power, he is unable to keep his mother from entering it and 

cannot follow once she does. Enraged by his powerlessness and tortured by his 

mother’s death, Anakin goes on a merciless killing spree, murdering the entire camp 

of Sand People. By allowing his anger to take control and slaughtering men, women, 

and children indiscriminately, Anakin makes his first significant step towards 

transformation into a shadow archetype. 
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II. Trials and Victories of the Hero’s Initiation/Journey 

a. Road of Trials and Supernatural Aid 

 Anakin receives no direct supernatural aid at any point in his Hero’s Journey. Several 

stages of his journey occur because of indirect supernatural aid: for example, in 

Episode I, Anakin is enabled to leave Tatooine because of spirit-mentor Qui-Gon 

Jinn’s Force-manipulation of a bet between himself and Anakin’s owner. The bet 

stipulates that if Anakin wins the pod-race, he is freed from slavery, thus allowing 

him to leave Tatooine and become a Jedi.  

  Anakin is not assisted, however, against threshold guardians, escaping the belly of 

the whale, or on the road of trials. After winning the pod-race in Episode I, young 

Anakin then goes on to pilot a starfighter against much larger threatening battleships. 

He single-handedly destroys one without any aid whatsoever. In Episode II, Anakin 

faces greater trials during captivity on the planet Geonosis but he, Obi-Wan, and 

Padme are able to escape their bonds individually. Anakin’s only instance of 

requiring supernatural aid to overcome an obstacle occurs when both he and his 

spirit-mentor, Obi-Wan Kenobi, are defeated by the Sith Count Dooku in a battle. As 

the spirit-mentor is supposed to be the primary provider of supernatural aid to the 

hero, the fact that the spirit-mentor is overcome by an obstacle as well renders the 

hero’s additional inability to overcome it irrelevant. In every instance, Anakin’s 

extraordinary abilities and powers enable him to escape or triumph on his own. This 

is significant, as one of the main goals of the Campbellian hero is to grow and 

develop through trial and error until achieving apotheosis and full development. If 
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Anakin is already able to overcome obstacles without assistance, how much more 

does he need to develop? How can he develop? 

b. Meeting with the Goddess 

 The Meeting with the Goddess stage is often expressed through a romantic 

relationship. In Episode I, Anakin meets Padme for the first time. Although they are 

both technically children, Anakin is smitten with her and offers help to Qui-Gon 

partially as an effort to impress her. In Episode II, Anakin’s feelings mature and the 

pair eventually marry. 

c. Woman as Temptress 

 Despite being Anakin’s beloved, Padme is also his temptress and the catalyst for his 

fall to the dark side. In Episode II, Anakin and Padme are attracted to each other, but 

discuss their feelings in terms of the forbidden. Anakin, as a Jedi, is not permitted to 

have romantic relationships, and Padme, as a Senator, has her reputation to uphold. 

Their romance remains a secret, conducted in the privacy of their own home or in 

dark spaces. Padme successfully tempts Anakin into betraying his Jedi beliefs and 

secretly wedding her. This dichotomy of woman as both benign goddess and 

malignant temptress is tied to the traditional symbolism of the female throughout 

mythology. Joseph Campbell characterized the hero’s meeting with the Goddess-

Temptress in this way: 

The mystical marriage with the queen goddess of the world represents the 

hero’s total mastery of life; for the woman is life, the hero its knower and 

master. And the tests of the hero, which were preliminary to his ultimate 

experience and deed, were symbolical of those crises of realization by 
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means of which his consciousness came to be amplified and made capable 

of enduring the full possession of the mother-destroyer, his inevitable 

bride (Campbell, “Faces” 120-121) . 

 Anakin almost comes to regard Padme as his life; all his decisions revolve around 

ensuring her safety. Although the temptation is not conscious or intentional, Padme’s 

hold over Anakin leads to his catastrophic decisions in Episode III, when Anakin 

investigates, is seduced by, and eventually succumbs to the dark side in an effort to 

save her from death. We have already discussed how Padme helps to fulfill the 

mother archetype in Anakin’s journey; here, she is also his unwitting destroyer.  

d. Atonement with the Father 

At the end of his Hero’s Journey in Episode III, Anakin has not supplanted anyone. 

Although he battles his spirit-mentor and surrogate father figure Obi-Wan Kenobi in 

Episode III for both “mastery of the universe” and rightness of cause, the match ends 

in a spiritual draw—Anakin has not matured enough to reconcile the shadow side of 

his nature with the anima embodied by Obi-Wan and the Jedi. With the birth of Luke 

at the end of Episode III, however, Anakin himself has become the Father with whom 

the hero must atone, though this occurs as a result of the plot rather than his 

development as a hero.6 

e. Apotheosis 

 There is no moment of apotheosis for Anakin Skywalker in Episodes I-III. The steps 

that should have led to his perfection—mystical marriage with the anima archetype 

and goddess-temptress Padme, successful emersion from the Belly of the Whale—do 

                                                 
6 Anakin Skywalker is Luke Skywalker and Princess Leia’s father, as revealed in Episode VI. Thus, by the 
end of Episode III, Anakin must have fathered both children in order to maintain continuity between the 
two trilogies. 
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not result in any kind of spiritual awakening or elevation to a higher consciousness. 

Anakin becomes more powerful, but his wisdom remains immature. 

f. The Ultimate Boon 

 Along his journey, Anakin does successfully obtain individual, physical boons. In 

Episode I, he successfully destroys an enemy ship, helping to win the space battle. He 

is also accepted as an apprentice in the Jedi Order, ready to begin his training. In 

Episode II, he wins the hand of Padme and the two secretly wed. In Episode III, 

Anakin believes his ultimate boon is the knowledge of how to save Padme’s life…but 

he never receives this knowledge. In terms of Anakin’s overall Hero’s Journey, he 

obtains no ultimate boon and brings nothing back but destruction and death. 

III. The Hero’s Return and Reintegration Into Society 

a. Refusal of Return 

 If the ending of Episode III, with Anakin fully transformed into Darth Vader, can be 

seen as a refusal, then Anakin turns his back on his culture and his people, convinced 

that he can do no better for them than to remain a Sith. 

b. Crossing of the Return Threshold 

 Since Anakin does not return to his native land (or even his former state of being) by 

the end of Episode III, he crosses no Return Threshold. 

c. Master of the Two Worlds 

 Anakin Skywalker fails to obtain mastery of both the unknown world and known 

world, of both the anima and the shadow. At the end of Episode III, he has 

completely abandoned the anima and is hopelessly mired in the shadow side of his 

nature. Anakin Skywalker as the hero has vanished, and in his place is Darth Vader, 
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the fearsome villain-shadow archetype of a new world in which his son, Luke, will 

become the new hero. 

d. Freedom to Live 

 As already discussed, Anakin receives no ultimate boon on his Hero’s Journey. While 

Anakin is “reborn” as Darth Vader, it is a negative, regressive rebirth. He transforms 

only physically, and remains at his original state of consciousness. The primary task 

of the hero is to “return to us, transfigured, and teach the lesson he has learned of life 

renewed” (Campbell, “Faces” 20), and for the hero to successfully complete this task, 

his journey must end with some kind of human success (Campbell “Faces” 207). 

Anakin transforms himself and the galaxy around him, certainly, but it is not the 

positive change the Jedi prophesied he would bring about. 

In ability, ambition, and origin, Anakin Skywalker practically defines the 

mythological hero presented to us by Campbell. Here is a youth of unimaginable power 

and questionable origin, discovered among slaves on a remote planet by the Jedi, the 

archetypal spirit-mentors of the Star Wars galaxy. The youth longs for more than his 

limited existence and leaves his home to pursue these dreams. Along the way, he 

encounters many figures, both malevolent and benign, and overcomes many obstacles. 

But Anakin Skywalker’s journey ends there—at no point in Episodes I-III does Anakin 

develop, transform, or reach the higher state of consciousness the hero of Campbell’s 

journey should attain. Campbell states that “the hero is the champion of things becoming, 

not of things become” (Campbell, “Faces” 243). Over the course of his journey, the hero 

must develop, or become something. If the hero has already attained his apotheosis, or no 

longer requires any development, he cannot serve as a successfully resonant hero. 
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Anakin Skywalker indeed endures trials and tribulations on his journey, but he 

successfully overcomes or completes each one without the aid of the supernatural. In 

Episode I, nine-year old Anakin wins a dangerous, high-speed pod race on his first try. In 

Episode II, Anakin spends much of the film separated from his spirit-mentor Obi-Wan or 

even attempting to provide supernatural aid to Obi-Wan rather than receiving it from him. 

In Episode III, Anakin is all-powerful, no longer under the supervision of Obi-Wan, and 

he lays waste to the Jedi Temple without encountering any significant opposition. The 

purpose of stages such as the Crossing of the First Threshold, the Road of Trials, and the 

Belly of the Whale are to initiate and test the hero; it is through these tests that the hero is 

shaped, molded, and eventually perfected, and no amount of improvement can be 

achieved if the hero automatically passes every test. 

Furthermore, Anakin never achieves apotheosis, the ultimate goal of every hero. 

If the promise of myth is to be fulfilled, human success must be achieved by the end of 

the myth (Campbell, “Faces” 207), and this is brought about by the hero achieving 

apotheosis, obtaining his ultimate boon (even if that boon is his apotheosis), and 

returning home to help humanity achieve that success.  Anakin’s Hero’s Journey abruptly 

concludes in Episode III with his complete submersion in the shadow; he does not 

achieve apotheosis; he does not recover his ultimate boon; and he does not return to his 

native land. Instead, Anakin turns to the dark side and becomes Darth Vader. There is no 

moment of doubt or conflict for him about this decision; once Anakin chooses to join 

Emperor Palpatine, he is completely convinced of the validity and rightness of his 

actions. Campbell points out that this self-righteousness and pride are at the heart of 

every hero’s initial flaw: 
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…one may invent a false, finally unjustified, image of oneself as an 

exceptional phenomenon in the world, not guilty as others are, but 

justified in one’s inevitable sinning because one represents good. Such 

self-righteousness leads to a misunderstanding, not only of oneself but of 

the nature of both man and the cosmos. (Campbell, “Faces” 248) 

However, Campbell also indicates that the goal of myth is critically dependent upon the 

hero’s successful apotheosis; that is, the moment in which the hero realizes that this view 

of the universe and himself in relation to it is incorrect: 

The goal of the myth is to dispel the need for such life ignorance by 

effecting a reconciliation of the individual consciousness with the 

universal will. And this is effected through a realization of the true 

relationship of the passing phenomena of time to the imperishable life that 

lives and dies is us all. (Campbell, “Faces” 248) 

In short, the effective Hero’s Journey results in the transformation of the hero into 

something better than he was. While ‘better’ itself may have varying interpretations, the 

result of the hero’s apotheosis should be the improvement or success of his native people, 

who draw upon the hero’s experiences, newfound knowledge, and higher state of 

consciousness to achieve things they could not before. Anakin Skywalker’s Hero’s 

Journey instead ends with the degeneration of his native land. Taken over by the 

despotic, tyrannical Emperor Palpatine and policed by Skywalker reborn as Darth Vader, 

the fortunes of the galaxy in Episodes I-III are worsened as a result of Anakin’s aborted 

Hero’s Journey, not improved or bettered by it. 
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 In comparison to the Hero’s Journey of his son, Luke Skywalker, in Episodes IV-

VI, Anakin Skywalker’s Hero’s Journey in Episodes I-III, while sufficiently 

mythological, is not as successful. While Episode VI ends in Luke Skywalker’s 

successful realization of his own nature as both anima and shadow and his ability to 

balance the two, Episode III ends in Anakin Skywalker’s complete embrace of the 

shadow. Vader exterminates the Jedi Order and assists a dictator in achieving and 

maintaining power, while in Episode VI, his son helps the Rebel Alliance to take down 

and destroy the very same dictator.  

The human success that is so critical to the goal of mythology is not achieved in 

Episodes I-III as a separate trilogy. As separate myths, the Hero’s Journey of Luke 

Skywalker comes much closer to fulfilling the goals and promises of the mythological 

round than does the Hero’s Journey of Anakin Skywalker. In fact, the journey of Luke 

Skywalker in Episodes IV-VI not only achieves the hero’s apotheosis and shows human 

success as a result of it for Luke’s galaxy but picks up the pieces where Anakin’s journey 

ended in Episode III. Anakin Skywalker’s Hero’s Journey is problematic in that some of 

its most important stages, such as Atonement with the Father, Apotheosis, the Ultimate 

Boon, and his return to his native land are not achieved until Episode VI, in which 

Anakin Skywalker exists for the audience only as Darth Vader, shadow-villain to Luke 

Skywalker’s anima-hero.  

In Episode VI, Anakin functions successfully as another of Campbell’s variations-

on-a-hero, the redeemer. The redeemer first brings a period of desolation upon his native 

land (usually due to a moral fault, such as pride), and later helps to bring about the rebirth 

and healing of the land, thus redeeming himself (Campbell, “Faces” 352). If we look at 
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Anakin Skywalker as the tragic redeemer hero of Episodes I-VI, he does indeed bring 

about a period of desolation in Episode III, when he turns to the dark side, becomes Darth 

Vader, destroys the Jedi Order, and helps to install a tyrannical despot as emperor. 

Anakin does not, however, redeem himself in Episodes I-III, in which he is the hero, but 

in Episode VI, in which he is the shadow-villain. The tragic hero is allowed to (even has 

to) fall, but unless he recognizes or is made to face the tragedy his actions have created, 

his redemption (or apotheosis, even if it is just before death) cannot occur.  Redemption, 

for the redeemer-hero, acts as a sort of apotheosis, since some kind of change or 

transformation must occur within the hero to make him renounce his former ways and aid 

his culture rather than destroy it. Campbell points out that these kinds of shifts from hero 

to villain, anima to shadow, and light to dark are typical of mythology: 

...a regular alternation of fair and foul is characteristic of the spectacle of 

time…The god who is the creator becomes the destroyer in the end. From 

this point of view the tyrant ogre is no less representative of the father than 

the earlier world emperor whose position he usurped, or than the brilliant 

hero (the son) who is to supplant him. He is the representative of the set-

fast, as the hero is the carrier of the changing. (Campbell, “Faces” 352)  

If the hero is the carrier of change, and Anakin Skywalker does not change within 

Episodes I-III, he cannot be rightfully called a successful mythological hero. It is not, in 

fact, until Episode VI, in which Luke Skywalker is technically the hero, that Anakin 

Skywalker redeems himself and finally achieves apotheosis. As he watches Palpatine 

electrocuting Luke, Anakin realizes the anima still inside him provides him with an 

alternative to the shadow; instead of watching his son die, kill the Emperor, and save 
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Luke. Anakin tosses the evil Emperor Palpatine to his death, saving Luke and freeing the 

galaxy from the grip of a dictator. While Anakin has finally achieved his awakening and 

attained the higher state of consciousness the hero is expected to reach, it is short-lived. 

He dies aboard the Death Star, though not before passing on his realization (his ultimate 

boon) to Luke, so that Luke may return to the rest of the galaxy and share the wisdom of 

his father. When Anakin later appears to Luke in ghost form at the celebratory fire on 

Endor, it symbolizes his status as Master of the Two Worlds. Anakin has learned to 

balance the anima and the shadow, and has finally gained the wisdom, knowledge, and 

heightened consciousness to match his immense power. He is now part of the Force, an 

element of the consciousness in the Star Wars galaxy from which all life is created. As a 

tragic hero, Anakin’s shift in Episode VI from destroyer to creator also fulfills the need 

for balance that the typically all-powerful, god-like tragic figure necessitates as an 

isolated super-being among ordinary men: 

Here we see the tragic hero as disturbing a balance in nature, nature being 

conceived as an order stretching over the two kingdoms of the visible and 

the invisible, a balance which sooner or later must right itself. The righting 

of the balance is what the Greeks called nemesis: again, the agent or 

instrument of nemesis may be human vengeance, ghostly vengeance, 

divine vengeance, divine justice, accident, fate of the logic of events, but 

the essential thing is that nemesis happens… (Frye, “Anatomy” 208-209) 

While Anakin literally becomes the nemesis in the end of Episode III when he shifts the 

balance of power from the Jedi to the Sith, that event demands a nemesis of its own, and 

this is not achieved for Anakin or his world until Episode VI.  
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The fact that Episodes IV-VI were made before Episodes I-III is also important. 

Though diegetically the films are meant to be viewed in numerical order, audiences were 

first presented with the Hero’s Journey of Luke Skywalker and then with the Hero’s 

Journey of Anakin Skywalker. While Episodes IV-VI can stand on their own as a 

complete Hero’s Journey (and thus a complete mythological round), Episodes I-III and 

the journey of Anakin Skywalker are dependent upon the events of Episodes IV-VI for 

completion. Without the events of Episode VI, Anakin Skywalker would remain Darth 

Vader, the static villain rather than the changing hero, undergoing no transformation, no 

development, and no apotheosis. 

 The Hero’s Journey of Anakin Skywalker in Episodes I-III, then, is fundamentally 

flawed, but this is not only determined by the critical stages of the Campbellian cycle 

Anakin fails or succeeds to go through. While the archetypal figures and events of 

mythology do not change over time, the way in which they resonate does. The archetype 

is essentially content of the collective unconscious that is shaped and colored by each 

individual consciousness in which it appears and is perceived (Jung 5). There is a 

universal experience inherent in mythology, but there is a personal experience too, and it 

is the uniting of this personal, known experience with the universal, unknown experience 

that makes a myth successfully resonant regardless of time and place.  

Different cultures adopt the archetypes of the collective unconscious and recreate 

the basic cycle of the Hero’s Journey, adding the values, ethics, and characteristics of the 

culture as it exists during the time in which the new version of the myth is created 

(Ferrell 11-12). In order to be adaptable, however, a myth must be interpreted in a variety 

of ways, and this interpretation is not limited only to epic poets, playwrights, or 
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filmmakers. Each member of an audience absorbs and creates meaning out of myth, first 

by recognizing an archetypal figure and then assigning it positive or negative meaning 

based on both cultural context and personal experience. These interpretations may remain 

with the individual, but more often they are shared with others, sometimes through casual 

discussion, or literary critique. In the case of filmmaker George Lucas, the interpretation 

of Jungian archetype and Campbell’s Hero’s Journey were shared through the creation of 

a story, then a screenplay, and then a series of successful films. Likewise, audiences of 

the Star Wars films have begun to share their interpretations of the Skywalkers’ Hero’s 

Journeys in their own stories and fiction, which are then shared with other fans. This 

participatory act of response, critique, creation, and homage has resulted in an entire sub-

culture of original creative works by and for fans of the Star Wars films, and is defined as 

a literary genre all its own— fan fiction. By utilizing mythologically resonant source 

material to both expand the fascinating and mend the frustrating, fan fiction, as a form of 

audience response to Star Wars, can help us to further understand where the Hero’s 

Journeys of Luke and Anakin Skywalker have succeeded and failed. 
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Chapter Three 

Fascination and Frustration 

“Luke, you’re going to find that many of the truths we cling to depend greatly on our own 

point of view.” 

(Obi-Wan Kenobi, Star Wars: Episode VI: Return of the Jedi) 

 

 The purpose of all myth is to present archetypal symbols that not only resonate 

with the collective unconscious but propel humanity forward, counteracting elements that 

may hold it back (Campbell, “Faces” 11). Through Luke Skywalker’s trials, tribulations, 

and earned success, audiences recognized their own struggles within their imperfect 

world and they were buoyed by the story of a hero who not only bettered himself 

internally but turned that transformation outward and helped to better his universe. As a 

heroic archetype, Luke Skywalker grows, develops, changes, and eventually evolves into 

the higher state of consciousness Joseph Campbell demands of all his heroes. Luke faces 

trials, is tested, and achieves apotheosis, taking his ultimate boon back to share with his 

people, who have achieved a human success of their own. The Hero’s Journey of Luke 

Skywalker is begun and completed in Episodes IV-VI. If this trilogy were to stand on its 

own—as it did for nearly twenty years—the audience would be left with nothing wanting. 

The Hero’s Journey of Anakin Skywalker, however, begins in Episode I and is 

not completed until Episode VI. Were Episodes I-III allowed to stand as a trilogy on their 

own, the audience’s journey through the mythological round would be abruptly 

interrupted. Anakin’s journey ends at the height of his Road of Trials, just after his 

immersion into the unknown world. Anakin does not emerge from this world by the end 
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of Episode III, nor does he achieve the most important stages in the journey of a hero: 

Atonement with the Father, Apotheosis, and The Ultimate Boon. Without the intersection 

of his journey with that of his son—Luke Skywalker—in Episode VI, Anakin Skywalker 

is a hero unfinished, a tragic figure left unredeemed. Episodes I-III are dependent upon 

Episodes IV-VI for Anakin’s successful completion of the Hero’s Journey. Without them, 

Episode III ends not with humanity’s (as represented in the Star Wars galaxy) success but 

with its lowest point: the complete annihilation of the galaxy’s wisest and most learned 

body, the Jedi Order; the beginning of the tyrannical Emperor Palpatine’s reign; and their 

hero, Anakin Skywalker, mutilated and devolved into the half-human shadow/villain 

figure of Darth Vader. 

Is the audience then left at the mercy of the storyteller? Is the meaning presented 

to us the only meaning to be had? Absolutely not. Readers of literature and viewers of art, 

television, and film form their own interpretations of a work, not only from the artist’s 

intended meaning but also from the meaning the viewer has perceived or managed to take 

away from the original work. Meaning is all the more important in works of mythology in 

which artists not only attempt to tell good stories but provide both an understanding of 

ourselves and the world around us, as well as positive and negative models for how to 

live (Ferrell 4-5). Audience interpretations of a work of mythology are shared in many 

forms, from casual discussion to academic critique to simple attraction/aversion to 

repeated experiences of the myth. Often, audiences choose to articulate their own 

interpretation of a work of mythology; while this can range from artwork to theater to 

film, an appealing medium for the average person is the written word. Fiction by the fans 

of a work of art—or fan fiction—arises from this desire. 
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Fan fiction is “writing, whether official or unofficial, paid or unpaid, which makes 

use of an accepted canon of characters, settings and plots generated by another writer or 

writers” (Pugh 25). Fan fiction might conceivably involve Elizabeth Bennett and Mr. 

Darcy having a spat, Captain Kirk and Spock investigating a new planet, or Luke 

Skywalker tending the moisture farm on Tatooine. These characters are not imagined by 

the authors of fan fiction; they are the creations (and the intellectual property) of Jane 

Austen, Gene Roddenberry, and George Lucas. While a fan fiction author may choose to 

write these characters into entirely new situations or settings, the characters themselves 

remain “old”; they have been previously created and used by someone else, and the rules 

of time and space governing the new situations are invariably based upon the rules of the 

characters’ original universes. 

Fan fiction is, by nature, intertextual, and is actually the reading of two texts at 

once— the new fan fiction, and the original source material (Derecho 73). To understand 

the meaning and context of the new fan fiction, a reader is compelled to remember the 

meaning and context of the original fiction from which the new story is drawn. To 

properly understand and appreciate a work of fan fiction requires previous (and 

sometimes thorough) knowledge of the fan fiction’s source material. Fan fiction authors 

utilize and even depend upon their readers’ knowledge of and familiarity with the canon 

of their source material (Pugh 32). The majority of fan fiction is based upon popular 

books, television shows, and films7 that have attained either cult status or have become 

ingrained in popular culture. Once a work of art enters popular culture, it becomes a part 

of the public domain: we discuss it around our water-coolers, quote its dialogue, or watch 

                                                 
7These larger properties have sometimes spawned tie-in novels, video/computer games, or spin-off series, 
all of which sometimes have their own fan fiction specific to that particular story within the larger story. 
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it frequently. Once a work of art becomes public, it acquires some of the status of 

mythology, whose archetypal figures reside in the universal domain of the collective 

unconscious and through which these figures have been reworked and reinvented a 

thousand times over.  

Therefore, not unlike mythology, works of art in popular culture may be retold or 

imagined in new ways appropriate to new eras and cultures by anyone who chooses to do 

so (Jones 170). Mythological works of art are only worth as much as the amount of 

ethical/moral thought they stimulate— audiences do not only find meaning, but create it 

(Rosenblatt 11, 14). Meaning that emerges from a work is the result of the creator’s 

presentation and the audience’s absorption, translation, and interpretation, based at least 

in part on their individual interests, opinions, and experiences: 

[Reading] is a…circular…process…in which the reader responds to…the 

text, but at the same time he must draw selectively on the resources of his 

own fund of experience and sensibility to provide and organize the 

substance of his response…the individual consciousness [mediates] 

between symbol and referent (Rosenblatt 43). 

In works of mythology, there are the universal archetypes from the collective 

unconscious, but there is also the personal meaning audiences attach to those archetypes 

based upon their own cultural context and their own experience. Mythology is a union of 

the known and the unknown; universal unconscious content is colored and made visible 

by the personal conscious and unconscious interpretation. Many times the audience’s 

interpretation of what a work means differs from the artist’s original intent, and through 

this unconscious act of absorbing and then forming an opinion of a work of art, new 
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meanings may be created for the work that the artist may not have consciously intended. 

Fan fiction is a proactive, participatory way by which audiences can present their own 

interpretations of a work and create new meaning in the process.  

Like all works of art, the value of fan fiction’s contribution is dependent upon its 

quality, but one way in which all fan fiction enhances the original work is by increasing 

its longevity. It is through adaptation that many works survive beyond their initial 

popularity (Hills 38). Film remakes, works which claim to be modern-day retellings, or 

books written “in the tradition of” all attempt to revitalize something old for a new 

audience. Fan fiction attempts to do the same, though the audience that prompts the need 

for reinvention may at first consist only of the fan fiction writer himself. It is the sharing 

of fan-produced works in fanzines or online communities that ensures the fan fiction’s 

source material will continue to be read, analyzed, and interpreted long after its release. 

Fan fiction can not only lengthen the popularity of a work, but can also be responsible for 

it: “Films [can] become cult objects not so much because of their intrinsic properties as 

through the process of interpretation and appropriation” (Jenkins, “Reception Theory” 

167). Works can first be made to survive by continual discussion, interpretation, and 

adaptation by the fans, and can then be elevated to cult status partially because of their 

survival. Indeed, adaptation or reinterpretation of an older text by fan fiction authors can 

often rescue it from obscurity and transform the story into something relevant for new 

audiences but not totally indistinguishable from its original form.  

Updating or reworking a story for a new audience can also create new meanings 

or uncover truths from the original text that may not have been apparent. The original 
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story must not only fascinate the fan fiction writers who would rework it, however, but 

provide opportunities for them to do so: 

Fan texts…have to be open, to contain gaps, irresolutions, contradictions, 

which both allow and invite fan productivity. They are insufficient texts 

that are inadequate to their cultural function of circulating meanings and 

pleasure until they are worked upon and activated by their fans… (Fiske 

42) 

This is not to suggest that all works with accompanying fan fiction are poorly 

constructed, ill-conceived train wrecks full of gaping plot holes; a work must first attract 

a fan before the fan will consider writing fiction based upon it. These gaps, irresolutions, 

contradictions, etc., are not necessarily bad or detrimental to the story— rather, they 

simply provide space for fan fiction authors to insert themselves and their interpretations 

into the existing canon. Without these gaps and spaces in the original story, fan fiction 

authors find it difficult to come up with alternate interpretations at all, much less write 

about them; “the more sophisticated, complete, and internally consistent the canon, the 

harder it is to write originally and creatively within it” (Pugh 40). If there are no 

questions left to be answered or no possibilities left to explore in the source material, 

there is no need to write fan fiction.  

The works which lend themselves best to the creation of fan fiction are works of 

hyperdiegesis, or “the creation of a vast and detailed narrative space, only a fraction of 

which is ever directly seen or encountered within the text, but nevertheless appears to 

operate according to principles of internal logic and extension” (Hills 137). The Star 

Wars films are one such example of hyperdiegesis. While these films only follow the 
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journeys of Luke Skywalker and Anakin Skywalker, the characters exist in a galaxy with 

an infinite number of planets under an inter-planetary government. They drink blue milk, 

pilot starships, and encounter an endless number of diverse alien species, each 

presumably with their own histories, home planets, and traditions. The enormity of the 

setting in which Lucas places his characters allows for endless exploration and creation 

by fan fiction writers, who make inferences beyond the information explicitly presented 

in the films, and create extraordinarily detailed chapters in Star Wars history (Jenkins, 

“Textual” 73-74).  

The medium of film in the twenty-first century is particularly suited to the 

creation of fan fiction, as the technological advances in visual effects lend themselves far 

better to spectacle than character development or narrative. The textual medium of fan 

fiction, however, is very much about “relationships, emotions, and conversation rather 

than visual splendor and action” (Brooker 140), and sub-genres can sometimes evolve 

within the fan fiction of a particular property. These sub-genres are sometimes entirely 

focused on the relationships between specific characters, or on exposing an 

underdeveloped personality to situations of extreme stress that force the character to react 

and develop. 

 Fan fiction writers are not solely responding to their chosen canon, however. The 

creation of fan fiction is the result of simultaneous interactions between the original 

work, the fan’s personal experiences that shape their opinions of/responses to that work, 

and the cultural context within which both the creator and the fan are operating. Because 

it is not required to adhere to official approval, FCC regulations, the MPAA film rating 

system, or a desire for profit, fan fiction can often allow the fan freedom to steer the 
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original work in directions that the creators, for all their resources, cannot. The sub-genre 

known as slash,8 for example, consists of works which feature usually uncanonical 

homosexual relationships between characters. While these works are not always sexually 

explicit, the placement of characters in homosexual relationships that are presented in 

otherwise heterosexual settings is a definite act of interpretation on the part of the fan 

fiction author and also an act of resistance to cultural constructs that, for one reason or 

another, do not allow the original work’s creator to explore the still controversial issue of 

homosexuality. In cases such as this, fan fiction becomes not only a fan’s outlet of 

response but a tool for the reorientation of a text to a differing ideology: 

Fan fiction thus seems to me to intertwine the pleasure of queer textuality 

with a deeply political project of resistance and in-sistence that people 

must have the right to make and circulate meanings outside the circuit of 

ideologically or institutionally guaranteed transparency, provability, and, 

ultimately, enforceability (Willis 156). 

 It is not to assert the legitimacy and ownership of their own ideologies which 

prompts fans to become fan fiction writers, however—it is the perceived collective 

ownership of their chosen canon. Fan fiction writers operate on a folk culture model; 

“they [see] themselves as entitled to add to or retell the core myths and stories of their 

culture” (qtd. in Wen 2). Commercially successful, global franchises such as Star Wars 

become ingrained in popular culture because of their successful mythological resonance, 

which depends upon a certain degree of ambiguity in the story that allows for 

interpretation by fans. A definitive version of a work produced, authorized, and regulated 

by its creators (or, worse yet, a vast media conglomerate) renders the interpretations of 
                                                 
8 from the graphical / in “character/character” 
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fans and fan fiction authors meaningless and violates the spirit of folklore and mythology. 

Just as mythology depends upon the interpretation of archetypes to uncover truth from 

the collective unconscious, fan fiction depends upon the interpretation of established 

characters to create alternate or new meaning out of the original source material. For the 

creators of a work of mythology such as Star Wars to object to a fan fiction writer 

treating it exactly as such is more than confusing; in the case of Flash Gordon/Buck 

Rogers fan and Campbellian myth-maker George Lucas, it’s hypocritical. Fan fiction 

writers themselves are more than aware of this: 

When the government tells us that we can’t use those scraps without 

permission…it constrains our creativity, our communications and our art. 

It tells us…that we cannot pluck pieces from Star Wars the way George 

Lucas plucked pieces from foreign films and ancient legends. (qtd. in 

Jones 169). 

 Not all fan fiction is written by the often persecuted everyman, however. Fan 

fiction can encompass both official/unofficial and paid/unpaid works. The Star Wars 

films, for example, have spawned 1,700 related books.9 These titles sell on any bookstore 

shelf and are licensed, marketed, and approved by one of the many subsidiaries of 

Lucasfilm Ltd. The study of this kind of fan fiction is problematic. First, it is in no way 

“pure” audience response. While the authors are not told exactly what their characters 

should say and do, major events—such as a main character like Han Solo or Luke 

Skywalker dying—must be approved by the Lucas camp, which can often subvert the 

author’s interpretation back into a rehash of creator intent. Second, financial 

                                                 
9 2005 Publishers Weekly <http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail?vid=2&hid=117&sid=b14d4acc-f2ac-
4c42-a0f7-3d4bec58812c%40sessionmgr107> 
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compensation can muddy the waters between genuine reaction and the storyline that will 

appeal to the greatest number of book-buying fans. Most writers of fan fiction are not 

professional novelists, and receive no money for their work— in fact, if any attempt is 

made by a fan fiction author to profit from the creation of a story based on copyrighted 

characters and plotlines, legal action is usually undertaken by the original story’s 

copyright holder.10 

 Why, then, would a fan choose to write fan fiction? There is no profit to be had, 

unless the author is approached by the copyright holders to write an approved book, and 

the chances of this are slim to none for most fans. The answer is two-fold: first, fan 

fiction authors are fans of their source material. A fan is not simply a person who enjoys 

regularly reading books by the same author, watching a television series, or viewing a 

film multiple times. A person is a fan “…by translating that [preference] into some type 

of cultural activity, by sharing feelings and thoughts about the…content with friends, by 

joining a community of other fans who share common interests” (qtd. in Staiger 95). Fans 

are invested in their chosen source material; they care deeply about its storylines and how 

its characters are affected by them. The original source material has been successfully 

resonant in some way, allowing the fans to empathize with the characters in ways that 

often mimic real relationships. While a fan’s chosen method of expressing their interest 

can range from hanging a poster on the wall to penning fan fiction to dressing up as a 

favorite character, all fans are attempting “to capture—through participation and 

immersion—the original cathartic moment felt during the first viewing of a story” (qtd. in 

                                                 
10 In 2006, Lucasfilm did just that, requesting that Lori Jareo’s unauthorized Star Wars fan fiction novel 
Another Hope be removed from print-on-demand listings at Amazon.com, Barnes&Noble.com, and 
Powells.com. (MacDonald) 
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Hills 42). For fan fiction authors, the source material—whether it is read, heard, or 

viewed—continues to fascinate and engage long after the initial encounter.  

In the event that a book series is concluded, or a television series ends, or a 

filmmaker has no plans for a sequel, fan fiction authors are not content to accept the 

“official” body of work as all they can expect from a story. “If the creators won’t give 

you more, now you can simply create more yourself,” says one fan filmmaker,11 plainly 

articulating part of the motivation behind so many fan-produced works. Fan fiction not 

only serves as an outlet of expression for enthralled fans but as a tool through which fans 

can rework and reinvent the source material according to their own desires; or, 

unconsciously, what alterations will make the story mythologically resonant. What this 

means for the source material in terms of character development, storyline, or situation 

depends entirely on the individual fan fiction writer, who often feels a personal 

responsibility for maintaining the story that has fascinated them. 

 Fascination is only half of fan fiction’s origin, however. Fan fiction writers often 

expect just as much quality from their source material as they desire additional quantity. 

If the quality is found wanting, fan fiction writers can rectify the situation in the same 

way they correct an insufficient amount of material. Fan fiction is not written for either/or 

of these reasons; rather, the creation of fan fiction requires a little of both: 

The fans’ response typically involves not simply fascination or adoration 

but also frustration and antagonism, and it is the combination of the two 

responses which motivates their active engagement with the media. 

Because popular narratives often fail to satisfy, fans must struggle with 

                                                 
11 Wen, Howard. “Do-it-yourself Star Wars.” Salon (16 November 2000). 1 October 2006 
<http://archive.salon.com/tech/feature/2000/11/16/fan_films/print.html> 
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them…Because the texts continue to fascinate, fans cannot dismiss them 

from their attention… (Jenkins, “Textual” 23) 

The fans’ frustration with the original story may simply be the fact that there isn’t enough 

of it to satisfy them; more often, however, fans’ frustration stems from some perceived 

flaw in their chosen canon. These flaws can range anywhere from unexplored 

possibilities fans see within the original story to aspects of the original story fans find 

unrealistic, unnatural, or otherwise unacceptable in the context of their own 

interpretations. While the source material may have successfully resonated with 

audiences at one point, fans often find that it ceases to resonate at another, prompting fan 

fiction authors to take on the responsibility of restoring the chosen canon to a similarly 

resonant state.  A fan’s frustration is often intensified with works of enormous scope, 

accessible media, and widespread popularity which have entered the realm of popular 

culture:  

Fans mostly shake their heads in bemusement at television shows that 

can’t keep track of basic continuity, of films that miss obvious dramatic 

opportunities… [But] bemusement can give way to an angrier sort of 

frustration when creators visibly command the resources and power 

necessary for good mass media storytelling and are judged to have 

botched it anyway (Coppa 227). 

The creators of these television shows and films usually have nearly unlimited funds, vast 

resources, and experienced staff at their disposal to aid in their storytelling, which fan 

fiction writers do not. Thus, fan fiction writers feel a certain sense of astonishment and 

frustration when said creators are unable to produce a good story with the resources 
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available to them while many fan fiction writers are able to produce beloved stories with 

nothing but a method of composition. Frustration can also stem from the fans’ desire to 

see a character or a plotline develop further paired with an inability to influence the 

creative direction of their source material. “We inhabit a world populated with other 

people’s stories,” fandom theorist Henry Jenkins writes, and “few of us have access to the 

means of production to tell our own stories through the mass media” (Jenkins, “Reception 

Theory” 175). Because of their love for and attachment to their chosen canon, fans feel a 

sense of cultural ownership for mythology that they do not legally possess and a need to 

adapt the story to their own personal experience that cannot always be legally answered. 

The interpretive nature of fan fiction and other fan-produced works can often 

court suspicion and even hostility from the creators of the original story, and George 

Lucas is no exception. In 1981, shortly after the release of Episode V, the company 

attempted to place restrictions on unofficial fan publications of erotic Star Wars-based 

fan fiction: 

Lucasfilm Ltd. does own all rights to the Star Wars characters and we are 

going to insist upon no pornography. This may mean no fanzines if that 

measure is what is necessary to stop the few from darkening the reputation 

our company is so proud of…Since all of the Star Wars Saga is PG rated, 

any story those publishers print should also be PG. Lucasfilm does not 

produce any X-rated Star Wars episodes, so why should we be placed in a 

light where people think we do?...You don’t own these characters and 

can’t publish anything about them without permission. (qtd. in Jenkins, 

“Textual” 31) 
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Lucasfilm’s attempts to corral fan fiction writers into general fiction was largely 

unsuccessful; Star Wars-themed erotica continues to be written and circulated among 

fans, aided by the ease of Internet publication and distribution and perhaps fueled by the 

“establishment’s” reaction. In the late 1990s, Lucasfilm tried the alternate approach of 

controlling fan fiction through ownership rather than censoring it through legislation, by 

offering web space to fans at StarWars.com. The terms of use, however, contain a catch: 

If...you send us creative suggestions, ideas, notes, drawings, concepts, or 

other information, [the Submissions] shall be deemed and shall remain the 

property of Lucas in perpetuity. By making any Submission, the sender 

automatically grants…Lucas the royalty-free, perpetual, irrevocable, non-

exclusive right and license to use, reproduce, modify, adapt, publish, 

translate, and distribute such material (in whole or in part) throughout the 

universe and/or to incorporate it in other works in any form, media or 

technology now known or hereafter developed…without any 

compensation, credit or notice to the sender whatsoever. (“Terms of Use” 

Star Wars.com 28 January 2007) 

While Lucasfilm was now courting fan production rather than restricting it, anything a 

fan might create and then post on a Starwars.com hosted site would immediately become 

the property of Lucasfilm. Despite the company’s assertions that fan fiction writers 

cannot declare ownership of any portion of a work based on Star Wars characters and 

storylines, Lucasfilm’s attempts to gain control of fan-produced works indicates that fans 

may have more of a claim to their creations than copyright laws suggest. 
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As a derivative genre, fan fiction is a reflection not only of its writer and that 

writer’s culture but also its source material. Fan fiction can augment, transform, or 

rework an original text, but it is at its heart audience response. The nature of that 

response—whether it is to drastically alter a work, delve into unexplored territory, or 

expand areas only briefly covered in canon—can help us to draw conclusions about the 

original text. What worked? What didn’t? Where do the fans direct a text in relation to 

where the creator did? These distinctions become even more important with works of 

mythology, which attempt to not only communicate truths about ourselves and the world 

around us, but to convey ethical standards for how to live. If a work of mythology 

produces varying interpretations, it is safe to hypothesize that the ethical standards and 

perceived truths of that myth’s audience will also be varied. The study of reader response 

to mythology can determine the successful or unsuccessful resonance of that myth with 

the collective unconscious.  

A work of mythology utilizes and depends upon the audience’s inborn connection 

to the collective unconscious; in the same way, a work of fan fiction relies on audience 

recognition of the characters they have met before in the original source material. 

Because fan fiction draws upon characters, settings, and plots that already exist 

elsewhere, the genre acts as a form of mythology itself: 

[Fan fiction writers] have a cast of ready-made people (or aliens, trolls and 

werewolves), whom [their] readers already know and to whom they 

ascribe certain characteristics. In that respect, if no other, [fan fiction 

writers] resemble Ancient Greek dramatists, working with the characters 

of myth, the writers of medieval morality plays with their cast of Bible 
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characters, or some historical novelist bringing Queen Victoria or 

Napoleon into her pages (Pugh 69). 

Despite the difficulties fan fiction has generated with copyright and intellectual 

property laws, it retains its mythological ties because of the nature of its source material. 

The need to communicate truth about ourselves and the world around us is central to the 

creation of art, and fan fiction is no exception. “The stories that enter our lives…need to 

be reworked so that they more fully satisfy our needs and fantasies” (Jenkins, “Reception 

Theory” 175). Fan fiction writers take characters and stories that have already become 

ingrained in popular culture and use them to invent stories reflective of personal 

experience, opinion, and ideology. Fan fiction authors, then, resemble the purveyors of 

ancient myth in more ways than one: just as mythology attempts to provide an 

understanding of the world and its inhabitants, fan fiction attempts to put a work within 

the context of the individual writer and the world in which he/she is living. 

 There are resources of response available to a reader other than fan fiction, but 

they are often restrictive in ways the fan fiction community is not. Authorial commentary 

(response straight from the source,) for example, often presupposes that there is only one 

possible interpretation—the author’s. In the case of Star Wars creator George Lucas, that 

interpretation is usually contradictory: 

Film and [other] visual entertainment are a pervasively important part of 

our culture, an extremely significant influence on the way our society 

operates…Films and television tell us the way we conduct our lives, what 

is right and wrong…It’s just a movie. It’s no big deal…You watch it and 

you enjoy it. (Kline 103, 117, 143) 
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Regardless of whether an author is a reliable source, however, author commentary only 

presents one half of a meaning-making equation. Meaning only emerges from a text once 

it is read, absorbed, and interpreted by an audience. To rely upon the source for response 

to a text is circular logic. 

 Equally restrictive is the study of critical reviews of a work, especially when 

dealing with the more popular media of film and television. Professional reviewers or 

critics are employed by their magazine or newspaper, which in turn is able to print 

because of funding from advertisers or owners. Professional publications and their critics, 

then, are often bound by forces beyond their control. While, in an ideal world, these 

constraints would not exist, they can sometimes shift critical reviews to conciliatory 

observation. These same limitations are imposed upon writers of official and/or paid-for 

fan fiction, who are usually required to have their work solicited and approved by their 

source material’s creator, rerouting any original interpretation back to the author’s. 

Unofficial/unpaid fan fiction has a unique position among other genres of reaction 

and response, however, in that it is generally free from restriction, direction, or 

censorship. Many online repositories of fan fiction allow open posting of works without 

any posting requirements or review periods. Writers are free to create, share, and discuss 

without authorization, approval, or even favorable reception. It is audience response at its 

“purest”: direct interaction between a creator’s work and a fan’s interpretation. 
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Chapter Four 

Homemade Heroes, Transformative Journeys, and Fan Fiction 

“Is he not the Chosen One? Is he not to destroy the Sith and bring balance to the Force?” 

“So the prophecy says…A prophecy that misread could have been.” 

(Obi-Wan Kenobi, Mace Windu, and Yoda, Star Wars: Episode III: Revenge of the Sith) 

 

What, then, might unrestricted reader response indicate about one of the 

millenium’s most commercially successful and globally popular works of mythology, 

Star Wars? We have followed the Hero’s Journeys of both Luke and Anakin Skywalker 

over the course of six films and noted the mythologically resonant traits of both trilogies, 

but how has that resonance translated from author to audience? While there are infinite 

routes of exploration available to fan fiction writers in the vast galaxy Lucas uses as his 

setting, there are also an infinite number of interpretations and to investigate all of these 

various possibilities goes beyond the scope of this inquiry. I am not only attempting to 

analyze the impact of the Campbellian Hero’s Journey as it is represented in the Star 

Wars films, but how that Hero’s Journey is reinterpreted, expanded, and enhanced 

through fan fiction.  

An essential aspect of fan fiction is the sharing of it, so I limited my search to the 

two main online repositories of Star Wars fan fiction. The first, FanFiction.net, is the 

largest, most popular multi-fandom fan fiction repository on the Internet and hosts over 

17,000 works based on the Star Wars films alone. The second is the fan fiction archive at 

TheForce.net, a popular and frequently visited Star Wars fan site of enormous scope, 

featuring everything from forums to a 53,000 entry encyclopedia maintained entirely by 
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fans. The fan fiction archive at TheForce.net contains almost 400 works and, when 

combined with the offerings at FanFiction.net, provides over 17,500 different pieces of 

Star Wars fan fiction on these two sites alone.  To pare down this considerable number, I 

utilized the “character search” available on both sites and limited myself to “Luke 

Skywalker” or “Anakin Skywalker,” as appropriate to my search for either original 

trilogy or prequel trilogy fan fiction. TheForce.net features an additional search 

parameter to specify the era in the Star Wars timeline a story is set in, and I also used this 

function to locate stories set before, during, or prior to either trilogy. Because I am 

examining two distinct Hero’s Journeys, these parameters helped me to ensure that I was 

finding fan fiction specific to each journey/trilogy, rather than fiction that treated all six 

films as one story.  

An ideal study of Star Wars fan fiction would include fiction written in immediate 

response to the original trilogy and uninfluenced by the prequels (i.e., written before 

1999’s release of Episode I), but locating fan fiction that meets these specific guidelines 

proved problematic. Fan fiction before the creation of the Internet was largely a by-mail 

endeavor. If they chose to share their work with others, fan fiction authors had to first 

find or create a fanzine, print copies, and mail them to other fans. Few of these fanzines 

have survived. Most if not all fan fiction is now shared online, and the few works written 

prior to 1999 that are posted on the Internet reside in little-known and remote personal 

sites and repositories. I decided to employ a “date posted” search where possible, 

reviewing original trilogy fan fiction posted before 1999 first but not limiting myself to it. 

I selected fan fiction posted in 1999 or later, and excluded any works which were 
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obviously influenced by or took into account the events of Episodes I-III.12 This ensures 

that all the fan fiction I used in my analysis is relatively recent, still in circulation, and 

easily accessible to readers. 

For my purposes, I also omitted the following sub-genres in fan fiction: 

humor/parody; alternate universe or “what if?” stories that ignore canonical events and 

facts to create new settings or situations; original character13 (OC)-centered stories or 

stories that did not focus on the films’ main characters; pairing-centric stories, or stories 

which focus on a fan’s favorite romantic pairing, whether canonical or non-canonical; 

slash; creative works that were not fiction (i.e., poems, songs, screenplays, etc.), and 

works that make use of expanded universe canon (i.e., Lucasfilm-approved books, 

comics, cartoons, etc.) Omitting these genres from my search allowed me to focus on fan 

fiction responding directly to the mythological elements of Star Wars: the Hero’s 

Journeys of Luke Skywalker and Anakin Skywalker. 

Unfortunately, there is no “quality” search available, and not all fan fiction 

repositories have a submission process. TheForce.net does; a fan fiction writer is required 

to have their story beta-read and approved by two staff members, who help the writer to 

correct grammatical and canonical mistakes. The writer’s work is then submitted, and if 

approved, posted. FanFiction.net, on the other hand, allows open posting of fan works by 

any Internet user with an email address. For this site, I rejected those works that lacked 

sufficient depth (i.e., rehashing of film scenes with no significant changes/additions), had 

                                                 
12In the end, however, a “date posted” search of material residing on the Internet is almost meaningless: a 
work may be uploaded to a site in 1999 or earlier, but may have been written well before that. 
FanFiction.net was founded in 1998, and TheForce.net’s fan fiction archive was opened in 2001. In 
addition, multi-chaptered works are often not completed until months or even years after their initial 
posting. 
13 Original character as in new characters created by fan fiction writers. 
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major canonical mistakes, or were of low textual quality. I allowed a very wide range for 

story length, from a minimum of 500 words to a maximum of 50,000 and allowed more 

than one story per author. Despite these allowances, imposing all other limitations and 

selection criteria upon my search reduced a potential pool of 17,500 stories to a more 

manageable 50: twenty of these stories are Episode IV-VI fan fiction, focusing on the 

Hero’s Journey of Luke Skywalker, while the other thirty are Episode I-III fan fiction, 

focusing on the Hero’s Journey of Anakin Skywalker. 

----------- 

Episodes IV-VI form a complete mythological journey for hero Luke Skywalker, 

who transforms from a dissatisfied farm boy into a powerful, seasoned Force user. He 

grew, adapted, and developed as a result of trial and error to his moment of apotheosis. 

He atones with his father, obtains his ultimate boon, and returns home with new 

knowledge that can be shared with his friends who have, partially due to Luke’s actions, 

achieved their own human successes. Mythologically, Luke has completed all 

requirements necessary for a successfully resonant story. Meaning, however, is not 

created by following an outline of events correctly, and a work of mythology (or any 

work, for that matter) is not intended to be a rigid, unaltered transfer of ideas from author 

to audience. Star Wars audiences give meaning to Luke Skywalker’s journey by 

personally interpreting, reacting, and responding to the films they have viewed. 

One trend in original trilogy fan fiction is to give additional meaning and 

emphasis to certain stages of Luke Skywalker’s Hero’s Journey which were not given as 

much attention in the films. The Call to Adventure is perhaps the single most important 

stage if for no other reason than it enables the hero to begin his journey. It is during the 
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Call to Adventure when audiences are introduced to Luke Skywalker in Episode IV. His 

journey (and his on-screen life, for that matter) begins with the purchase of the droids 

C3PO and R2-D2, the heralds who lead him to Obi-Wan Kenobi, who then asks for 

Luke’s help. While Luke’s call to adventure occurs almost immediately after his 

introduction in the film, Episode IV fan fiction expands the period prior to the first stage 

of Luke’s Hero’s Journey, and attempts to contextualize Luke’s future role as the hero 

within his home life as a farmer’s nephew on Tatooine. While Luke is introduced 

onscreen as a young man already driving his own speeder, Episode IV fan fiction authors 

choose to roll back the clock to Luke as a boy— a boy who is as unaware of his destiny 

as his older self, but possesses the same power and potential regardless of age. 

Though Luke is initially unaware of just what kind of power he possesses or how 

to access it, fan fiction such as fyre’s “Catalyst” reasons that this power must have 

manifested itself at some point before Obi-Wan introduced Luke to the Force: 

[Beru] had tried to dismiss Luke's strange behavior as flukes as Owen had, 
not wanting, not willing to believe the only other damning explanation. 
Since he'd been walking-- a skill the boy had learned with remarkable and 
accelerated ease --odd circumstances and coincidences had followed Luke. 
Like the time he had known exactly where to find the power wrench Owen 
had been searching for for [sic] days. Or how Luke always knew when the 
Jawas were coming to trade, even which direction their large land mover 
would approach from. And last harvest, last harvest it was Luke not Owen 
who knew when and where the desert would bloom first. Little things, big 
things such as how quickly he picked up his letters and reading as if 
pulling the information out of thin air, teaching himself; all that added up 
to something Beru didn't want to think about, something Owen denied  
vehemently. 

By endowing Luke with his emerging powers long before he is taught to wield them by 

Obi-Wan Kenobi, fan fiction authors bring the character closer to the Jungian child-god 
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archetype, who has god-like powers at his disposal from an early age and faces suspicion, 

adversity, and persecution because of those powers (Jung 166).  

Luke’s abilities set him apart from others; he is different in a way that not only 

troubles his aunt and uncle but fascinates his future friend, Biggs, shown in KnightMara’s 

“First Impressions: An Anchorhead Chronicle”: 

With another shrug, the boy answered, "It was nothing, really. I don’t 
think they were designed with Tatooine’s dust in mind." He pointed to the 
side of the device, brushing his too-long hair out of his eyes as he did so. 
"Sand gets into those small holes there and blocks the feed from the power 
source."  

Again, Biggs found himself staring in awe. Here was a boy who looked no 
older than four talking like an adult about a mechanical problem. And not 
only was he talking like an adult, but he also seemed like one. It was [as] 
though he was a much older man trapped in a little kid’s body. 

Onscreen, Luke has no social interaction—aside from his immediate family—that occurs 

before he assumes the role of the hero and embarks on his adventure.14 In KnightMara’s 

story, however, Luke interacts with other children his own age. The fact that he is 

destined for greatness does not escape the notice of his peers any more than it escapes the 

notice of the adults in his life. Biggs senses that Luke is different from him—he seems 

older, wiser, and more mechanically talented than Biggs himself.  

Fan fiction that attempts to fill in the gaps in Luke’s childhood and adolescence 

shows audiences not only how others view Luke but how Luke views himself. Like those 

around him, Luke knows that he is different, though he is unaware of the nature of those 

differences. These differences seem to Luke an indication that he is meant for bigger and 

better things and, while in the film he expresses his frustration with the life of a farmer, 

fan fiction authors augment and amplify this frustration by placing Luke at odds with his 
                                                 
14 Episode IV was originally slated to include an entire sequence in which Luke meets up with a number of 
his friends. These scenes were shot, but not included in the final release of the film.  
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society. In KnightMara’s “Youthful Mistakes,” an adventurous outing turns dangerous 

for Luke and his friend, and results in the clash of the two youths’ differing outlooks: 

"The best?" cried Windy, turning red in fury. "The best will be if I kill you 
myself to make me feel better about this whole damn thing, Luke! That’s 
what the best would be! I’m sick and tired of you and your crazy ideas! 
Always getting yourself and the people around you into trouble! Always 
dreaming about being a hero and going on adventures! When are you 
going to grow up, Skywalker? You’re a farmer! You’re no hero! And 
neither is Biggs! You two are just a bunch of losers who can’t get over the 
truth that you are always going to be losers! You live on Tatooine! This 
isn’t Alderaan! This isn’t Coruscant! It ain’t even Dantooine! It’s 
Tatooine, the planet farthest from the center of the universe as you’re 
going to get!" 

"Just shut up, Windy!" Luke screamed, matching him tone for tone, and 
anger for anger. "I know who I am and I know where I’m from! And I’m 
not going to sit here and let someone with no dreams and no desires tell 
me that I’m a loser and will never get anywhere! My father was a pilot! 
He got off this rock! And so will I!" 

Most of Luke’s peers cannot understand his dissatisfaction with the life he has been born 

into, just as Luke cannot understand why he is the only one who is dissatisfied. As Windy 

points out, the two boys live on “the planet farthest from the center of the universe,” 

reminding Luke that there is an entire unexplored, unknown universe to which he does 

not have access. In Deaka’s “Desert Drifting,” Luke even likens Tatooine to a confined 

space, a prison he must escape before whatever potential he has expires: 

Sometimes it seemed Owen would come up with any excuse just to keep 
Luke on the farm for another hour, and another, until the suns fell and 
darkness swarmed and it was too late to escape…  

It was like Owen thought that if Luke stayed here long enough the dirty 
gold of the sands would creep into his heart and bind him just as Owen 
and Beru were bound. Or maybe the sand would send tendrils over his 
boots, messy, corrosive things, like the tree roots of mythical forests in old 
off-world stories, climbing over the bodies of interlopers, possessing them 
slowly. 

Well. It wasn’t going to happen, not if Luke had anything to do with it. 
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Luke’s resolve to escape the binding, possessive constraints of his life on the farm 

indicates a less sizable resistance to the Call to Adventure than the film would have us 

believe. Luke is not only called to adventure but has been longing for it and internally, 

through fan fiction (if not externally onscreen), welcomes the beginning of his journey. 

 The hero’s call to adventure is typically followed by the crossing of the first 

threshold, which leads the hero out of his known land and into the unknown, where he 

typically faces a threshold guardian or demon who wields supernatural powers the hero 

has not yet acquired. Luke Skywalker’s departure from his home world of Tatooine 

requires his overcoming many obstacles and challenges that would prevent his exit, 

whether these obstacles are in the form of barbarous Sand People, unruly “cantina” 

patrons, or stormtroopers systematically hunting for the two droids. The Crossing of the 

First Threshold—as well as any other stage within the Campbellian Hero’s Journey—can 

have multiple iterations, and Luke Skywalker’s first threshold may be interpreted as any 

of these situations. Fan fiction authors, however, introduce an alternate interpretation of 

the hero’s first threshold—one that occurs after hero Luke Skywalker has physically 

departed his known world but just as he takes his first spiritual step into the unknown. 

 While Luke is certainly out of his native element while infiltrating the Death Star 

and rescuing Princess Leia, he is able to accomplish these acts without engagement with 

or exposure to the unique, mystical elements of the unknown world. Obi-Wan Kenobi 

introduces Luke to the Force and explains its principles as a Jedi understands them, but 

Luke does not utilize the Force to aid him in his escape. It is not until the end of Episode 

IV, after spirit-mentor Obi-Wan Kenobi has been killed, that hero Luke’s own 

supernatural powers are activated during the Rebel attack on the Death Star. In this 
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instance, Luke does not rely on targeting computers and firepower alone to accomplish 

his objective; rather, he attunes himself to the Force and uses his instincts to guide his 

attack. In KnightMara’s “Forming Alliances,” Luke identifies the moment he became 

aware of his connection to the Force as the first sign of irreversible change: 

Luke took a deep breath. "Ever since I tapped into [the Force], to fire that 
shot, things have started to change, and I don’t know what’s happening to 
me because there’s no one I can ask who would understand." When Han 
looked totally bewildered, he continued, trying to explain. "Han, I can 
sense things. People, sentient beings. It’s hard to explain, but lots of times 
I’ll know someone’s coming before they get there. And not only that 
they’re coming, but also who they are before I can even see them or hear 
them…It’s like I’ve suddenly opened the door to all of this power inside 
me… 
 

Though Luke has long since departed the desert plains of Tatooine, his unguided use of 

the Force during the attack on the Death Star is his first step across his own spiritual 

boundaries and into the unlimited possibilities of the Force. Though he evaded hostile 

natives, aliens, and enemy soldiers on Tatooine and the Death Star alike, Luke was 

unable to “sense things,” or to have supernatural perception of a person’s (or miniscule 

target’s) identity or location. This is fan fiction’s first threshold. 

 While Luke’s newfound powers help him to achieve great feats, those feats are 

accompanied by equally great repercussions. There are consequences to Luke’s actions; 

though his single-handed destruction of the Death Star is a victory for the Rebellion and 

vengeance for the destroyed planet of Alderaan, the reality of the immediate obliteration 

of a populated space station the size of a small moon does not go unnoticed by fan fiction 

writers. Luke is not made to face the harsh truth of what he has done in the films, but fan 

fiction such as Cereus’ “In A Million” turns the Rebellion’s celebration on its head and 

places culpability for the lost Imperial lives squarely on Luke’s shoulders: 
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On the darkest nights when [Luke] sat alone in his bunk to ward away the 
thoughts of the day, somewhere in the depths of his soul the memory 
always arose. In a million years he never could have thought that he had 
the lives of a million in his hands in that moment. He didn’t fathom at that 
time that some of those men on board had families, friends, wives and 
lovers. Not all of them were bad. 

What did that make him? 

In front of [the] public he smiled, grinned and told jokes whenever the 
issue presented itself but inside he screamed just as loud as the million 
voices that cried out through the Force that day. 

‘It’s all your fault. You’re no better than the Empire that destroyed 
Alderaan.’ They hissed in a mixture of anguish, anger and sorrow. 

Connection with the Force has given Luke strange new powers but has also heightened 

his perception. The undertaking of the Hero’s Journey requires that the hero’s mindset 

and spiritual center be transferred from within his known society to “a zone unknown” 

(Campbell, “Faces” 58). Luke’s worldview has been expanded outside of his known 

world; the galaxy no longer consists of his home planet of Tatooine, or only his friends in 

the Rebellion, but also the unknown world of countless planets, millions of individual 

voices, and the Force.  

One of the most common stages of the Hero’s Journey Episode IV-VI fan fiction 

authors revisit is the Belly of the Whale stage, which plunges the hero into the heart of 

the unknown world where he is transformed, reborn, or otherwise significantly altered by 

his proximity to the heart of the unknown. In Luke Skywalker’s journey, this stage is the 

battle against Darth Vader in Episode V, in which Vader reveals that he is Anakin 

Skywalker, Luke’s father. This new information alters not only Luke’s perceptions of 

himself and the world around him but forces audiences to rethink both their past and 

future assumptions about the characters involved. Up to that point, audiences had 
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watched Darth Vader ruthlessly pursue, threaten, and torture the hero Luke Skywalker 

and his friends. With the sudden revelation that Luke’s enemy was also his family, Luke 

reacted first with disbelief, then horror, and finally bitter acceptance. Fan fiction authors, 

however, give these reactions more depth by making Luke consider both his obligations 

to his new-found father and his allegiance to the Rebellion, as in MJ Mink’s “Loyalties”: 

"He's just a soldier," he said again, louder than he'd meant to. 

The canteen got quiet. Now that he'd fought Vader and lived, people 
listened to him. He liked that. "He's a soldier of the Emperor, that's all. 
He's not a monster. He's not a robot. He's a soldier." More food would be 
nice. There was a veg stick on someone's plate. He reached across the 
table for it. 

"You're right, Luke. Vader is a soldier." It was the one called Wedge, 
talking quietly to him as if he were sick and needed soothing. 

He smiled. "He's a good soldier. Palpatine wouldn't be in power without 
him. He's a good diplomat too. Did you know that he settled the Tergva 
Five settlement problem before it exploded into a civil war?" 

"Yeah, by wiping out the colonists," someone said. 

Because of Vader’s revelation, Luke now cannot help thinking of him as his father, and 

attempts to defend Vader as any other son might defend his father when his comrades 

discuss that father’s crimes.  

Luke’s view of himself has changed; he is now Darth Vader’s son, in addition to 

being a member of the Rebellion and a Jedi-in-training. His view of the galaxy around 

him has changed as well—instead of immediately condemning Darth Vader as the villain 

he must attempt to kill or defeat at all costs, he is now conflicted between his previous 

view of Vader and his post-Belly of the Whale view of Vader as his father. His fellow 

Rebels, however, continue to regard Vader as the mindless killing machine of the evil 
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Empire. Luke is not only isolated in his new, enlightened worldview but unable to share 

it with anyone for fear of the repercussions against himself and his father: 

"I'll tell you the secret," he told General Rieekan. "Do you want to know 
it?" 

"Of course." 

He stopped, making Rieekan stop, too. And Leia was there. He supposed 
he could tell her, though she didn't love him. He lowered his voice to a 
whisper. "He told me who he is." 

Rieekan's brows drew together. "Who is he?" he asked slowly. 

Luke laughed. "Oh, no -- that's the secret! I can't tell anybody. Nobody. 
No one. I can't tell. No one can know. No one knows but me. In the whole 
galaxy, no one knows but me. I'm the only one who knows. The only one. 
Who knows." His arms wrapped around his own torso, hugging, 
comforting. "And what am I going to do, now that I know?" he whispered. 

None of them had an answer for him. 

In addition to the burden of the hero to achieve apotheosis and help to better his world, 

Luke is now also burdened with knowledge he may not have been quite ready to receive, 

but is developed enough to know that the rest of the galaxy isn’t ready to receive it either. 

Luke’s confrontation with Vader in the Belly of the Whale stage has transformed 

his worldview, and he is reborn with a new identity in addition to that of the hero—Darth 

Vader’s son. There is no turning back from this point for the hero; something has been 

lost in the transformation, as well as gained, and Luke Skywalker is made more than 

aware of it in fyre’s “Lessons”: 

Luke mourned for something lost. Innocence? Naivete? Ignorance? What 
knowledge had he gained that now tore at him in the vulnerability of 
aftermath, of shock and fever? Whatever it was it was enough to drive him 
out of his mind. 
The revelatory battle against Darth Vader in Episode V doubles as two critical 

mythological stages in Luke’s Hero’s Journey: the Belly of the Whale and the first 
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attempt at Atonement with the Father. Mythologically, the Atonement with the Father 

stage is meant to represent initiation into society; in order for Luke to obtain full 

knowledge of his world, he must undergo the mythological father figure’s “ego-shattering 

initiation” (Campbell, “Faces” 131). Vader’s revelation “shatters” not only Luke’s 

psychological sense of self, but his physical self as well— Luke loses a hand in the battle. 

While he does not react to it in the films, Luke finds his new prosthetic hand unsettling in 

Wendynat’s “A Scoundrel’s Wisdom”: 

He closed his eyes, gripping the drink tightly with his prosthetic hand. It 
was almost the same as flesh, but he had the feeling – at times – that he 
could hear the whirring of the metal bits as they performed the motions he 
demanded. Imagination, he knew, but it was there nonetheless.  

He sighed. Did his father feel the same sensation? Or was he so 
accustomed to the suit, now, that it was as natural as breathing? Or not as 
natural as breathing, he amended, recalling the mechanical sound of the 
respirator Darth Vader wore. Was anything about the man natural, 
anymore? More machine than man, Obi-Wan had said. Obi-Wan had said 
a lot. 

Luke’s mechanical hand mimics the mechanical body of Darth Vader, and brings Luke 

closer to adopting the identity of a disturbingly shadow-like father figure.  

At this point in his journey, Luke is not yet fully developed; he is unable to 

reconcile his slow immersion into the shadow with his desire to embrace the anima. 

When Luke ignores the warnings of his spirit-mentors, Yoda and Obi-Wan, and attempts 

to defeat Vader before his training is complete, his failure is representative of the “chaos” 

that ensues when the roles of life—such as the father figure—are assumed by the 

improperly initiated (Campbell “Faces” 136). Defeated, disfigured, and disillusioned, 

Luke’s beliefs must evolve and adapt to newfound knowledge and his new identity as 

Vader’s son, which allow him to view the galaxy in a way no one (other than Vader) can. 
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Luke then reevaluates both past and future situations based on this new knowledge, as in 

“Loyalties”: 

Anakin Skywalker-Vader. Was the Dark Lord wise and kind, ever? Would 
Vader be kind to him? He hadn't been yet. Vader had taken his hand 
(instead of his life), not precisely an act of goodness. Still, he'd struck his 
father first, though he hadn't known it was his father he struck. 

But Vader had known. Vader had fought his son. 

It was the stuff of legends. Maybe someday a story would arise of the 
battle between the Dark Lord and his arrogant, foolish, righteous son. 

Luke no longer views his actions in terms of hero against villain, or right against wrong. 

He has reexamined his decisions in light of Vader being his father, and now labels 

himself as the “arrogant, foolish, righteous son” against the wiser, more powerful father 

who has defeated him.  

 When Luke finally does confront his father in Episode VI after sufficient 

development and preparation, he is successful and replaces Darth Vader/Anakin 

Skywalker as the “master of the universe.” By confronting the shadow, embracing the 

anima, and accepting his own duality, Luke has evolved into a wiser, more powerful 

being, and he is able to command the Force (the unknown world) and return to his society 

(the known world) as a tried Jedi Knight, ready to share his newfound wisdom with the 

galaxy. While the film shows definite human success (the destruction of the Death Star 

and death of the Emperor) and Luke’s own apotheosis/ultimate boon (the redemption of 

Darth Vader and Luke’s refusal to turn to the dark side), there is little to no attention 

given to the price the hero must pay to achieve these goals. According to Campbell, the 

hero can only undergo apotheosis once he gives up attachment to “personal limitations, 

hopes, and fears” and no longer resists the “self-annihilation” that may be required for 
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rebirth, transformation, or the realization of truth (“Faces” 237). In short, the hero must 

sacrifice himself for the sake of humanity. Luke Skywalker does not die, but he accepts 

the possibility that he might in Carrie2sky’s “Last Chance”: 

He spoke to his father one last time. “I will not turn, father. I know there is 
still good in you. I can feel it. I may die, but I will prove once and for all 
that I am a Jedi, like my father before me.” The lift stopped and the doors 
opened, depriving Vader of a response. Luke looked around and boldly 
stepped out to approach his destiny with confidence. How long would it 
last? 
 

Luke is resolved to atone with his father, obtain his ultimate boon, and achieve 

apotheosis, despite his awareness of the fact that he may not live to enjoy the spoils of 

victory or to share them with his friends. Though Luke achieves his goals without the 

sacrifice of his physical life, his readiness to do so is a reflection of his role as the 

archetypal hero. 

The sacrifices made are not only Luke Skywalker’s, however, but also the rest of 

humanity’s. At his first threshold in Episode IV, Luke is directly responsible for the 

sacrifice of all those aboard the destroyed Death Star and is made to face that 

responsibility only through fan fiction. Campbell indicates that a potential hero has two 

options in reaction to his own sins: first, his guilt may cause him to desire an end to his 

own life, as in the tradition of Hamlet; second, he may invent a “false, unjustified image 

of [himself] as an exceptional phenomenon in the world, not guilty as others are, but 

justified in one’s inevitable sinning because one represents the good” (“Faces” 238). In 

Episode IV fan fiction, Luke allows his guilt to overcome him, and struggles to justify the 

means to the end.  

At that point in his filmic Hero’s Journey, however, Luke is only beginning to 

develop— he has not yet realized the tasks and the burdens of being the hero. While an 
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individual may react to his sins by either becoming paralyzed by guilt or blinded by self-

righteousness, Campbell writes that the fully developed hero must instead reconcile his 

individual guilt with the universal will; instead of giving up or attempting to provide 

personal justification, the hero will realize “the true relationship of the passing 

phenomena of time to the imperishable life that lives and dies in all” (“Faces” 238). By 

Episode VI fan fiction, when he is nearing apotheosis, Luke has ceased to think of his 

actions in terms of his own guilt and begins to view the deaths he is responsible for as 

inevitable casualties that enable society’s survival. Shy Snootles’ “Masks” creates an 

opportunity for Luke to voice this new outlook: 

“You killed my brother in the first Death Star,” the angry voice faltered 
for a second. “You have no idea how much I have prayed for this 
moment.” 

“I deeply regret your loss,” Luke replied compassionately. 

“Is that all you have to say?” The pilot leaned closer, baring his teeth. 

“Any life is precious and invaluable, but we’re at war,” Luke reminded 
them all, his eyes conveying an infinite sadness. “I do not rejoice in 
murder. I pray for the day our two sides will co-exist peacefully and 
forgiveness will bloom across the galaxy.” 

A loud slap resounded in the hangar. 

“You damn hypocrite!” The pilot hissed, bringing down his hand. “As if 
you cared!” 

“I do care,” the young man’s eyes softened, even after being slapped. “Let 
go of your hatred and feelings of revenge. They won’t bring back our dead 
and they will only consume your soul. Find comfort in your family and 
your friends, and work hard for this tragedy never to happen again.” 

Though the Imperial pilot is understandably unable to appreciate Luke’s new state of 

consciousness, Luke has clearly come a long way from the farmer’s son who complained 

of being unable to skip his chores to spend time with his friends.  
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In order to develop as a hero and achieve apotheosis, Luke must overcome not 

only external, physical obstacles, but also internal ones of his own making, whether it is 

dissatisfaction with his surroundings, guilt over his actions, or a limited worldview. 

Joseph Campbell points out that “the agony of breaking through personal limitations is 

the agony of spiritual growth” (“Faces” 190). The Hero’s Journey of Luke Skywalker, as 

reinterpreted and expanded in Episodes IV-VI fan fiction, is a journey of internal spiritual 

development and growth. In departing from his known world for the unknown, Luke 

sheds his identity as the supernaturally gifted child-god archetype, isolated not only by 

his powers but by his perceptions of the world around him. Upon his emergence from the 

unknown world (full of trials, tests, and challenges), Luke has earned the identity of the 

hero, possessed of both a deeper understanding of his native land and a new, all-inclusive 

perspective that focuses his thoughts, actions, and impulses outward. Luke’s immersion 

into the Belly of the Whale, successful Atonement with the Father and Apotheosis, and 

encounters with anima and shadow alike have enabled not only his own transformation 

but given him the wisdom, maturity, and power to aid in the transformation of humanity. 

Episodes IV-VI fan fiction authors flesh out Luke’s home life on Tatooine, 

molding the already heroic archetype into the supernaturally powerful and isolated child-

god. Fans also revisit two of the critical stages in Luke’s Hero’s Journey— the Crossing 

of the First Threshold and the Belly of the Whale. This allows the hero to take stock of 

where he has been, where he is now, and where he might be heading. Finally, fan fiction 

authors clearly define the lessons Luke has learned immediately pre- or post- Apotheosis 

by placing him in situations of reflection or conflict with oppositional views. At the end 

of his journey as seen in fan fiction, Luke Skywalker has fulfilled the promise of myth: 
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he has not only saved the galaxy and ushered in an era of human success, but he has 

evolved from a lower, self-concerned and individualistic state of consciousness (i.e., 

“How does the galaxy affect me?” or “How do I affect the galaxy?”) to an all-inclusive 

universal state of consciousness (i.e., “What effect do the galaxy and I have on each 

other?”) 

----------- 

 Less mythologically sound is the Hero’s Journey of Anakin Skywalker. The end 

of Anakin’s journey as the central hero in Episode III comes without Atonement with the 

Father, Apotheosis, or the Ultimate Boon, leaving both character and audience 

unresolved. Without the redemption of Darth Vader in Episode VI, Episodes I-III are a 

Hero’s Journey frozen midway, with both hero Anakin and his people firmly in the grip 

of the shadow-villain Palpatine. As a stand-alone trilogy, Episodes I-III do not fulfill the 

promise of myth: Anakin Skywalker does not achieve a new, higher state of 

consciousness, and the galaxy is not brought to a state of positive human success by his 

actions. Should Episodes I-III then be rejected as a mythological failure? No— or, at 

least, not yet. Mythology is both folklore and universal cultural property, available for 

adaptation and reinterpretation as necessary— not only to make it more reflective of its 

writer’s culture and time but to make the central myth more resonant with the collective 

unconscious. Though the Star Wars prequel films themselves do not depict progressive 

spiritual development, change, and metamorphosis for Anakin Skywalker, the authors of 

Episodes I-III fan fiction augment and enhance Anakin’s Hero’s Journey to both provide 

this development and emphasize its absence.  
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 Audiences were introduced to Anakin Skywalker, the hero in Episode I, as a 

young boy who could pilot starships, fix anything, and knew nothing of greed; by 

Episode II, Anakin had become a testy, hot-headed, arrogant youth who struggled with 

the temptations of the dark side. The diegetic passage of time between Episode I and 

Episode II spans up to ten years, leaving audiences and fan fiction authors to wonder: 

from where, between the slave boy on Tatooine and the Jedi Padawan on Coruscant, had 

Anakin’s new egotism sprouted? In JediShampoo’s “Sometimes You Lose Them,” the 

author posits that Anakin’s experiences as a slave and his desire to help others have 

frustrated his desire to follow the sometimes contradictory teachings of the Jedi, even at 

an early age: 

"But what about places that aren't in the Republic?" Anakin blurted out 
feelingly, interrupting his master. "Don't they deserve justice too?" 

Obi-Wan sighed. This wasn't going to be easy. "Of course they do, 
Anakin. But they have to ask for our help." He stood and walked over to 
kneel on the floor in front of the boy. "Slavery is bad, wherever it happens. 
But we can't just jaunt about non-Republic space, tossing around money 
and righting every wrong. Imposing our value system on those who don't 
want it would not inspire trust in the Jedi order. How would it look if 
wealthy Jedi ran around the galaxy, purchasing slaves? Whether we freed 
them or not, how would that look?" 

…Far from comforting Anakin, however, these words seemed to frighten 
him. "Are you telling me, master, that I can't free slaves when I become a 
Jedi Knight?" Anakin was getting angry, now. "I promised my mother I 
would come back and free her. Would that make me bad?" 

Obi-Wan wasn't sure what to say to that. "That would depend on your 
situation, when you were a Jedi Knight. The situation on Tatooine." He 
knew it would cause problems, but he decided to be honest with the boy. 
Qui-Gon had been unfailingly honest with him, and his own apprentice 
deserved no less. "There's a chance that, yes, it could be wrong." 

Anakin is unable to understand the Jedi’s interpretation of what, to him, is a simple 

concept. To aspire to do good should mean a constant effort to do good, no matter what 
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the means. When spirit-mentor Obi-Wan attempts to point out to Anakin that there are 

bigger ramifications to his actions than aiding one person, Anakin becomes hostile and 

agitated: 

The boy's face reddened with rage. He jumped up from his chair and 
pointed a finger accusingly at Obi-Wan. "You just don't want that to 
happen, do you? You don't want me to free my mom. You don't care about 
her, you don't even know her!" Anakin turned on his small heel and started 
to stalk from the room. 
 

Though a far cry from the overconfidence teenage Anakin will display in Episode II, the 

immediate offense the boy Anakin takes to Obi-Wan’s judgment is a sign of things to 

come. Because he cannot conceive of his desire to do good being wrong, no matter what 

the situation, Anakin is unable to interpret Obi-Wan’s objection as anything other than a 

personal attack on himself and his mother. He is right; therefore, the rest of the galaxy— 

including the Jedi Order and Obi-Wan Kenobi—must be against him. 

 Additionally, Anakin’s self-righteous beliefs are fueled by his status as the 

“Chosen One,” a mythical being in Jedi lore who is prophesied to bring balance to the 

Force through his unmatched strength, power, and insight. Though the Hero’s Journey 

traditionally follows an uninitiated youth’s transformation into a true hero, Anakin 

Skywalker begins his journey with the title already bestowed upon him.  Anakin’s 

victories have been pre-destined, though not yet won, and chopsticks’ “Speed Me 

Towards Death” illustrates the dangerous combination of promised success and blind 

confidence: 

Anakin was the Chosen One. 

Unfortunately, the Chosen One knew he was the Chosen One. Human 
nature demands a certain degree of arrogance with this knowledge. As far 
as Obi-Wan was concerned, letting Anakin know this particular tidbit 
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about himself was an error on his and Qui-Gon's part. An error he was 
trying to rectify, and was met with little success. 

"Master, I know I am not invulnerable. I can be injured just like anyone 
else." He held up his mechanical arm, then ran the gloved (underneath 
cold, hard metal) fingers over the freshly-healed scar that sliced from 
above his brow bone and down to the cheek, miraculously missing his eye. 

"But do you think you can die like anyone else?" Obi-Wan questioned… 

"In due time, when my destiny has been fulfilled. Until that time, I have 
no reason to fear my own death," Anakin explained, irritation tainting his 
voice. 

Anakin has not yet brought balance to the Force and thus believes that, as the “Chosen 

One,” he will be spared until this balance is attained, no matter what potentially fatal 

risks he may take. As a result, his decisions are often impulsive, ill-conceived, and 

usually damaging both physically and emotionally. 

In addition, Anakin’s awareness of the “Chosen One’s” unmatched abilities and 

strengths gives him almost complete faith in his own abilities, making it difficult for him 

to trust his own fate, or the fates of those he loves, to anyone or anything else. In 

FernWithy’s “Autopilot,” Anakin is given a test by Obi-Wan Kenobi, and finds that he is 

uncomfortable even trusting a starship’s computer to do the piloting for him: 

"I know you dislike autopilot…But I want you to learn to let go and trust. 
To stop fighting against the motion of the Force at every turn." 

Anakin was ready to protest that he didn't think it was right to just let 
things happen, then he realized that this was the lesson Kenobi was trying 
to teach him. Sometimes, things would be out of his control, and he would 
have to trust something beyond himself to get through. It didn't mean 
blindly accepting everything, just learning to live with some things. He 
agreed to the exercise (Obi-Wan never made him do these things without 
asking for his agreement; that was another reason Anakin trusted him). 

While Anakin’s status as the “Chosen One” restricts his destiny to a pre-determined path, 

Anakin still prefers not to “just let things happen.” Though he agrees to Obi-Wan’s 
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proposed exercise, he finds the actual experience of relinquishing control to a machine 

unsettling: 

He was staring resentfully at the autopilot…and his hands were itching to 
reach out and take control of the fighter…Then the fighter swerved on its 
own…and Anakin felt the change. His mind accepted that he had no 
control over the situation. 

Anakin Skywalker had been a slave for most of his childhood. He knew a 
lot about not having control. But instead of reaching for a trust in the 
Force, the something-else had happened. The almost-forgotten something. 

There was one way Anakin had been able to be free when he 
was…lugging boxes of junk around Watto's shop. He simply put his body 
on autopilot. On the outside, he did their work, and did it well. On the 
inside, he went elsewhere, thought his own thoughts, dreamed his own 
dreams. Sometimes just curled up and went to sleep while his body went 
on doing the jobs he was supposed to do. Sooner or later, the chore would 
be done, and he would wake up and be all in one place again. Meanwhile, 
his mind had picked up bits and pieces of daydreams, and rested itself. 

Maybe, he thought dreamily, this is trusting in the Force. But he knew 
better. He knew it because he looked at his quiet hands, stared at the stars 
outside, made a few notes in his comm-pad, and felt ashamed. 

Anakin’s childhood as a slave—though the concept of slavery is somewhat idealized in 

the films—has taught him the value of freedom. Where once he was a slave with a master 

who ordered him to perform various tasks, a master who could sell him off or separate 

him from his mother at any moment, Anakin is now a Jedi-in-training, free to make his 

own judgments and decisions without fear of repercussion. It is a freedom he is not 

willing to surrender lightly, no matter for how short a period of time or how trivial an 

activity. Thus, instead of trusting the starship’s autopilot to safely bring him home, 

Anakin shuts down and extracts himself from the situation, retreating to an internal safe 

place just as he did as a slave. He does not trust the autopilot or the Force any more than 

he did before; rather, he chooses to wait it out until control of the situation is returned to 
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him. Although Anakin successfully resists the temptation to take control of the situation 

and fly the starship where he sees fit, it is a test he knows he has failed: 

Anakin was planning to tell [Obi-Wan] what had happened, how he hadn't 
trusted in anything, how he had simply surrendered. But Obi-Wan looked 
so happy. So pleased. Anakin almost never got the special lessons on the 
very first try. It was good to feel that he had, to see what it looked like 
when Obi-Wan seemed to want to brag. So he said nothing. 

After all, maybe Obi-Wan was right. Maybe he really had trusted the 
Force. He'd never trusted it before, so who was he to know what it would 
feel like when he did? Perhaps he really had done well. Obi-Wan gave him 
the rest of the afternoon to himself. 

He used it to unwire the autopilot. 

More important than his inability to trust the autopilot, Anakin is unable to put his trust in 

other people. After failing the test against the autopilot, Anakin chooses to let Obi-Wan 

believe he has passed it, unable to deal with the possibility of disappointing or angering 

his teacher. Though he claims to trust Obi-Wan with his life (and attempts to prove it by 

agreeing to the autopilot test), Anakin does not trust Obi-Wan to forgive his failure and 

chooses to hide that failure rather than risk a negative reaction. 

Though Anakin enjoys pleasing others and making them proud, his desire for 

positive social interaction is hampered by his fear of negative interaction. As a result, 

Anakin turns inward when faced with any possible significant conflict in his 

relationships. Fan fiction authors augment this flaw by reexamining the Belly of the 

Whale stage, in which Anakin slaughters an entire camp of Sand People and confesses 

onscreen only to Padme, who later becomes another of Anakin’s secrets when the two 

marry, despite the Jedi Order’s edicts on romantic attachment. VaderLVR64’s “Night 

Falls in Around Me” shows that Anakin has not progressed beyond his fear of negative 

reaction; rather, he has grown even more afraid of it: 
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Obi-Wan had moved directly behind him. Once again, that strong hand 
rested lightly on Anakin’s shoulder. “You can talk to me, Anakin.” 

I’ve killed in anger, Obi-Wan. I used the darkness to commit murder. 
Anakin turned and gave his Master a slight smile. “I know,” he answered. 

… “Are you all right?” Obi-Wan asked in concern. “I sense…” he trailed 
off and then sighed. “I sense that all is not well.” 

Repressing his bitter laughter at the inadequacy of that thought, Anakin bit 
his lip. If only his Master knew how ‘not well’ things were! He was torn 
between the urge to throw himself at Obi-Wan’s mercy and confess 
everything and the need to guard his secrets. Anakin withdrew into 
himself, taking his darkness with him. Obi-Wan would not be able to help 
him, and he could not bear to see the look in his Master’s eyes when he 
realized what a terrible disappointment the Chosen One had proven to be. 

As spirit-mentor, Obi-Wan should be a source of “insight, understanding, and good 

advice” to his padawan when Anakin is unable to muster it for himself (Jung 216). In this 

case, Anakin finds his own insight inviolable; he cannot conceive of any reaction from 

Obi-Wan other than disgust and disapproval. Once again, Anakin’s fear of Obi-Wan’s 

negative reaction paralyzes him, and he “withdraws into himself, taking the darkness with 

him.” As a tragic hero and a child-god archetype, Anakin is already isolated from his 

society because of his superhuman strength in the Force, which places him above his 

weaker human peers but not quite to the level of the gods (i.e., the Force itself). His self-

imposed distance from Obi-Wan only isolates Anakin further as he retreats into his own 

psyche, with only his demons to keep him company: 

I’ve fallen in love and I married her, Master. I love her more than I love 
the Order. “I’m fine, Master,” Anakin lied. What was one more lie when 
there had been so many? 

Obi-Wan studied him for a moment longer, his eyes seeking something in 
his apprentice’s gaze. Then he gave a short nod of his head. “Then I shall 
go back to sleep,” he said quietly, disappointment threading through his 
voice. “It will be a long day tomorrow.” 
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I’ve touched the Dark Side and I worry that one day it will claim me. Help 
me! Anakin nodded to his Master and watched him go back into the tent 
they shared. The young man stayed where he was, and let the night fall in 
around him, looking at the darkness around him, contemplating the 
shadows within. 

The hero’s time inside the Belly of the Whale is supposed to result in a significant 

transformation or metamorphosis for the hero in which he emerges not yet fully 

developed but having taken one more step towards his apotheosis. Instead of reexamining 

his spiritual beliefs and worldview, Anakin clings even tighter to his self-orbiting 

assumptions, refusing to trust in Obi-Wan and choosing to keep both his experience in 

the Belly of the Whale and his marriage a secret between himself and Padme. 

 The critical stage of the Hero’s Journey most often examined by Episode I-III fan 

fiction authors, however, is the stage Anakin Skywalker never reaches— Apotheosis. 

Manipulated by Palpatine, crippled by his inability to trust others, and deceived by his 

own arrogance, Anakin betrays the Jedi and falls to the dark side, becoming Darth Vader. 

While Anakin has transformed both spiritually and physically, it is a transformation 

negated by both the absence of positive human success for the rest of the galaxy and the 

continuing presence of Anakin’s isolation. That isolation is now amplified by the black 

armor and life-sustaining machinery of Darth Vader, as illustrated in VA-Parky’s 

“Antithesis”: 

[Vader’s] step never faltered as he entered the Command Bridge. The 
uniformed men jumped to attention, their hearts mirroring the motion as 
they leapt to their throats. He turned to the highest ranking officer. 

"Have the coordinates been entered as I requested?" he barked. 

"Y- yes, my lord," the Captain responded nervously. 
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"Very good," he paused for a moment as another wave of dread passed 
through his embattled body. "I will retire to my quarters and I am not to be 
disturbed." 

"Of course," came the relieved response. "I will see to it that you are left 
alone, Lord Vader." His words echoed through the cavernous room. 
Alone... Alone... Alone...  

As Vader, Anakin commands an entire empire of men but remains alone and isolated, 

separated not only by his grotesque and frightening physical appearance but also by the 

impossibility of social interaction between men and machine. 

 Though Anakin’s physical metamorphosis from human Anakin Skywalker to 

half-machine Darth Vader is only presented visually in Episode III, fan fiction adds an 

entirely new dimension to this event by focusing on Anakin’s mental state throughout the 

transformation. Selena’s “Five Senses” follows Anakin as he loses touch, sound, smell, 

taste, and sight:  

His mind, busy rearranging and fixing things in the way his fingers used to 
do with every malfunctioning instrument in the universe, tries to change 
this particular memory [of the last person to touch him]. He first wants her 
to have been the last person, embracing him when she left her ship, but 
rejects the pretty and prettifying lie. What he did to her does not allow for 
such a rearrangement. Then he considers Obi-Wan, and rejects the idea 
even more firmly. So it is fitting, after all; he had watched Palpatine’s 
flesh burn away and reform at the moment when his old self broke apart, 
and there was a justness in Palpatine presiding over the physical demise of 
what used to be Anakin Skywalker as well. 

Anakin no longer even regards himself as Anakin—he considers the man he used to be 

dead and, although he hasn’t yet fully embraced his new identity as Darth Vader, his 

memories are already being classified as the memories of another man who might have 

deserved them. His desire to edit and revise those memories is understandable, since 
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Anakin’s injuries prevent him from ever replacing his last sensation with the new. With 

some of his senses, the last sensation is not as fitting: 

The last thing he had ever smelled had been his own burning flesh. It 
should not have been so unfamiliar. After all, it was only a matter of 
degree. He should have recognised the smell of burning flesh. That is how 
a lightsaber cauterizes a wound, after all; through burning it. The Council 
Chamber had held no other smell when he had left it. After. 

And yet. Even the smell of burning flesh had degrees, it appears. Or 
perhaps genuine fire burns differently. Lying on the black earth of 
Mufastar, the smell choked him and forced him to cry out, but the words 
didn’t pierce it, they just fell back on him. The stench was all that was left. 

He still smells it. There is no physical cause; during his periodic 
examinations, the medical droids told him that the skin that covered his 
torso and face now had shed all of the old cells. They even showed him, in 
a mirror. It is stark white, but certainly unburned. They had to replace the 
droids after that particular examination. Not the mirror; there is no more 
need for one in any case. 

The new droids cannot rid him of the smell, either, and his sensors keep 
confirming their analysis: there is no stench of burning flesh. 

It is all he smells nonetheless. 

The tragic myth often attempts to invite pathos from the audience by the presentation of a 

helpless and destitute suppliant, whose rejection and exclusion from society brings about 

grave and dire consequences for those involved (Frye, “Anatomy” 217). Where Anakin 

once brought the scent of burning flesh to his victims, he has now become the victim, 

unable to escape both the scent and the memory of what it represents. Though his power 

to kill remains, he now exists as both the shadow-villain and the still-isolated tragic hero. 

That isolation has caused Anakin to wrought terrible devastation on the Jedi Order and 

the galaxy at large. 

 No matter how much pathos or sympathy the audience may have for Anakin 

Skywalker in film or fan fiction, his inability to trust others, to become open to the world 
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outside of himself, and to mature beyond his hubris keep him from successfully achieving 

apotheosis in Episode III. Or do they? Anakin’s moment of transformation, such as it is, 

is presented only visually onscreen. In Episode III fan fiction, Anakin’s thoughts betray 

him: 

No more Dexter or Dexter’s restaurant, then. In a little while, even the 
name will be forgotten. By everyone except himself, as his mind refuses to 
wipe out even the most insignificant of data, such as the taste of the meal 
Dexter had served the first time Obi-Wan had taken him there. The food at 
the temple had seemed so bland in comparison; this had been real, the way 
things had tasted in Mos Espa. Salty bread, rich meat, and the sweetness of 
berries. 

In a true show of superfluousness, his mouth still produces saliva, and his 
teeth are still intact. Trying to consume anything other than fluids would 
kill him, of course. He doubts that anyone will try this particular method 
of assassination, though. Sometimes he wonders whether he shouldn’t ask 
the droids to replace throat, mouth and tongue anyway. It isn’t as if he 
needs them. 

Anakin does not merely remember the sensation of taste, but the emotions surrounding it. 

He found the food real, rich, sweet, and reminiscent of home. His body responds in a way 

his conscious thought may not allow: his mouth waters. Anakin not only remembers good 

food but desires it, despite no longer being able to eat. The sense of taste has been lost to 

him, along with touch, sound, smell, all four of his limbs and most of his skin and hair. 

When he regards the loss of his sight, however, it is not his broken body or his inability to 

taste food that he concentrates on: 

There is nothing else his eyes will ever see. The meditation chamber with 
its safe, flawless walls, and the mask. He cannot imagine there is a sight 
left worth seeing without the mask in any case. He will not have to look at 
her through it, after all, and if fate ever provides him with Obi-Wan again, 
if that circle will finally be completed, the memory of staring at him 
through the flames will be quite sufficient. 

Lack of natural sleep means lack of dreams, too, and so he is finally 
spared of any more glimpses to the future. One might say that he has 
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become blind, fully functioning eyes in an antiseptic environment 
notwithstanding. 

Blindness is a blessing, he decides, staring up once more to the mask 
descending, and cursing his treacherous instincts for continuing to provide 
unwanted reactions. Of all the senses, he would be most glad to lose this 
one. 

There is nothing he wishes to see with his own eyes ever again. 

Though Anakin’s eyes still function, his sight has been irreparably damaged. He finds his 

eyes as superfluous as his throat, mouth, and tongue; just as he can no longer eat without 

dying, he can no longer see without wishing he were dead. His machine-induced sleep 

also frees him of unconscious sight. He will never see Padme or Obi-Wan ever again, 

whether in memory, in dream, or in the flesh. The redemption/apotheosis of the tragic 

hero is directly tied to this simultaneous realization of lost past, hopeless present, and 

unrequited potential future; “it is not simply the knowledge by the hero of what has 

happened to him…but the recognition of the determined shape of the life he has created 

for himself, with an implicit comparison with the uncreated potential life he has 

forsaken” (Frye, “Anatomy” 212). Anakin’s metaphorical blindness spares him memories 

of the people he has destroyed, glimpses of the future he might have had, and honest, 

unfiltered vision of the reality in which he now exists. He does not long for the return of 

“his own eyes” because he has not only realized what has happened to him, but what he 

has lost.  

By forcing Anakin to consider his actions in light of the horrific consequences, 

Episode I-III fan fiction authors provide Anakin with a significant spiritual awakening 

akin to apotheosis. In LadyMoriel’s “A Perfect Darkness,” Anakin is no longer in a state 

of self deceit or denial because of his arrogance: 
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All you see is the fire. Reflex masters control. You flinch back, wanting—
yearning—to close your eyes against it, and then despising your weakness. 
You became…this…to destroy your weakness. You failed that, too. He 
made you, indeed. He could not make you strong. Nor did He make you 
weak. 

You did that yourself. 

He promised power. He gave you power. But he could not make you 
strong. You hate the dark—you cannot stand this clinging shadow now—
but still you cannot face the light. Especially not now, now when the only 
light you remember is the fire. You cannot bear the fire. You cannot bear 
the dark. So your vision turns inward, shutting out all else, and there you 
find more shadow, deeper and more suffocating than the one you have 
tried to flee. You cannot flee this shadow. You will not even try. 

You know who made this shadow. 

Anakin not only acknowledges that he is mired within the shadow side of his nature but 

that his entrapment is entirely of his own making. Instead of insisting on the rightness and 

validity of his actions because of his status as the “Chosen One,” Anakin admits to his 

own weaknesses, failures, and fears: 

You know. It was all because of your choice— 

That you killed Jedi. That you killed younglings. That you fought Obi-
Wan. That you tried to kill Obi-Wan. That you killed…This above all—
That you killed Padmé. 

And you betrayed all of them. Because none of it was quite good enough 
for you, was it? Because everyone fails, and so did you, and now all of it 
is gone and all that’s left is darkness. Because you wanted everything to be 
perfect, and now it is. 

Truth shatters the last threads of your illusions, searing-hot faultlines that 
splinter across your mind. The cold returns, sliding in and around the heat 
and fire, entombing your heart’s furnace in a shield of ice. Frost settles 
over the pain, soothing until it becomes bearable again. The dark 
numbness comes so suddenly and fully that you feel nothing, not even 
gratitude, at its arrival. Inside your mask you cannot cry—you will not 
cry, you will never cry again—and the memories can never hurt you again, 
but you know. You know. 
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And you will never, ever forget. 

The tragic hero usually begins as “a semi-divine figure, at least in his own eyes...[until] 

the divine pretence [is separated] from the human actuality” (Frye, “Anatomy” 217). 

Through fan fiction, Anakin is made to realize his own human actuality. Despite all his 

unmatched supernatural power and the promised success and insight of the prophesied 

“Chosen One,” Anakin is still human, and is brought back to reality with one terrifying 

realization: he was wrong. 

 However, the goal of all mythology is to dispel the need for self-righteous life 

ignorance by reconciling the Hero’s individual desires with the universal will (Campbell 

“Faces” 238). Though Episode I-III fan fiction writers attempt to give Anakin Skywalker 

the apotheosis his onscreen Hero’s Journey lacks, Anakin’s awakening is negated by his 

inaction. Fan fiction’s only restriction15 is canon, and the canon of Episodes I-VI does not 

allow Anakin to apply his new state of consciousness to his actions until Episode VI. 

Despite his physical transformation in Episode III and his spiritual transformation in fan 

fiction, Anakin remains bound by his personal limitations. As a developing hero, Anakin 

requires insight, understanding, and wisdom from his spirit-mentor Obi-Wan, but his 

arrogance as a result of his pre-ordained destiny closes him off from the knowledge, 

opinions, and advice of others. As the tragic hero isolated by his god-like powers, Anakin 

craves connection and interaction with his society, but his inability to place his trust in 

others and his fear of rejection prevent him from forming any real relationships. To 

achieve apotheosis, Anakin must consign his fate and the fates of those he loves to the 

universal will, but his unwillingness to relinquish control ensures that his state of mind 

remains fixated on the individual, the personal, and the internal. His isolation from the 
                                                 
15 When not deliberately writing an alternate universe or “what if?” fic. 
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rest of the galaxy grows larger until Anakin no longer retains any connection to humanity 

at all. He becomes Darth Vader, a tool and weapon of the Empire, more machine than 

man. What little remains of the human who Anakin Skywalker once was is not 

empowered by realizing the reality of his actions but crippled by it. 

 The fan fiction of Episodes I-III, then, present not only a vastly different Hero’s 

Journey than the fan fiction of Episodes IV-VI, but a vastly different hero. By 

contextualizing Luke Skywalker’s status as future hero and possessor of great 

supernatural powers within his native society on Tatooine, fan fiction authors have 

magnified the gravity of answering the call to adventure and leaving one’s safe and 

familiar known world for that of the mysterious and often dangerous unknown. The 

revisiting of both the Crossing of the First Threshold and the Belly of the Whale stages 

marks the significant transformative milestones in Luke’s development as a hero. Both 

events broaden Luke’s horizons and force him to consider himself not only in terms of 

his individual identity but the role he plays in the galaxy at large. Finally, the expanded 

view of Luke’s apotheosis articulates his metamorphosis beyond the death of the 

Emperor, the victory of the Rebel Alliance, and the appearance of his redeemed father’s 

ghost in Episode VI. By examining Luke’s new all-inclusive worldview, fan fiction 

authors give us a portrait of a fully developed and defined hero who has overcome his 

personal limitations, expanded his outlook, and accepted the universal will as the 

dominant force in not only his own life but in the lives of the rest of humanity. 

 In contrast, the fan fiction of Episodes I-III not only map the transformation 

expected of hero Anakin Skywalker but emphasize the flaws that prevent him from that 

transformation. Like Luke, Anakin must learn to mature beyond his own internal 
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struggles in order to achieve apotheosis but is deceived by his hubris into believing there 

is no other insight that can match his own. Though Anakin might have benefited from 

heeding the lessons of the Jedi, confiding in Obi-Wan, and trusting his fate to a power 

larger than himself, his fear of further rejection and isolation from his society causes him 

to turn inward. Anakin neither connects with the rest of humanity nor aspires toward the 

divine; instead, he withdraws from an expansive worldview and narrows his 

concentration to the physical, the personal, and the immediate present. While the Luke 

Skywalker of Star Wars fan fiction flourishes from constant reevaluation of his beliefs 

and worldview, the Anakin Skywalker of fan fiction retreats from this reevaluation, 

content to trust in his own abilities and insights rather than risk conflict from another 

source. The tragedy of this self-righteous life ignorance is made apparent when Anakin 

recognizes not only what he has become but what his mistakes have cost him. While 

Luke Skywalker’s already-completed Hero’s Journey is augmented and given greater 

depth, Star Wars fan fiction completes the tragic Hero’s Journey of Anakin Skywalker 

where the films themselves did not, giving the newly created Darth Vader a last glimpse 

of what Anakin Skywalker might have been. 
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“I don’t presume—“ 

“But you do! Revealed, your opinion is.” 

(Qui-Gon Jinn and Yoda, Star Wars: Episode I: The Phantom Menace) 

 

Mythology once brought to mind ancient Greek legends, tales of Roman gods, 

and epic poems passed down through oral tradition. When Shakespeare and others began 

to adapt these myths for the stage, the transfer to a more timely and accessible medium 

ensured their survival. In the twentieth century, films such as Star Wars take the 

Odysseus and Achilles of legend and put new faces on these archetypal figures, updating 

the core mythology again not only for a more advanced and popular medium but through 

new, more mythologically resonant characters and settings. As a result, popular books 

such as the Harry Potter series, television shows like Lost, and films such as the Star 

Wars trilogies become our new mythology; their heroes are our heroes, their villains are 

our villains, and the ethical and moral truths they contain become our new spiritual 

mantras to follow or avoid. Through continual retelling, these myths give our culture a 

sense of identity, placing into metaphoric form who we are, how and why we came into 

being, and what we value (Ferrell 10). 

 What enduring, profound, culturally representative truths do the Star Wars films 

then provide? As far as the Hero’s Journeys of Luke and Anakin Skywalker go, the 

message of the mythological narrative is clear. All men (Luke and Anakin) must work 

towards the elimination of self-righteous life ignorance by overcoming their personal 

limitations (impatience, fear, pride, arrogance, close-mindedness) and reconciling their 

individual desires with the universal will. Failure to do so will result in disastrous 
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consequences (Anakin becomes Darth Vader, the galaxy is left in the grip of a tyrannical 

Emperor, innocent victims Padme and the Jedi Order are destroyed). Success, however, 

leads to the hero’s ascension to a higher state of consciousness, which he then shares with 

the rest of humanity upon his return to the known world (Luke confronts both the shadow 

and the anima to achieve apotheosis, atones with/redeems his father, Vader, and helps the 

Rebel Alliance to achieve victory over the Empire.)  

Like any other work of mythology, Star Wars has presented us with positive and 

negative examples of how to live. Like any other work of art, these six films have 

attempted to communicate a moral message through a timely, accessible medium. The 

implications of Luke Skywalker’s success and Anakin Skywalker’s failure are clear, but 

the acceptance of those implications as truth is entirely dependent upon audiences and 

fans. A work of art is not a static entity that springs forth from the creator’s mind fully 

formed, but a collaborative event between author and audience that creates meaning: 

[Art] must be thought of as an event in time. It is not an object or an ideal 

entity. It happens during a coming-together, a compenetration, of a reader 

and a text. The reader brings to the text his past experience and present 

personality. Under the magnetism of the ordered symbols of the text, he 

marshals his resources and crystallizes out from the stuff of memory, 

thought, and feeling a new order, a new experience, which he sees as the 

[work of art] (Rosenblatt 12). 

Star Wars audiences, then, are not blank tapes awaiting a pre-programmed and ready-

made message but active viewers who synthesize personal experience and cultural 

context with the original films in order to create their own story. The most tangible 
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evidence of this meaning-making fusion between audience interpretation and original 

work is fan fiction.  

Fan fiction is only one of the ways fans can participate in the common culture of 

their shared interest. “Rituals of quotation, playground space battles, friendly trivia 

contests,” and attending yearly conventions, for example, are just a few of the many 

opportunities available for Star Wars fans to immerse themselves in Lucas’ mythological 

world (Brooker 27). These activities are all primarily mimetic in nature, however; no new 

meaning is created by reciting a scene word-for-word, or quizzing fellow fans on film 

trivia. Fan fiction answers a deeper need for audience members who have not only found 

Star Wars to be mythologically rich and resonant but define themselves partially through 

their engagement with that resonant material. Fan fiction is prompted both by fascination 

and frustration: “because popular narratives often fail to satisfy, fans must struggle…to 

try to articulate to themselves and others unrealized possibilities within the original 

works…Because the texts continue to fascinate, fans cannot dismiss them from their 

attention…” (Jenkins, “Textual” 23). Fan fiction authors are far from the culturally duped 

social misfits and mindless consumers of stereotype; rather, fan fiction authors follow 

their fascination and answer their frustrations by taking one of their key cultural myths 

and personalizing it both to more fully satisfy their own needs and desires and to better 

reflect the core truths and values of their culture. 

Fan fiction can provide a creative outlet to the fascinated and frustrated fan, but 

how does Star Wars fan fiction contribute to (or take away from) its source material? 

“The critical ethical development/moral articulation which…[is] the strongest, most 

consistent and most admirable thread of virtue…in the Star Wars narrative,” writes 
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novelist Scott Lynch, “…is the manner in which Luke Skywalker becomes a Jedi Knight” 

(Lynch 124). Star Wars fan fiction authors would tend to agree. Episodes IV-VI fan 

fiction follows the child-god hero archetype Luke out of the confines of his native land 

and into a mysterious, unknown world in which he learns to wield supernatural powers 

and endures many trials. At the end of his journey, Luke Skywalker has fulfilled the 

promise of myth: he has not only saved the galaxy and ushered in an era of human 

success, but he has evolved from a lower, self-concerned and individualistic state of 

consciousness (i.e., “How does the galaxy affect me?” or “How do I affect the galaxy?”) 

to an all-inclusive universal state of consciousness (i.e., “What effect do the galaxy and I 

have on each other?”)  

Episodes I-III fan fiction at first seems to follow similar lines: Anakin Skywalker, 

the child-god hero plucked from obscurity and the life of a slave, sets out to learn the 

ways of the Force, become a Jedi Knight, and eventually fulfill the prophecy of the 

“Chosen One.” As not only a tragic but an eventually redemptive hero, Anakin’s journey 

should have been “of a deeper truth, of a more difficult realization, of a sounder structure, 

and of a revelation more complete” than a myth with a happy ending or even a straight 

tragedy (Campbell, “Faces” 28). Fan fiction, however, illustrates the decline and fall of a 

hero developmentally hindered by his arrogance, his fears, and his isolation from his 

society.  Anakin is not redeemed by the end of Episode III but by the end of Episode VI, 

where the redemption of Darth Vader is less of a completion of Anakin’s journey and 

more a crowning achievement for his son, Luke. “In the absence of an effective general 

mythology,” Joseph Campbell writes, “each of us has his private, unrecognized, 

rudimentary, yet secretly potent pantheon of dream” (Campbell, “Faces” 4). Through the 
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creation of fan fiction, Star Wars fans not only magnify what they consider to be the 

central metaphysical truths in the mythological narrative, but also indicate what truths are 

missing or otherwise inadequately communicated, incorporating their personal dreams 

into the universal world of mythology. 

By augmenting, expanding, or completing popular mythological works like Star 

Wars, fan fiction creates new meaning out of its source material, compelling readers to 

constantly reconsider their interpretation of the original work. In addition to being 

naturally intertextual (in that the reading of it requires the simultaneous rereading of the 

source material), fan fiction is also communal. It is shared, sometimes collaboratively 

written/edited, and offered up to others for correction, critique, and reception. In this way, 

fan fiction comes full circle: just as the authors use fan fiction as an outlet for interpreting 

the original mythological work, so do the readers create new meaning by reexamining the 

original work through the filter of fan fiction. Fan fiction is a constant process of 

“manipulation, renegotiation, commenting, and revising…among a group of 

people…intimately involved with the creation and consumption of fannish goods” (Busse 

and Hellekson 6). 

The fan fiction community, then, follows the model and practices of folk culture. 

All of humanity belongs to the collective unconscious, which serves as an archetypal 

foundation for the creation and recognition of myth and folklore. Likewise, all fans 

belong to the culture of their fandom regardless of the individual fan’s culture or heritage, 

and are united by their common interest. Star Wars fans share a collective familiarity and 

fascination with the mythos of Luke and Anakin Skywalker, as well as the richly detailed 

galaxy Lucas sets his story in, and thus feel responsible for the cultivation and protection 
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of their culture. When that culture is threatened by the perceived blunders of its legal 

owners and/or creators, the fans “become curators of the mythos,” attempting to “keep it 

alive, to cherish it, and to sustain it… by participating in folk activity like fan fiction” 

(Brooker 88). Fan fiction is not only the activity of a devoted fan, but the collective 

product of a community with a shared and valued culture. 

Fan fiction not only reorients myth to be more timely and meaningful to new 

cultures and generations through communal reinterpretation and recreation of its source 

material but through its medium. Fan fiction occurs within the widely accessible and 

globally popular realm of the Internet, a channel suitable to a society centering on 

technology and digital life:  

For most of human history, the storyteller was the inheritor and protector 

of a shared cultural tradition. Homer took plots, characters, stories, well 

known to his audiences, and retold them in particularly vivid terms…this 

process of circulation and retelling improved the fit between story and 

culture, making these stories central to the way a people thought of 

themselves…Contemporary Web culture is the traditional folk process 

working at lightning speed on a global scale. The difference is that our 

core myths now belong to corporations, rather than the folk (Jenkins, 

“Land Grab” 3). 

Just as mythology operates within the framework and archetypal content of the collective 

unconscious, fan fiction is created within the similar boundaries of a previously created 

canon of characters and settings— the only difference is that the archetypal content is 

now owned by someone else. Fan fiction, then, is a reclamation of folklore; a rebellion 
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against designated myth-makers and copyrighted archetypes. As a new vehicle for the 

continuing adaptation and reorientation of mythology, fan fiction, like myth, will “fulfill 

an indispensable function: it expresses, enhances, and codifies belief; it safeguards and 

enforces morality; it vouches for the efficiency of ritual and contains practical rules for 

the guidance of man” (qtd. in Ferrell 18). We have seen what fan fiction tells us about the 

ethical and moral beliefs contained in the Star Wars narrative, and where that narrative 

has succeeded and failed. What will the fan fiction of these contemporary pop culture 

myths tell future generations about the ethical and moral beliefs of our culture? Where 

did we succeed and where did we fail? What did we value and what did we reject? Fan 

fiction is the next evolutionary step in the reinvention of mythology; the reorientation of 

archetypal content and metaphysical truth to a new generation who may or may not 

remember Odysseus, but will be sure to remember Luke Skywalker.  
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Appendix 

Fan Fiction Guidelines 

• I used two major fan fiction archives. The first is the largest, most popular multi-
fandom fan fiction repository on the Internet: Fanfiction.net 
(http://www.fanfiction.net). The other archive I chose is the fan fiction archive 
at TheForce.net (http://fanfic.theforce.net/), a Star Wars fan site enormous in 
scope, popularity, and usage. 

• We had discussed using only original trilogy (IV-VI) fan fiction written before 
1999, the release year of Episode I, but a very important aspect of fan works (and 
any art form, particularly mythological ones) is the sharing of them. I could find 
earlier fan fiction, but this would require extensive, focused searching and would 
lead me to little-known and rarely-read personal sites and repositories. I decided 
to instead try to find original trilogy fan fiction on the two major sites that was 
written before 1999, and use my own judgment for fiction written after that. I 
excluded any fan fiction that was obviously influenced by or took into account the 
events of Episodes I-III. This ensured that all the fan fiction I am using for my 
analysis is relatively recent, still in circulation, and easily accessible to readers.16 

• My accepted length was broad, from a limit of 500 words to a maximum of 
50,000. I did not limit myself to one story per author; if one author wrote more 
than one acceptable story, I used more than one story by that author. 

• For both sites, I used “character search” and limited myself to “Luke Skywalker”-
centric stories for the original trilogy and “Anakin Skywalker”-centric stories for 
the prequel trilogy. While valuable information might be found in stories 
centering around Han Solo or Obi-Wan Kenobi’s experiences, I tried to limit 
myself to stories responding to the central Hero’s Journey. Surprisingly, this 
(combined with all other limitations imposed) narrowed the selection quite a bit. 
To compensate, I decided to also allow stories that may not be in Luke or 
Anakin’s POV, but are centered around them.  

• TheForce.net also allows an “era” search—the era defines a period of time within 
the Star Wars timeline by what film a story is about. Some examples include 
“Pre-The Phantom Menace (Ep. I)”, “original trilogy”, “prequel trilogy”, etc. I 
used this search function to make sure I was finding stories from either the 
original trilogy era or the prequel trilogy era as appropriate to my search. 

• For both sites, I omitted the following genres: humor/parody, alternate universes 
or “what if?” stories,17 original character (OC)-centered stories or stories that did 
not focus on the main characters/events, pairing-centric stories, slash,18 creative 

                                                 
16 In the end, however, the dating is meaningless, as a work might be uploaded to a site in 1999, but may 
have been written well before that. FanFiction.net was founded in 1998, and TheForce.net’s fan fiction 
archive was opened in 2001. Also, with multi-chaptered works, they are often begun one year and 
sometimes not completed until months or years later. 
17 Stories that focus on an author’s favorite romantic pairing, sometimes invented from subtext the author 
saw in the films. 
18 Homosexual romantic pairings of characters, often erotic in nature, and obviously non-canonical. I 
omitted these not out of any bias, but because there is an entire study to be made just out of the motivations 
and ideas behind slash, and this is not the focus of my paper. 
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works that were not fiction (i.e. poems, filk,19 screenplays, fan films, etc.), works 
that make use of expanded universe (EU; Lucasfilm-approved books, comics, 
cartoons, etc.) canon.  

• As Fanfiction.net allows open posting of fan works (no approval from 
administrators necessary), I used my own judgment to determine works worth 
studying, rejecting ones that lacked sufficient depth (i.e., rehashing of film scenes 
with no significant changes/additions), had major canonical 
mistakes/misspellings, or had countless grammatical errors. 

• I ended up with 20 original trilogy (IV-VI) stories and 30 prequel trilogy (I-
III) stories. Some of these may be omitted as they are analyzed. 

                                                 
19 Original songs or stories centered around a song an author feels expresses the emotions or feelings or a 
character. 
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Episodes IV-VI Fan Fiction 
 

Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
1. A Moment of Silence Araindil 7-5-05 2270 
“Set directly after ANH. Luke suddenly finds himself the hero of the Rebellion, but in a 
few moments that he is alone the sorrow of loss catches up with him. One-shot.” (author 
summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2470568/1/ 
 

- A Hero’s reflection after a major trial and a Belly of the Whale-like event. 
- Luke has begun to transform, but stops to take stock of what he’s gained and what 

he’s lost. His wisdom is developing alongside his abilities. 
- His ability to save the galaxy, but inability to save his loved ones—parallel to 

prequels and Anakin’s tragedy. 
- Last line “He wanted the impossible”; parallels Luke’s scoff to Yoda when 

requested to levitate the X-wing out of the swamp in Ep. V: “You want the 
impossible.” 

- At this point, Luke has not yet accepted that all things are possible through the 
Force, including redemption and the afterlife of Force ghosts 

- Explores possibly darker feelings Luke might have had which were brought about 
by destruction of Death Star, incl. revenge for his dead loved ones—inserts even 
more conflict into the beginnings of Luke’s Hero’s Journey 

- Story does not add anything that wasn’t in Eps. IV-VI; only expands on and 
introspectively explores them. 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

2. A Scoundrel’s Wisdom Wendynat 1-1-06 3154 
“After his rescue from the bottom of Cloud City, Luke Skywalker learns there is more to 
Lando Calrissian than meets the eye.” (author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2730965/1/ 
 

- Interaction between two characters who didn’t have much on-screen interaction, 
despite meeting at a critical, vulnerable, and intimate moment in Luke’s journey; 
as well as reflection for Luke on his major Belly of the Whale stage, which he has 
emerged from transformed 

- Plays on memorable dialogue from Ep. V: “You like me because I’m a scoundrel” 
- Comparisons between Luke and his mechanical hand, Vader and his mechanical 

body; foreshadowing how Luke’s future could turn in a different direction and he 
could develop right into Vader’s shoes 

- Luke’s feeling of betrayal by his spirit-mentor Obi-Wan, who is supposed to 
provide him with insight, wisdom, guidance, and supernatural aid—instead, the 
shadow (Darth Vader) provided the insight. This preoccupation with betrayal is 
also juxtaposed with Lando’s betrayal 

- Quotes dialogue from “I am your father” scene exactly 
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Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
3. Afterthoughts Goldie31416 8-26-06 2569 
“Luke finds out about Han and Leia.” (author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/3124354/1/ 
 

- Even characters see the ambiguity in the dialogue; Luke is momentarily unable to 
reconcile what Vader has told him with what Ben has told him, even though his 
feelings tell him Vader is telling the truth 

- Another reflective piece on the Belly of the Whale stage—Luke feels that he has 
lost his “world” and his “faith”—major transformation 

- Interaction between Luke and Leia, who are revealed in Ep. VI to be closely 
connected twin siblings 

- After this transformation, Luke’s future is still unknown— he fears turning into 
Vader as much as the audience (and the fanfic writers!) fear it 

- Addition of a scene which is only implied in the films, never shown—Luke 
discovering Han and Leia’s romance 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

4. Balance rhonderoo 11-11-04 1199 
“Missing moments of Return of the Jedi. Luke’s off the Death Star with his father, now he 
needs to make preparation to pay his final respects.” (author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2131045/1/ 
 

- Too influenced by prequels? “Luke realized he was watching as his father looked 
on – young, whole and handsome. His father watched as Leia walked up to 
Luke, a look of pride and love on his face, and understanding. The trio smiled at 
each other, then back to Luke, their look urging him to join his friends. He had 
accomplished what no one thought possible, helping his father to fulfill his 
destiny. The Force was balanced and the galaxy was at peace. With a final nod 
of understanding and love to his father and teachers, he joined his friends in the 
celebration.” 

- Luke’s thoughts during the burning of his father/Darth Vader’s remains in Ep. VI 
- Reflection and summation after Luke (and Anakin!) has achieved Apotheosis, the 

Ultimate Boon, and Atonement with the Father 
 

Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
5. Catalyst Fyre 12-8-99 9160 
“With Young Luke Skywalker trying to come to terms the his newfound growing abilites 
he runs into trouble not only with his uncle but some uninvited guests. Help, however 
comes from the most unexpected, and to some the most unwelcome source of all.” (author 
summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/4070/1/ 
 

- Pre-Ep. IV story dealing with Luke’s life on Tatooine; the child-god with 
burgeoning powers both he and those around him do not understand. Uncle Owen 
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and Aunt Beru’s parental concerns and reactions to those abilities are also 
explored, as well as the portrayal of an early first meeting between Luke and Obi-
Wan/Ben Kenobi, whom Luke has apparently met before/known about when we 
meet these figures in Ep. IV 

- Illustrates a trend popular in fan fiction; making Uncle Owen out to be a gruff, 
strict, ogre-like disciplinarian in Luke’s life, somewhat contrary to the film’s 
representation. This is done to make Luke’s childhood possibly more perilous? 
The child-god archetype is faced with dangers and oppositions from all 
directions… 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

6. Desert Drifting Deaka 6-24-06 4634 
“Luke's day is going from bad to worse... preANH vignette.” (author summary from 
ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/3004912/1/ 
 

- Luke’s life as a farmer’s son, conflict with his uncle with more accuracy to the 
Uncle Owen presented in the films 

- Echoes of Owen’s dialogue in Ep. IV: “You can waste time with your friends 
when your chores are done.” 

- Imagery of being bound to the known world with no interest or hope to 
develop/transform in the unknown: “It was like Owen thought that if Luke stayed 
here long enough the dirty gold of the sands would creep into his heart and bind 
him just as Owen and Beru were bound. Or maybe the sand would send tendrils 
over his boots, messy, corrosive things, like the tree roots of mythical forests in 
old off-world stories, climbing over the bodies of interlopers, possessing them 
slowly.” Etc. 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

7. First Impressions: An Anchorhead 
Chronicle 

KnightMara 8-15-00 4703 

“The first day of school for a certain young boy from Tatooine.” (author summary from 
ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/58781/1/ 
 

- pre-Ep. IV story on Luke’s early days on Tatooine 
- Luke’s powers in front of his peers, opposition from authority figures as a child-

god 
 

Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
8. Forming Alliances KnightMara 9-2-00 8124 
“After two years in the rebellion, Luke learns the true meaning of friendship and trust.” 
(author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/67505/1/ 
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- Set between Ep. IV and Ep. V: explores Luke’s development as a leader within 
the rebellion and a commander of a flight squadron; also, additional interaction 
between Luke the Hero and Han Solo the trickster archetype 

- More resonant dialogue: “I owe you one” 
- “I’m not trying to be a hero. I don’t even want to be a hero!” "Earlier you said that 

I didn’t have to prove myself because I was already a hero. But you were wrong. I 
have to keep proving myself because I am a hero. I blew up the Death Star, so 
they put me in command of a squadron of fighters. I got promoted ahead of all 
these guys who’ve been fighting in this war for a lot longer than I have, and now I 
have to prove to them that it wasn’t just a lucky shot. That I am capable of being 
in charge, of being responsible for their lives out there. But the truth is I don’t 
know if I am a good leader. Most of the time, I don’t even know what I’m doing. 
And it scares me that these guys are counting on me to make sure they make it out 
alive.": While Luke pined for more on Tatooine, he may have gotten more than he 
bargained for. Events too have thrust him into hero-hood, and this may be 
evidence that the Hero can refuse or be tempted to refuse the Call even after it has 
already been accepted. Realism of lucky shots; young Heroes. 

- Han skeptical of the Force again 
 

Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
9. Hero Valerie Vancollie 7-5-00 2021 
“Overwhelmed by his sudden hero status after the Battle of Yavin, Luke tries to get away 
from it all for a little while.” (author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/40611/1/ 
 

- Luke’s reflection after the passing of his first major trial, the destruction of the 
Death Star in Ep. IV 

- Interaction between Luke and Leia 
- Happiness shown in films countered by reactions to loss; Luke’s loss of his family 

and friends, Leia’s loss of the entire planet of Alderaan 
 

Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
10. In A Million Cereus 11-11-06 1297 
“Tonight was one of those nights. A quiet night for reflection, for reliving a nightmare and 
a memory… Luke's thoughts after the destruction of the first Death Star.” (author 
summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/3240951/1/ 
 

- Luke’s reflection after the passing of his first major trial, the destruction of the 
Death Star in Ep. IV 

- Luke’s guilt focused on rather than his own loss or the pressures of herodom; the 
reality of destroying an entire space station full of people. Luke is responsible for 
the saving of millions, but also for the death of millions 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
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11. Last Chance Carrie2sky 9-13-04 686 
“An interlude of what might have happened during that fateful trip to the Death Star in the 
missing ROTJ scene between Luke and Vader.” (author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2055813/1/ 
 

- Expansion on scene in Ep. VI, when Luke confronts Vader and surrenders to him, 
awaiting his meeting with the Emperor; inner dialogue of the two men’s thoughts 

- Insertions of dialogue from that scene: “I feel the conflict within you”; “I must 
obey my master”; I am a Jedi, like my father before me.” 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

12. Lessons fyre 12-8-99 6092 
“Luke's internal struggle after the disastrous duel with Vader on Bespin.” (author 
summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/4072/1/ 
 

- Even characters see the ambiguity in the dialogue; Luke is momentarily unable to 
accept what Vader has told him—“Vader had to have lied!” 

- Another reflective piece on the Belly of the Whale stage—Luke feels that his life 
up to this point has been a “sham”, “based on a dream”; “My life's a lie Leia." he 
said softly, trying to explain, trying to have her understand. "It's all a lie and 
everyone knew. Everyone. You can't live a lie." 

- major transformation: “Luke mourned for something lost. Innocence? Naivete? 
Ignorance? What knowledge had he gained that now tore at him in the 
vulnerability of aftermath, of shock and fever? Whatever it was it was enough to 
drive him out of his mind.” 

- Tragedy of tragic hero is in his isolation from society; Luke feels isolated by 
being the sole person to understand the truth, to hold his secret: Darth Vader is his 
father. Also alone in that none of his friends understand the Force or the Jedi 

- Flashbacks play dialogue from different films and different characters against 
each other, illustrating Luke’s confusion and conflict between his spirit mentors 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

13. Loyalties MJ Mink 3-28-05 3820 
“After Bespin, a delerious Luke tries to remain loyal to the Alliance without betraying his 
father.” (author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2326946/1/ 
 

- Another reflective piece on the Belly of the Whale stage 
- Luke’s transformation in a different light; human to mechanical, from anima 

closer to the shadow of Vader 
- Fan fiction self-aware of film’s status as myth, of fan fiction’s status as myth 

building upon myth: “Anakin Skywalker-Vader. Was the Dark Lord wise and 
kind, ever? Would Vader be kind to him? He hadn't been yet. Vader had taken his 
hand (instead of his life), not precisely an act of goodness. Still, he'd struck his 
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father first, though he hadn't known it was his father he struck. But Vader had 
known. Vader had fought his son. It was the stuff of legends. Maybe someday a 
story would arise of the battle between the Dark Lord and his arrogant, foolish, 
righteous son.” 

- Luke tries to reconcile the identity of the father figure with the identity of Vader 
as the villain-shadow; conflicted between the interactions he believes he is 
supposed to have with the two, who are the same 

- Tragedy of tragic hero is in his isolation from society: "Oh, no -- that's the secret! 
I can't tell anybody. Nobody. No one. I can't tell. No one can know. No one 
knows but me. In the whole galaxy, no one knows but me. I'm the only one who 
knows. The only one. Who knows." His arms wrapped around his own torso, 
hugging, comforting. "And what am I going to do, now that I know?" he 
whispered.” 

- Realization of the possibility to turn Vader back not shown on screen, only Luke’s 
resolution to do it shown in Ep. VI: “But to give that information would be to 
betray his father and that he would never do. As long as they both lived, there was 
hope for a reconciliation. Somehow, some way... Could he convince Vader to 
come with him? That was an alternative he hadn't considered. After a lifetime as 
Darth Vader, could the spirit of Anakin Skywalker be conjured, could life be 
breathed into a corpse that wasn't dead?” 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

14. Masks Shy Snootles 7-14-05 1396 
“A ROTJ Missing Scene, that takes place between Luke and Vader on the Death Star, 
right before the Dark Lord takes his son before the Emperor.” (author summary from 
ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2484855/1/ 
 

- Additional evidence of Vader/Anakin’s possible goodness that wasn’t shown on 
screen, despite Luke’s verbal insistence: “Vader acted as if nothing relevant had 
happened, and Luke pretended he hadn’t noticed his father’s automatic movement 
to help.‘And you still pretend not to care?’ the young Jedi thought.” Etc. 

- Reality of Luke’s status as a Hero of the Rebellion who’s responsible for death of 
millions of people explored in reaction by Imperial officer 

Title Author Name Date 
Pub. 

Word Count 

15. One Small Boy TheSockofDarthVader 7-12-03 1377 
“Six year old Luke gets lost.” (author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/1426238/1/ 
 

- pre-Ep. IV story on Luke’s early days on Tatooine 
- Luke’s powers even as a child 
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- Portrayal of Owen universally harsh and abrasive, but this example more true to 
the films 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

16. Rogue Encounter Deaka 7-25-05 1482 
“First meeting between Luke Skywalker and Wedge Antilles in the hallways of Yavin 
IV’s base…” (author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2502354/1/ 
 

- missing scene from Ep. IV: Luke meets a fellow pillow, Wedge, before the attack 
on the Death Star 

- two men discuss their families, similar experiences, motivations 
 

Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
17. Youthful Mistakes KnightMara 9-3-00 32816 
“Set during Luke's teenage years, this story shows how simple mistakes and 
misunderstandings can have severe consequences.” (author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/67953/1/ 
 

- multi-chaptered work spanning a few years of Luke’s life on Tatooine up to the 
events in Ep. IV 

- Follows Luke’s “youthful mistakes” and adventures, his life with his friends and 
family. Each event illustrates Luke’s burgeoning powers 

- Luke’s desire to leave the known world (Tatooine) for the unknown world (“the 
center of the universe”) fueled by what he knows of his father and his innate 
knowledge that he and his abilities are meant for better things. He hangs onto 
these dreams despite the reactions/objections of those around him: "The best?" 
cried Windy, turning red in fury. "The best will be if I kill you myself to make me 
feel better about this whole damn thing, Luke! That’s what the best would be! I’m 
sick and tired of you and your crazy ideas! Always getting yourself and the people 
around you into trouble! Always dreaming about being a hero and going on 
adventures! When are you going to grow up, Skywalker? You’re a farmer! You’re 
no hero! And neither is Biggs! You two are just a bunch of losers who can’t get 
over the truth that you are always going to be losers! You live on Tatooine! This 
isn’t Alderaan! This isn’t Corsuscant! It ain’t even Dantooine! It’s Tatooine, the 
planet farthest from the center of the universe as you’re going to get!""Just shut 
up, Windy!" Luke screamed, matching him tone for tone, and anger for anger. "I 
know who I am and I know where I’m from! And I’m not going to sit here and let 
someone with no dreams and no desires tell me that I’m a loser and will never get 
anywhere! My father was a pilot! He got off this rock! And so will I!" "Your 
father is dead, Skywalker!" 

- Interaction/meeting between Luke and Obi-Wan/Ben Kenobi 
 

Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
18. Shared Losses Jedi Catriona 6-30-03 6253 
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“The Rebellion's newest hero wrestles with the ghosts of his past and the uncertainty of 
the future.” (summary from TheForce.net) 
http://fanfic.theforce.net/fanfic.asp?action=view&ID=923 
 

- Luke’s reflection after the passing of his first major trial, the destruction of the 
Death Star in Ep. IV 

- A Hero’s reflection after a major trial and a Belly of the Whale-like event. 
- Luke has begun to transform, but stops to take stock of what he’s gained and what 

he’s lost. His wisdom is developing alongside his abilities 
- Instant Hero 
- Interaction between Luke and Leia; discuss mutual losses of family and friends; 

reflections from Wedge and Treya also emphasize Luke’s losses. They help him 
to deal with his conflicting feelings 

- Luke’s reflections based on dialogue exchanges like the one btw. him and Owen 
in Ep. IV 
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Episodes I-III Fan Fiction 
 

Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
1. A Perfect Darkness LadyMoriel 1-13-06 1894 
“He wanted everything to be perfect, and now it is. Anakin's last thoughts after he dons 
the mask and becomes what the galaxy will know as Darth Vader.” (author summary from 
ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2751306/1/ 
 

- second person perspective of Anakin as he becomes Darth Vader (physically) 
- Imagery is of loss, from of people (Padme) to things (limbs) to self: “You are not 

you anymore.” 
- Inability to perform simple human biological actions anymore, like blinking or 

sleeping 
- There is apotheosis represented here; Anakin realizes the decisions he’s made are 

wrong, but he is unable to realize that he can yet recover from them. There is 
transformation in the films, but no realization. This fan fic brings an apotheosis of 
sorts to the character where the films did not: “You hate the dark—you cannot 
stand this clinging shadow now—but still you cannot face the light. Especially not 
now, now when the only light you remember is the fire.” 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

2. Antithesis VA-Parky 9-13-05 1287 
“Vader prepares for the task he fears most, remembering Padme.” (author summary from 
ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2578006/1/ 
 

- Vader thinks on Padme and his regret at her death, which he believes himself 
responsible for. This kind of fic could indicate audience dissatisfaction with the 
simple “NO!” reaction we are given in Ep. III when Vader learns of Padme’s 
death. Thoughts of her lend themselves to Vader’s realization of his wrongdoings, 
a kind of apotheosis 

- The tragedy of the tragic hero is his isolation from society; Anakin is not only 
turned to the dark side because of his isolation, but is plagued by it when he 
becomes Darth Vader: “"I will retire to my quarters and I am not to be disturbed." 
"Of course," came the relieved response. "I will see to it that you are left alone, 
Lord Vader." His words echoed through the cavernous room. Alone... Alone... 
Alone...  She is nowhere. 

-  
 

Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
3. Appearances Can Be Deceiving Valerie 

Vancollie 
4-21-01 1942 

“Palpatine's thoughts during QuiGon's funeral.” (author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/261470/1/ 
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- Set at the end of Ep. I, Palpatine’s perspective as he muses and reflects on his role 

as a deceitful Sith Lord. He concentrates on Anakin’s strengths and weaknesses. 
This piece supposes that somehow Palpatine was aware of the Council’s doubts 
about training Anakin, and could imply that audiences found Palpatine and 
Anakin’s future relationship implausible without Palpatine’s knowledge of 
Anakin’s power and a preconceived plan to turn him 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

4. Blood and Sand Noiseforyoureyes 12-30-05 1781 
“He was frightened of what it would mean to forget.” (author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2727784/1/ 
 

- post Ep. II, pre Ep. III. Anakin struggles to deal with the Sand People episode on 
Tatooine, his Belly of the Whale stage 

- Anakin has transformed, but it is a regressive transformation. Instead of moving 
towards helping others and sharing himself and his abilities, he’s turned inward, 
refusing to confide in Obi-Wan, convinced he has to—and he can—handle his 
conflict on his own. The tragedy of the tragic hero is in his isolation from 
society… 

- Implications of Palpatine being a better spirit mentor than Obi-Wan; the hero 
turns in the wrong directions for insights and wisdom: “In his weakness, he stood, 
letting his feet carry him in the direction of the Chancellor's chamber. He would 
understand. When had he not?” 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

5. Brotherhood and Family Rhonderoo 6-7-05 2103 
“Anakin Skywalker and ObiWan Kenobi discuss attachment, brotherhood and letting go.” 
(author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2428272/1/ 
 

- post Ep. II, pre Ep. III. Anakin pens a sympathy letter to Owen, which leads to a 
discussion with Obi-Wan on “attachment, brotherhood, and letting go” 

- Significant interaction between Anakin the hero and Obi-Wan the spirit-mentor, 
which wasn’t seen in the films. The two men clash over the Jedi rules on 
attachment and feelings: ““Anakin, I was not going to bring up attachment, but 
now that you mentioned it, I have to say that I understand these feelings…but as 
Jedi, sadness at death is not something we are supposed to feel.”“Obi-Wan, I 
know what the Jedi say about attachment and grief.” Anakin leaned closer to Obi-
Wan, his eyes intense. “It is harder than you can imagine in practice, but I try.” 
He leaned back with a sigh, and ran his hand over his hair. He leaned over the 
table at Obi-Wan, his blue eyes snapping. “Do you not ever grieve Qui-Gon? 
Does your heart never hurt when you think of him? Of his kindess? His 
irreverence to all things political and stodgy? Don’t you ever feel him with you? I 
only knew him a short time as my Master, Obi-Wan and I miss him. I miss him. 
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Sue me. Kick me out of the order. I miss him. I know the order can’t bludgeon 
something like that completely out of one’s soul. I see you sometimes, with that 
far off look in your eyes, and I know. I know, Obi-Wan, that you miss him. You 
cannot fool me.”” 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

6. Deconstruction of a Dream Wolfkyr 6-11-05 693 
“Darth Vader constructs his Sith lightsaber.” (author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2433238/1/ 
 

- post Ep. III. Imagery of split personalities: Darth Vader the villain-shadow vs. 
Anakin Skywalker the hero. Vader tries to destroy Anakin by building a new 
lightsaber 

- dialogue from Belly of the Whale stage echoed: “I hate them” 
- Apotheosis of a sort? Not as strong as other examples, but Vader blames Padme 

and the Jedi’s death on “demons he was unable to control” 
 

Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
7. Five Senses Selena 6-7-05 1956 
“Becoming Darth Vader. Anakin experiences life behind the mask.” (author summary 
from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2427058/1/ 
 

- Ep. III, Anakin being transformed into Darth Vader as seen through the loss of the 
five senses 

- Anakin’s transformation is a death of sorts; he sees himself as entirely 
mechanical, no longer human. The Belly of the Whale stage often involves the 
Hero being believed to be dead or actually dead—could the period between Ep. 
III and Vader’s apotheosis in Ep. VI be one long Belly of the Whale stage, in 
which Anakin is immersed in the shadow, unable to reconcile with the anima? 

- In most fics like this, after his sadness, Anakin resigns himself to his fate. He 
gives himself over to the machine in him, believing it to be the only way, or in 
this case, the best way: “In theory, he could demand a new construction that 
would allow him to use his own eyes permanently, instead of viewing the world 
through redscreened computer data. He has not considered this for longer than a 
few moments. Only a fool would abandon a superior instrument for an inferior 
one, and he is quite aware that the fact no one can see his eyes contributes to the 
aura of intimidation and fear around him. Yes, the mask has to be uncompromised 
by human allowances. His master had been wise to choose it.” Does a complete 
rejection of the human world imply that Anakin, as a hero, has lost faith in the 
known world? That he believes that they cannot be helped or improved upon? 
Could this be a sort of Refusal of the Return, but oddly placed before the ultimate 
Boon and Apotheosis? 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
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8. In Due Time VA-Parky 6-13-05 1396 
“Tormented by the loss of his wife and her approaching due date, Darth Vader returns to 
Naboo to destroy the source of those painful memories.” (author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2435867/1/ 
 

- post Ep. III: Vader thinks on Padme and his regret at her death, which he believes 
himself responsible for. This kind of fic could indicate audience dissatisfaction 
with the simple “NO!” reaction we are given in Ep. III when Vader learns of 
Padme’s death. Thoughts of her lend themselves to Vader’s realization of his 
wrongdoings, a kind of apotheosis. Also, audience craves more reaction, closure 
to something as immense in Anakin’s life as the death of Padme 

 
Title Author Name Date 

Pub. 
Word 
Count 

9. My Very Young Apprentice TheSockofDarthVader 2-3-04 946 
“Anakin and ObiWan take a while to get to know each other on a rainy Couruscant night.” 
(author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/1716398/1/ 
 
- Post Ep. I: Interaction between Anakin the hero and Obi-Wan the spirit-mentor, which 
wasn’t seen in the films. 
 

Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
10. Sleep Well, Milady Lady Aeryn 7-26-04 3256 
“AotC missing-moment scene - Padme summons Anakin to her quarters for a conference 
the evening of their reunion, before the speeder chase.” (author summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/1982026/1/ 
 

- fleshing out of a scene only implied in Ep. II: When Padme suggests being bait 
for her assassin 

- Interaction between Anakin and Padme (the tempress-goddess); illustrates 
Padme’s inner thoughts and the slow transformation of them towards Anakin. 
This might be to justify her proclamation of love on Geonosis, which seems 
unjustified? 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

13. Snow Angels Daenarrah 12-8-06 2165 
“Padmé shows Anakin a little fun can be had in Varykino's first snow.” (author summary 
from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/3279046/1/ 
 

- Post Ep. II: Interaction between Anakin and Padme (the tempress-goddess) 
- What the fanficcers call “fluff” 
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Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
14. Sometimes You Lose Them JediShampoo 6-27-99 6211 
“ObiWan tries to make a connection with Anakin. Does he fail?” (author summary from 
ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2811/1/ 
 

- post Ep. I: Significant interaction between Anakin the hero and Obi-Wan the 
spirit-mentor, which wasn’t seen in the films 

- The characters (and the fan ficcers!) seem to be aware of the dysfunctional 
relationship between Anakin the hero and Obi-Wan the spirit-mentor, a 
relationship that should be beneficial, not detrimental: “Obi-Wan was still 
disturbed by his inability to keep Anakin's attention on the bigger picture--the 
need to be trained before attempting to right wrongs. While he was undeniably 
powerful with the Force, Anakin wouldn't listen to directions. At least from Obi-
Wan. Deep down, Obi-Wan wondered if the problem was not with the apprentice, 
but with the Master. While he had promised his beloved, dying Master to train the 
boy, it had thrust him in an undeniably difficult position. That one, vicious twist 
of a Sith blade into Qui-Gon's body had plunged Obi-Wan into a new role as a 
Jedi Knight, on his own for the first time. The abrupt change in his situation was 
further destabilized by the addition of responsibility for the boy. And while Obi-
Wan truly didn't regret his decision to honor Qui-Gon's dying request, and indeed 
found the boy to be bright and talented, he knew the bond between the new 
Knight and Padawan wasn't what it should be, wasn't strong. In his deepest, most 
secret heart, Obi-Wan couldn't help feeling that Anakin resented him for not being 
Qui-Gon-for having survived when his Master did not. He'd tried being patient 
with the boy, being kind and indulgent. But it didn't appear to be working. Qui-
Gon would have told Obi-Wan to seek out the living Force, to use it to understand 
the boy. But Obi-Wan couldn't manipulate his own feelings the way Qui-Gon 
had.” 

- At the end of this story, however, Obi-Wan and Anakin have managed to teach 
each other something, and have grown closer because of it. While they refer to 
each other as friends in Ep. III, there is nothing but conflict between the two in 
Ep. II (and most of Ep. III!) 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

15. Speed Me Towards Death Chopsticks 6-17-05 1002 
“Arrogance is not a trait of a Jedi, for it leads only to destruction.” (author summary from 
ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2443035/1/ 
 

- Post Ep. II, pre Ep. III: Significant interaction between Anakin the hero and Obi-
Wan the spirit-mentor, which wasn’t seen in the films 

- The characters (and the fan ficcers!) seem to be aware of the dysfunctional 
relationship between Anakin the hero and Obi-Wan the spirit-mentor, a 
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relationship that should be beneficial, not detrimental: “"It may not have worked 
out, and you need to realize that. There are real consequences to your impulsive 
actions, and they won't always be good. You aren't invulnerable, Anakin," he 
lectured, albeit carefully. His padawan had grown rather arrogant as he became 
more and more powerful. He feared that it would be a rather nasty problem down 
the line, but all of his attempts to discourage such thinking only seemed to make 
the young man resentful of him. And yet, somehow, we're best friends. There were 
times--few and far between as they were--when he wondered why he had fought 
so hard to train this boy, and ultimately defied the Council in Qui-Gon's name. 
Then, he would be speaking with Anakin, and he would remember that, had he 
not trained this young man, he would not have a friend he placed all of his trust 
in; someone he could easily leave his life in the hands of and know he would be 
safe. He would not have his brother. He had trained him because Qui-Gon wanted 
him to; he trained him because Anakin was his friend…” 

- Also comments on Anakin’s isolation from society as the Chosen One: “He 
trained him because he believed, well and truly, that Anakin was the Chosen One. 
Obi-Wan would see him training, fighting, practicing, and he would just know. It 
was instinctual. Anakin was the Chosen One. Unfortunately, the Chosen One 
knew he was the Chosen One. Human nature demands a certain degree of 
arrogance with this knowledge. As far as Obi-Wan was concerned, letting Anakin 
know this particular tidbit about himself was an error on his and Qui-Gon's part. 
An error he was trying to rectify, and was met with little success.” 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

16. Temperate VA-Parky 11-19-05 1218 
“Certain the reports of Padme’s death are another Jedi lie, Vader visits her tomb.” (author 
summary from ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2666881/1/ 
 

- post Ep. III: Vader doesn’t believe Padme’s death and seeks proof. This kind of 
fic could indicate audience dissatisfaction with the simple “NO!” reaction we are 
given in Ep. III when Vader learns of Padme’s death. Also, audience craves more 
reaction, closure to something as immense in Anakin’s life as the death of Padme 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

17. The Boy Ziggy 
Sternenstaub 

5-28-05 4110 

“Just before the events of Attack of the Clones, Surpreme Chancellor Palpatine recieves 
an unexpectedly enlightening visit from Anakin Skywalker.” (author summary from 
ff.net) 
http://www.fanfiction.net/s/2413606/1/ 
 

- post Ep. I, interaction between Anakin and Palpatine, the dialogic spirit-mentor in 
opposition to Obi-Wan, Anakin’s actional spirit-mentor 
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- Highlights Palpatine’s thoughts of and plans for Anakin, including his knowledge 
of the Chosen One prophecy: “The Chosen One looked anything but a model Jedi, 
overcome with haste and indignation. This was just the way that he liked 
Skywalker, oblivious to the fact that he was violating the edicts of the Jedi Order 
with his mere existence. Over the past ten years, Skywalker’s little talks with the 
Chancellor had become something of a constant in Palpatine’s often overcrowded 
schedule. He’d watched this human being grow up from a talented, precocious 
little boy to the smart but rash young man that was currently recovering his 
composure with a slight blush, as if suddenly remembering such a thing called 
dignity. Palpatine smiled in kindly amusement. Anakin tried so hard to be on his 
best behaviour with the Chancellor, attempting to give something in return to the 
ego-stroking that Palpatine so often granted him. It was necessary, but hardly 
unusual for the seasoned politician. The best method to encourage others to listen 
to one was to say what they wanted to hear. Quite frankly, however, not all of the 
advice that he gave the boy was self-serving. It was perhaps not what the Jedi 
Order wanted Skywalker to hear, but much of it was useful and Palpatine did not 
doubt that he was one of the significant influences which had helped the boy 
develop into what he was today.” 

- Palpatine’s manipulation of Anakin is self-serving; everything is in his own 
interests, not to provide Anakin with wisdom or insight, making it Palpatine 
unsuitable for the traditional spirit-mentor role 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

18. Autopilot FernWithy 8-20-01 2425 
“Anakin has a frightening experience during a test in his training.” (summary from 
TheForce.net) 
http://fanfic.theforce.net/fanfic.asp?action=view&ID=195 
 

- post Ep. I, pre Ep. II: Significant interaction between Anakin the hero and Obi-
Wan the spirit-mentor, which wasn’t seen in the films 

- Illustrates the conflict between Obi-Wan’s school of thought and Anakin’s; 
Anakin is unable to trust his fate or the fates of others to anyone other than 
himself 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

19. Introspection Destiny 9-8-03 2229 
“Anakin grapples with his soul after losing a loved one.” (summary from TheForce.net) 
http://fanfic.theforce.net/fanfic.asp?action=view&ID=1059 
 
- Ep. II: Anakin’s reflection after his Belly in the Whale stage on Tatooine; plays off of 
dialogue: “I know I’m better than this” 
 

Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
20. Night Falls In Around Me VaderLVR64 3-14-06 1760 
“Anakin finds that keeping his secrets get more difficult. How honest can we be with 
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those we love?” (summary from TheForce.net) 
http://fanfic.theforce.net/fanfic.asp?action=view&ID=1838 
 

- post Ep. II, pre Ep. III. Anakin struggles to deal with the Sand People episode on 
Tatooine, his Belly of the Whale stage 

- Anakin has transformed, but it is a regressive transformation. Instead of moving 
towards helping others and sharing himself and his abilities, he’s turned inward, 
refusing to confide in Obi-Wan, convinced he has to—and he can—handle his 
conflict on his own. The tragedy of the tragic hero is in his isolation from 
society… 

- Also shows realities of being involved in a galactic war 
 

Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
21. Not To Be Trusted Leia__naberrie 2-2-04 1949 
“Jedi Master Obi-Wan Kenobi shares his opinion of a certain Naboo Senator with his 
Padawan.” (summary from TheForce.net) 
http://fanfic.theforce.net/fanfic.asp?action=view&ID=1190 
 

- Ep. II: Significant interaction between Anakin the hero and Obi-Wan the spirit-
mentor, which wasn’t seen in the films 

- The characters (and the fan ficcers!) seem to be aware of the dysfunctional 
relationship between Anakin the hero and Obi-Wan the spirit-mentor, a 
relationship that should be beneficial, not detrimental. Here that dysfunction is 
heightened, with Anakin displaying insolence, disrespect, and even physically 
attacking Obi-Wan 

- Obi-Wan’s observations of Anakin draw upon past dialogue in Ep. I, between 
himself and Qui-Gon concerning Anakin: “The boy is dangerous/They all sense it, 
why can’t you?” 

Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 
22. Step Into My Parlor Geo3 5-5-03 2273 
“Why did the Jedi Council permit Anakin to accompany Padme back to Naboo after the 
Battle of Geonosis? This missing scene between Anakin and Supreme chancellor 
Palpatine offers a suggestion as to why.” (summary from TheForce.net) 
http://fanfic.theforce.net/fanfic.asp?action=view&ID=908 
 

- post Ep. II, PalpatinePOV, interaction between Anakin and Palpatine, the dialogic 
spirit-mentor in opposition to Obi-Wan, Anakin’s actional spirit-mentor 

- Palpatine’s “insight” and “wisdom” that he provides to Anakin is in the interests 
of making Anakin more subservient to him, not to help Anakin develop and 
transform into something better: “Too easy by far, Darth Sidious thought to 
himself with genuine disappointment. You'd think a boy with that kind of talent 
would put up more of a fight. He remained at the window, staring thoughtfully 
into Coruscant's multicolored night. On the other hand, the Jedi had saved him 
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the trouble of providing a good basic training in obedience. The boy was no 
trouble at all. The thought made him smile to himself.Once a slave, always a 
slave.” 

- Fanficcers are resolving the conflict between film dialogue and archetypal action 
by filling in the blanks with missing scenes that make the relationships between 
the characters logical 

 
Title Author Name Date Pub. Word Count 

23. We’re All Light JediShampoo 8-5-02 2154 
“Obi-Wan and his eighteen-year-old apprentice, Anakin Skywalker, have a discussion 
about the nature of light, and what it can or cannot do.” (summary from TheForce.net) 
http://fanfic.theforce.net/fanfic.asp?action=view&ID=520 
 

- Post Ep. I: Significant interaction between Anakin the hero and Obi-Wan the 
spirit-mentor, which wasn’t seen in the films 

- The characters (and the fan ficcers!) seem to be aware of the dysfunctional 
relationship between Anakin the hero and Obi-Wan the spirit-mentor, a 
relationship that should be beneficial, not detrimental 

- Anakin sees the universe in terms of the now, while Obi-Wan and the Jedi see it 
in terms of the past and the future: “"Perhaps you should think about Qui-Gon, 
too. His body didn’t disappear, like those of some Jedi. But he was burned." Obi-
Wan’s voice became distant. "You were there. He became ash, and drifted away 
on the wind. He became part of Naboo. Someday, Naboo’s sun will go nova. Qui-
Gon’s atoms, mixed with everything else, will float aimlessly around the galaxy 
until gravity creates another sun, and new life. We never really die. We just 
become part of something else." Anakin was quiet for a while. "But this is the life 
I’m concerned with now. I want to do something with it. Make something of it." 
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